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1. Introduction
Hodge theory involves a large number of analytical aspects, but also a certain number
of algebraic aspects pertaining notably to the algebraic de Rham cohomology [39](ii), [44].
Among these latter are: the Hodge filtration; the Gauss-Manin connection in the case of
a family of varieties; Griffiths transversality for the Hodge filtration with respect to the
Gauss-Manin connection; and regular singularities of the Gauss-Manin connection in case
of a degenerating family.
The degree 1 nonabelian de Rham cohomology (of a smooth projective variety X in
characteristic zero) is the moduli stack of principal G-bundles with integrable connection
which we can denote by
H1(XDR, G) = Hom(XDR, K(G, 1)).
By the higher nonabelian de Rham cohomology of X we mean n-stacks of the form
Hom(XDR, T )
for coefficient n-stacks T with π0(T ) = ∗, π1(T ) = G an affine algebraic group, and πi(T )
represented by finite dimensional vector spaces for i ≥ 2.
The purpose of this paper is to treat the above-mentionned algebraic aspects of Hodge
theory, for the higher nonabelian de Rham cohomology, generalizing from the degree 1
case which was treated in [77](vi). The main observation is that all of the algebraic
aspects cited above can be interpreted in terms of certain “formal categories” [39] [9]
[49], starting from the formal category for XDR whose object-object is X and whose
morphism-object is the formal completion of the diagonal in X×X . The formal categories
(and morphisms of such) necessary for the Hodge filtration, the Gauss-Manin connection,
Griffiths transversality, and regular singularities, are reviewed in §9 below.
Here are two examples: first, if X is a smooth projective variety then the Hodge
filtration comes from a morphism of formal categories
XHod → A
1
where the preimage of Gm ⊂ A
1 is isomorphic to XDR ×Gm, and where the fiber over
0 ∈ A1 is
XDol := K(T̂X/X, 1)
(i.e. the relative classifying stack for the formal completion of TX along the zero-section).
Second, if X → S is a smooth projective morphism then the Gauss-Manin connection
comes from the morphism of formal categories
XDR → SDR.
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If F → E is one of the morphisms of formal categories which enters into the above
aspects of Hodge theory, and if T is a coefficient n-stack, then we obtain the relative
nonabelian cohomology n-stack
Hom(F/E , T )→ E .
Much of the paper is concerned with the following basic questions:
(A) how to interpret the above, for example as giving a morphism E → nSTACK;
(B) how to interpret the above as a functor in the variable T , giving a notion of “shape”
denoted
Shape(F/E) : E → Hom(nSTACK, nSTACK);
and
(C) what are the properties of Hom(F/E , T ) as a function of the properties of T ?
Note that in (B) the stack T is naturally brought to vary in a family parametrized by
a base scheme, and question (C) concerns mostly the properties of the resulting family of
nonabelian cohomology stacks, as a function of the properties of the family of stacks T .
Our results in this direction are given in the last chapter §10.
Here is a simplified version of the results of §10. Leaving aside the question of variation
of T in a family, if T is a coefficient n-stack chosen as described at the start (connected,
with π1 an affine algebraic group and πi vector spaces for i ≥ 2), and if we base-change
by the object-scheme Z → E of the base formal category, then the resulting nonabelian
cohomology n-stack Hom(F×EZ/Z, T )→ Z is a geometric very presentable n-stack. The
descent of this n-stack down to E represents the “action” of the morphisms of E on it.
Applying these results to XHod → A
1 we obtain the Hodge filtration on the nonabelian
de Rham cohomology, a Gm-equivariant morphism
Hom(XHod/A
1, T )→ A1.
Considered as a functor in the variable T , this gives the Hodge filtration on the de Rham
shape
Shape(XHod/A
1) : A1/Gm → Hom(nSTACK, nSTACK).
If X is simply connected, then the shape (restricted to “1-connected very presentable
n-stacks” cf §6) is representable by a 1-connected very presentable geometric n-stack
rep(XHod/A
1)→ A1,
which together with its Gm-equivariance, is the Hodge filtration on the full complexified
homotopy type of X .
Using the example XDR → SDR we obtain in a similar way, the Gauss-Manin con-
nection on the de Rham shape, and in the simply connected case, the Gauss-Manin
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connection on the de Rham homotopy type of the family X/S (this adds the higher levels
of homotopy coherence to the result of Navarro Aznar [69]).
Using other examples of morphisms of formal categories (see §9) we obtain the other
algebraic aspects of Hodge theory such as Griffiths transversality, the Kodaira-Spencer
classes for Dolbeault cohomology, regular singularity of the Gauss-Manin connection
(again extending [69]), logarithmic de Rham cohomology, etc.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In §2, we start with a digression on the example
of the higher homotopy of varieties with abelian fundamental group. This digression is
intended to show the need for a higher nonabelian cohomological formalism, by show-
ing that direct consideration of the higher homotopy groups, in the case of non-simply
connected varieties, seems problematic.
In §3, we define higher nonabelian cohomology, and give some examples. We treat
question (B).
In §4 entitled “zoology”, we consider some questions related to the notion of a “prop-
erty” of an n-stack (the notion of “property” comes into play in question (C) in the
above list). Notably, we define the notion of realm as a saturated full sub-n + 1-stack
R ⊂ nSTACK. A realm should be thought of as the sub-n + 1-stack of n-stacks having
a given property. We discuss various things about realms, and at the end of §4 we give
the main “Postnikov reduction” argument which will be used in §10.
Possibly useful in §4 is the “index” 4.4.1 of the various realms which will come into
play later on.
In §5, we discuss base-change and the notion of “cartesian family”. This is intended
to bring some clarification to question (A) in the above list. Unfortunately, it requires
development of some new machinery for n-categories. This new machinery should be
useful in many contexts: we construct a canonical fibrant replacement denoted nFAM
for the n + 1-category nCAT of all n-categories which had been constructed in [77](x).
On the downside, the discussion is rather technical and also incomplete, and the reader
will probably complain that we have shedded darkness rather than light on question (A).
In §6, we begin our treatment of concrete issues surrounding the above questions, by
introducing the first main realm: that of very presentable n-stacks. Our discussion here is
really just a review of things which occur in previous preprints such as [77](vii) or (xii). In
turn, most of what we review from these preprints comes from Auslander [5], Hirschowitz
[47], and Breen [15].
In §7 we continue as in the previous section, this time discussing the second main
realm: that of geometric n-stacks. Again, this starts with a review of the definition from
[77](ix). We go on, however, to discuss some new things such as the type of geometry
which one could expect to do with geometric n-stacks, and at the end a criterion for being
a geometric n-stack.
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In §8, we discuss formal categories of smooth type. The main work here is to explain
why the cohomology of a formal category is calculated by a de Rham complex. This is
well-known since Berthelot [9] and Illusie [49], but we give an argument anyway.
In §9, we describe the formal categories and morphisms of formal categories which
enter into the aspects of Hodge theory listed at the beginning of the introduction.
In §10 we give our main results concerning question (C) in the above list. These
results say that for appropriate types of coefficient n-stacks T , the resulting nonabelian
cohomology of a formal category, is very presentable (cf §6) and sometimes geometric (cf
§7).
Acknowledgements: I would like to thank L. Katzarkov for organizing the conference
and lectures on which this paper is (very loosely) based. I would also like to thank him
and T. Pantev for many useful questions, suggestions and remarks; and to thank A.
Hirschowitz for continuing discussions about n-categories and n-stacks. From a long time
ago, I would like to thank again P. Deligne for communicating his notion of λ-connection
which led to the Hodge filtration for degree 1 nonabelian cohomology; to thank J. Propp
for one day mentionning the words “shape theory”; and to thank V. Navarro Aznar for
discussions about rational homotopy theory and his Gauss-Manin connection.
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2. Varieties with abelian fundamental group
Rational homotopy theory for a space X has classically treated either the pro-nilpotent
completion
πnil1 (X) := prolimπ1(X)/Γrπ1(X),
or else the higher homotopy groups πi(X) in the case where X is simply connected. These
can be combined together in case the space X is nilpotent, that is if the action of π1 on
the πi is nilpotent. However, this latter condition doesn’t usually hold.
To illustrate what can happen in the non-nilpotent case, we look at the case where
π1 is an abelian group. The action of π1 on the πi need not be nilpotent, and classical
rational homotopy theory isn’t really adequate to deal with the situation. One of the
reasons for this is that the higher πi get very big. We illustrate this problem by looking
carefully at π2 and π3 in the case where π1(X) = A is a free abelian group of positive rank.
This section is only intended to point out the type of problem which leads to a need
for higher nonabelian cohomology. We don’t necessarily solve this problem in the rest of
the paper, though. The first two subsections are mathematically independant from the
rest of the paper, whereas in §2.3 we give a brief introduction to “nonabelian cohomology”
with a few examples.
Everything in §§2.1, 2.2 is well-known in one way or another, and we don’t endeavour
to give references. Many of the necessary references can be found in the bibliography of
[77](ii).
2.1 On the size of π3 in the presence of a free abelian π1
Assume that X is a CW complex with finitely many cells, with π1(X) = A a free
abelian group of nonzero (finite) rank.
For simplicitly, tensor everything with Q. Recall that π1(X) acts on πi(X), on
H i(X˜,Q), etc. This gives an action of the (commutative, in this case) algebra Q[A]
on Hi(X˜,Q) and on πi(X)⊗Q.
If X is a CW complex with finitely many cells, then the chain complex C·(X˜,Q)
(with respect to the lifted cell decomposition of X˜) is a complex of finitely generated
free Q[A]-modules. Since Q[A] is noetherian, this implies that the cohomology of this
complex consists of Q[A]-modules of finite type. Thus Hi(X˜,Q) is a finitely generated
Q[A]-module.
Let MB(X,Gm) := Hom(π1(X),Gm). It is a product of tori defined over Q, and we
have
MB(X,Gm) = Spec(Q[A]).
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If ρ : π1(X) → Gm is a rank one representation (defined over C, say), let Lρ denote
the corresponding local system of rank one C-vector spaces on X , and let Vρ denote the
corresponding Q[A]-module (in fact it is a C[A]-module). Then
Hi(X,Lρ) = Hi(C·(X˜,Q)⊗Q[A] Vρ).
There is a connected dense Zariski open subset U ⊂MB(X,Gm) such that for ρ ∈ U , we
have
Hi(X,Lρ) = Hi(X˜,Q)⊗Q[A] Vρ.
Note that U is connected because of the fact that we have assumed that A is without
torsion.
We may assume that the function hi(X,Lρ) is constant on U , and the coherent sheaf
associated to the Q[A]-module Hi(X˜,Q) is locally free over U of rank equal to the value of
this function. Thus we may speak of the “generic dimension” which we denote hi(X,Lgen).
The ring Q[A] is integral and we have
hi(X,Lgen) = dimFrac(Q[A])Hi(X˜,Q)⊗Q[A] Frac(Q[A]).
Cohomology with local coefficients is dual to homology with local coefficients:
H i(X,Lρ) = Hi(X,L
∗
ρ)
∗
(here we are taking duals of complex vector spaces). The dual of a generic representation
ρ is again a generic representation. Thus we may write
hi(X,Lgen) = hi(X,Lgen).
Let b be the largest integer such that there is an injection of Q[A]-modules
Q[A]b →֒ Hi(X˜,Q).
Then b = hi(X,Lgen). Fix such an injection.
We now look at πi(X), i = 2, 3. Note that π2(X) = H2(X˜,Z) so
π2(X)⊗Q = H2(X˜,Q)
is a Q[A]-module of finite type (Note: in a more general situation this statement would
require that the group ring Q[π1] be noetherian). On the other hand, the coproduct in
homology is the first morphism ξ in an exact sequence (∗)
H4(X˜,Q)
ξ
→ H2(X˜,Q)⊗Q H2(X˜,Q)→ π3(X)⊗Q→ H3(X,Q).
Existence and functoriality of this exact sequence for finite subcomplexes of X˜ implies
existence of the exact sequence for an infinite complex such as X˜ . Note that this exact
sequence is compatible with the action of Q[A], with diagonal action of A on the tensor
product.
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2.1.1—Hypothesis: Suppose that H4(X,Lgen) = 0. This means that H4(X˜,Q) is a
torsion Q[A]-module.
Recall from above that we have fixed an injection from a free Q[A]-module of rank
b = h2(X,Lgen) into H2(X˜,Q). This gives an injection
i : Q[A]b ⊗Q Q[A]
b →֒ H2(X˜,Q)⊗Q H2(X˜,Q),
compatible with the diagonal action of A. Now Q[A]b ⊗Q Q[A]
b with its diagonal action
of A is a free Q[A]-module (of infinite rank), in particular it is torsion-free so the image
of i doesn’t meet the image of ξ (here we use our hypothesis 2.1.1). Therefore we obtain
an injection of Q[A]-modules
Q[A]b ⊗Q Q[A]
b →֒ π3(X)⊗Q.
Assuming that b > 0 and also of course that A is an abelian group of nonzero rank, we
find that π3(X)⊗Q contains a free Q[A]-module of infinite rank. In particular, it cannot
be of finite type over Q[A]. This could pose a problem in an algebraic-geometric approach
where one can only adequately deal with things of finite type.
Aside from this infinite-dimensionality, (or partly, because of it) there is another type
of problem which occurs. The exact sequence (∗) sets up π3(X)⊗Q as a curious mixture
of a Q[A]-module of finite type (the image in H3(X˜,Q)) with something which is itself a
Q[A × A] = Q[A] ⊗Q Q[A]-module of finite type divided out by a Q[A]-module of finite
type. Unfortunately, there doesn’t seem to be any way to provide π3(X) ⊗ Q with a
natural Q[A×A]-structure making it into something of finite type. On the other hand, it
is probably possible, but complicated, to develop a theory taking into account this mixture
of different types of structures. This behavior continues in πi(X) for larger values of i,
where one meets (via the Curtis spectral sequence for example) pieces which naturally
should be seen as Q[A× . . .× A]-modules of finite type for various different numbers of
factors.
This mixing of actions of various A × . . . × A poses a problem if one wants to take
completions or other types of tensor products over Q[A]. If we have a Q[A]-algebra B
(e.g. the completion at some ideal) and try to tensor everything with B over Q[A], then
what becomes of the factor H2(X˜,Q) ⊗Q H2(X˜,Q)? It could either be tensored once
with B over Q[A], but then it wouldn’t really represent the “completion”—for example
our term Q[A]b ⊗Q Q[A]
b becomes something approximately (although not exactly) like
Q[A]b ⊗Q B
b; or else we might get a term of the form
(H2(X˜,Q)⊗Q[A] B)⊗Q (H2(X˜,Q)⊗Q[A] B)
in the exact sequence (∗), but it seems difficult to describe the operation on π3(X)⊗Q
which corresponds to this latter case.
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In the comparison between Betti and de Rham cohomology, we eventually need to
do a tensor product as above with B equal to the ring of holomorphic functions on
MB(X,Gm)(C). Thus, the problem of what this “tensoring” should mean on π3 seems
to block any program of trying to compare Betti and algebraic de Rham theories.
This type of problem—as it occurs when one wants to do ℓ-adic completions—was
pointed out by Artin and Mazur [3], and also Bousfield [12]. It can occur, for example,
when X is obtained by attaching a bouquet of 2-spheres to a torus.
One way of getting around this problem would be to treat the rational homotopy
theory of the universal covering X˜ equivariantly with respect to the action of π1 (see for
example Brown and Szczarba [17], also Gomez-Tato [36] and others). This assumes, of
course, that one can get a handle on π1(X) to start with. For this reason, the approach of
Brown and Szczarba seems somewhat unsuited for algebraic geometry e.g. for an algebraic
de Rham version of the theory.
Instead of tackling the problem directly, we shall get around it by looking at “non-
abelian cohomology” and shape. This is one of the motivations for what we do in subse-
quent chapters; we’ll give a brief look in §2.3 below.
2.2 Smooth projective varieties with abelian π1
This subsection is devoted to pointing out that the problem alluded to above effectively
does occur, and is even in some sense the “generic” situation, for smooth projective
varieties with abelian fundamental group. Again, it should be stressed that all of the
results herein are well-known by various authors and we don’t give references.
Suppose X is a smooth projective variety over C. Then we have several other
ways of computing cohomology with local system coefficients. Let MDR(X,Gm) (resp.
MDol(X,Gm)) be the moduli space of (L,∇) where L ∈ Pic
τ (X) and ∇ is an integrable
connection (resp. of (E , θ) where E ∈ Picτ (X) and θ ∈ H0(X,Ω1X)). We have the de
Rham cohomology
H iDR(X, (L,∇)) := H
i(L
∇
→ Ω1X ⊗ L
∇
→ . . .)
(resp. the Dolbeault cohomology
H iDol(X, (E , θ)) := H
i(E
θ
→ Ω1X ⊗ E
θ
→ . . .) )
and these calculate the Betti cohomology. If ρ ∈ MB(X,Gm), let (L,∇)ρ be the cor-
responding line bundle with integrable connection, and let (E , θ)ρ be the corresponding
Higgs bundle. Then
H i(X,Lρ) ∼= H
i
DR(X, (L,∇)ρ)
∼= H iDol(X, (E , θ)).
Under the homeomorphism MB(X,Gm) ∼= MDol(X,Gm), the open set U (which we
now call UB) where the cohomology dimension equals the generic dimension, corresponds
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to a Zariski open set UDol ⊂ MDol(X,Gm) where the Dolbeault cohomology dimension
equals the generic dimension. Note that the set of Higgs bundles of the form (O, α) goes
to a totally real subset of MB(X,Gm) and in particular it must intersect UB. Therefore,
UDol contains a point of the form (O, α) with α a generic section of Ω
1
X .
We now assume that the Albanese map X → Alb(X) is finite. This implies that a
generic section α ∈ H0(X,Ω1X) has only isolated zeros on X ; for any curve in the zero set
of α maps to a positive-dimensional abelian subvariety of Alb(X) on which α restricts to
zero, and a generic α will never do this, so no such curve can exist.
The fact that α has isolated zeros implies that the complex
OX
∧α
→ Ω1X
∧α
→ . . .
∧α
→ ΩnX
is exact except at the last place, where it has a cokernel which we denote by S(α) which
is a skyscraper sheaf supported on the zero scheme of α. If α has at least one zero then
the skyscraper sheaf is nontrivial. We get
H iDol(X, (O, α)) = 0, i < n,
and
HnDol(X, (O, α)) = H
0(S(α)).
This gives the following statement.
Lemma 2.2.1 Suppose that X → Alb(X) is a finite morphism, and let n := dim(X).
Then
hi(X,Lgen) = 0, i < n.
If, furthermore, every generic section of H0(X,Ω1X) vanishes somewhere on X, then
hn(X,Lgen) > 0.
///
2.2.2—Remark: Under the condition of the first part of the lemma, the topological
Euler characteristic of X (which doesn’t depend on the choice of rank one local system)
is equal to hn(X,Lgen). Thus, if this Euler characteristic is different from zero then the
latter generic dimension doesn’t vanish.
We now look at the case of a surface X and plug this back into the previous discussion.
Corollary 2.2.3 Suppose X is a smooth projective surface with π1(X) = A free of finite
rank, such that the Albanese map of X is finite, and such that the topological Euler
characteristic of X is nonzero. Then b = h2(X,Lgen) > 0, and h
4(X,Lgen) = 0, so
by the previous discussion, π3(X)⊗Q contains a free Q[A]-module of infinite rank.
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///
The hypotheses of the corollary will hold, for example, if X is a complete intersection
of hyperplane sections in Alb(X).
The previous corollary is the sense in which we say that the “generic” behavior for a
smooth projective surface with nontrivial free abelian π1, is to have an infinite-rank free
Q[π1]-module contained in π3.
2.3 A different way of proceeding
From the above examples, it looks like it might not be so easy to look directly at
the higher homotopy groups or more generally the higher homotopy type, of a non-
simply connected variety. Instead, we suggest to take a different approach based on
nonabelian cohomology. Before getting to the actual definition and technical discussion in
the succeeding chapters, we give a brief introduction to what this looks like in the context
of abelian fundamental groups.
Let XB denote the topological space X
top. We will be looking at a nonabelian coho-
mology object denoted Hom(XB, T ). The “coefficients” are an n-stack T . Without yet
giving the definition, roughly speaking this is something whose homotopy groups (occur-
ing in degrees 0 ≤ i ≤ n) will be sheaves of groups on the site Sch/C. For the present
discussion we restrict to the case π0(T ) = ∗ and where the πi(T ) are sheaves represented
by group schemes. We then obtain concrete cohomological data for XB with coefficients
in T , by taking the sheaf of sets π0Hom(XB, T ).
Part of a map XB → T involves a representation of π1(XB) in the group π1(T ). If, as
in the present chapter, π1(XB) = A is abelian, then for all practical purposes we might
as well assume that π1(T ) is abelian. Assume furthermore that it is a reductive group,
and even indecomposable: this says π1(T ) = Gm is the multiplicative group scheme. For
the rest of our discussion in this subsection, make this hypothesis.
Now assume furthermore that πi(T ) are finite dimensional complex vector spaces (with
Gm action, representing the action of π1 on the πi for T ). To be precise this means that
the sheaves πi(T ) on Sch/C are represented by finite dimensional complex vector spaces.
2.3.1 In the simplest case (which really has n = 1)
π1(T ) = Gm, πi(T ) = 0, i ≥ 2.
Then,
π0Hom(XB, T ) =MB(X,Gm) = Spec(C[A])
is the moduli space of rank one local systems on XB which occurs above.
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2.3.2 Take the next nontrivial case:
π1(T ) = Gm, πn(T ) = V, πi(T ) = 0, 2 ≤ i 6= n.
Here V is the standard 1-dimensional representation of Gm. In this case, we have a map
π0Hom(XB, T )→MB(X,Gm),
and the fiber over a point ρ is the cohomology vector space Hn(XB, Lρ). There may
be local problems around values of ρ for which the dimensions jump, making it so that
π0Hom(XB, T ) is not a scheme; however, the inverse image of the open subset where
the cohomology dimension attains its generic value is indeed (a sheaf represented by) a
scheme, and it is just the tautological vector bundle over this open set whose fiber is the
cohomology.
We can write heuristically
π0Hom(XB, T ) = {(ρ, η) : ρ ∈MB(X,Gm), η ∈ H
n(XB, Lρ)}.
The reader who at this point is interested in just what type of object π0Hom(XB, T )
is, is refered to the body of the paper: this 0-stack is “very presentable” in the terminology
of §6, and more generally the n-stack Hom(XB, T ) is very presentable. By keeping the
full n-stack here we also gain the additional property that it is a geometric n-stack, which
is a higher analogue of the notion of Artin algebraic stack—see §7 below.
2.3.3 Finally, one can incorporate nontrivial Whitehead products into the coefficient
stack T , which basically means that we take into account cup products and the like. For
example, fix m ≤ n/2 and define an n-stack T with
π1(T ) = Gm, πm(T ) = V, π2m−1(T ) = V
⊗2,
and the remaining homotopy groups vanishing. Here we assume that there is a nontrivial
Whitehead product πm×πm → π2m−1 (in order for such to exist, the Gm action on π2m−1
has to be the tensor square of that on πm).
Let T ′ be the n-stack of the previous example with π1(T
′) = Gm and πm(T
′) = V
but all others vanishing. For cohomology with coefficients in T ′, the previous discussion
applies; in particular we denote the points of π0Hom(XB, T
′) by (ρ, η) following the
expression given above.
We have a morphism T → T ′ (“truncation”) which induces a sequence of morphisms
π0Hom(XB, T )→ π0Hom(XB, T
′)→MB(X,Gm).
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Roughly speaking this morphism maps π0Hom(XB, T ) to the subset of points (ρ, η) such
that η ∪ η = 0 in H2m(XB, L
⊗2
ρ ) and a little bit more precisely (but still somewhat
heuristically) we can write
π0Hom(XB, T ) =
{(ρ, η, ϕ) : ρ ∈MB(X,Gm), η ∈ H
n(XB, Lρ), ϕ ∈ C
2m−1(XB, L
⊗2
ρ )/B
2m−1, dϕ = η ∪ η}.
One can construct more complicated examples but the above show essentially what
is going on. It seems intuitively clear that the nonabelian cohomology we are looking
at above contains all of the “rational” homotopic information, at least in the example
where π1 is abelian. However, it is not immediately obvious exactly how this works; we
formulate that as a problem for further study.
2.3.4—Problem: How can we get back the homotopical information e.g. of π2(X˜)
and π3(X˜) from the nonabelian cohomology, notably in the example considered in this
chapter where π1 is abelian?
Part of the goal of this paper is to explain the “de Rham” and “Dolbeault” counterparts
of the nonabelian Betti cohomology illustrated in the above examples. We will obtain
nonabelian cohomology n-stacks denoted Hom(XDR, T ) and Hom(XDol, T ). We will also
obtain a “Hodge filtration” which is a family over A1 linking these two. If the variety X
varies in a family then we obtain a “Gauss-Manin connection” on the family of nonabelian
de Rham cohomologies, and together with the Hodge filtration this satisfies an analogue of
Griffiths transversality; and at singularities of the family, it satisfies a regular singularity
condition. In the present paper we restrict to looking at the above algebraic-type aspects
of Hodge theory.
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3. Nonabelian cohomology
3.1 Motivation and historical remarks
I’ll begin by presenting my own reasons for approaching this theory. It starts with the
search for “higher” nonabelian cohomological invariants for which Hodge theory would
make sense. The first observation is that Hodge theory is essentially about complexified
invariants. For example, the Hodge decomposition is defined on the cohomology with com-
plex coefficients H i(X,C). Similarly, the degree one nonabelian Hodge fitration is defined
on the space of representations in a complex algebraic group, such as H1(X,GLn(C)).
This observation led to the idea in the last paragraph of [77](i), that one should look for
other functors
F : Top→ Sch
from spaces to schemes, and try to obtain a Hodge theory for the complexified versions
F (X)C. We can also operate the complexification beforehand, and look for functors
F : Top→ Sch/C.
Thinking of a scheme as representing a sheaf of sets on the site Sch/C, we can more
generally look for functors from Top to the category of sheaves of sets on Sch/C. Thus,
for each space X and scheme Y we would like to have a set F (X)(Y ). This set should
behave somewhat like a cohomology theory in X .
The next step is to apply the “Brown representability” idea, which says that a functor
which behaves like a cohomology theory in the variable space X , should really be the set
of homotopy classes of maps from X to a space T . In our case, the functor X 7→ F (X)(Y )
in question depends on the scheme Y , so T should depend on Y .
From this (somewhat heuristic) reasoning, we finally come to the following situation:
we would like to have a family of spaces TY indexed contravariantly by schemes Y , and
then we would like to set
F (X)(Y ) := Hom(X, TY ).
The previously known complexified cohomological invariants do indeed fit into this
picture: if we set TY := K(O(Y ), i) then
Hom(X, TY ) = H
i(X,C)⊗C O(Y )
so the functor Y 7→ Hom(X, TY ) is represented by the complex vector space H
i(X,C).
Similarly, if we set TY := K(GLn(O(Y )), 1) with basepoint 0, then for a pointed space
(X, x) we have
Hom((X, x), (TY , 0)) = Hom(π1(X, x), GLn(O(Y ))
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and again, as a functor of Y , this is represented by the complex representation scheme
R(X, x,GLn(C)).
As one can already see from the need to go to pointed spaces in the previous example,
it is not actually a good idea to take homotopy classes of maps separately over each
scheme Y . Rather, one should take homotopy coherent maps from the constant presheaf
of spaces X with values X , to T . One obtains in this way a functor of schemes Y , by
looking at the over-sites Sch/Y ; more precisely it is a functor from schemes Y to spaces,
which we can denote
Hom(X, T ) :=
(
Y 7→ HomSch/Y (X|Sch/Y , T |Sch/Y )
)
.
Here one should consider, for example, T as being a homotopy-coherent family of spaces
indexed contravariantly by Sch/C, and the Hom on the right is the space of homotopy-
coherent maps. The theory of homotopy-coherent maps, due to Leitch [61], Vogt [87]
and Mather [65] in the 1970’s, was reinvented for the purposes of the above discussion in
[77](iv), and the application to nonabelian de Rham cohomology was written up in [77](v).
These latter use the internal Hom between homotopy-coherent diagrams or presheaves of
spaces, as “nonabelian cohomology”.
Now Hom(X, T ) is a functor from schemes to spaces. If one wants to get a functor
from schemes to sets, compose with π0 (and then, sheafify, if you want to get a sheaf of
sets).
Before getting to the optimal technical way to approach the above theory (via Jardine’s
theory of simplicial presheaves), we should back up a bit and talk about categorical shape
theory and n-stacks.
The “arrow family” orHom functor plays a central role in the categorical shape theory
developed by Armin, Frei [33], Cordier and Porter [23] [24] [71], and others. This was
early on combined with “enriched category theory” in a way which is very close to the use
of internal Hom that we have in mind (see [71] for example). A recent paper which also
looks relevant is Carboni et al [21]. The notion of topological shape is closely related to
Cˇech cohomology, and can be thought of as a “nonabelian” version of Cˇech cohomology.
We will often employ a shape-theoretic terminology.
Then comes the idea of looking at “n-stacks”. For n = 1 this theory was developped
by Grothendieck and Giraud in the early 1960’s, and it led to Giraud’s book on non-
abelian cohomology. The generalization to higher n, while present in spirit throughout
Grothendieck’s work, came into focus in “Pursuing Stacks”. In particular, the use of an
internal mapping stack Hom(X, T ) between two n-stacks, as “nonabelian cohomology of
X with coefficients in T”, was explicitly mentionned there. Grothendieck writes ([39](iv),
letter dated 27.2.83):
“Thus n-stacks, relativized over a topos to ‘n-stacks over X’, are viewed primarily as the
natural ‘coefficients’ in order to do [non-commutative] (co)homological algebra of dimension ≤ n
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over X.”
My own use of such an internal Hom was directly inspired by this sentence.
Grothendieck discusses the relationship between nonabelian cohomology with finite
locally constant coefficient n-stacks, and the Artin-Mazur etale prohomotopy theory. The
only thing lacking in Grothendieck’s discussion was the definition of n-stack, a gap which
was closed by the letter of Joyal [54].
Joyal’s letter takes us back to the work of K. Brown [18] and Heller [45], closely related
to Quillen’s [72](i) and also to several early works of Breen [15]. These in turn eventually
lead back to Eilenberg and MacLane, and the representation of cohomology by Eilenberg-
MacLane spaces K(π, n). The idea is to relativize over a category, site, or just a base
topological space, this representation of cohomology by spaces.
One historical point which is not often recognized is that the notion of “topological
space relative to a topos” was discovered quite early on by Grothendieck and his entourage,
in the notion of “topos bifibered in toposes over a base topos” which appears in SGA 4
[4]. If one considers the topos fibers as being spaces, then one obtains directly the notion
of family of spaces indexed by a base topos; and it would have been possible to start the
theory of n-stacks of groupoids directly from there. However, this was not pursued at the
time, nor was it taken up later in “Pursuing Stacks”.
It is not clear to what extent Grothendieck was aware of the works of Breen and Brown
refered to two paragraphs ago, and indeed after recieving Joyal’s letter, he seems to have
more or less (but not completely) ignored this idea, instead changing direction (a couple of
times) in the middle of “Pursuing stacks” before eventually dropping the matter entirely
to look at Teichmuller spaces.
In particular, Grothendieck should have pointed out that the theory of simplicial
sheaves explained by Joyal, in fact responds quite well to what he was looking for in a
theory of n-stacks of groupoids; and thus enables one to define “nonabelian cohomology”.
Joyal’s theory was taken up by Jardine, who noticed the essential observation that
the sheaf condition levelwise for simplicial presheaves, is basically irrelevant if not coun-
terproductive. (For example the problem encountered by K. Brown [18], which meant
that he couldn’t define a closed model structure, was related to this sheaf condition).
This observation led Jardine to look at simplicial presheaves over a site G, and to define a
closed model structure [52](i). The topology on the site comes into the definition of Illusie
weak equivalence [49] where one takes the sheaf associated to the presheaf of homotopy
groups. (In the absence of a topology, this closed model structure was due to Heller [45]
and another closed model structure had been given by Bousfield and Kan [14].)
Thomason, in his ENS paper [85], was the first (or maybe the second after Brown and
Gersten [19]) to actually use nonabelian cohomology in the sense we are talking about
here in a serious way to prove results in K-theory. He developped many techniques such
as the notion of “Godement resolution”, etc. In a paragraph which he says was asked
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for by the referee, he develops a “Leray theory” calculating the cohomology of X with
coefficients in T by taking the cohomology of Y with coefficients in H(X/Y, T ) → Y .
There are two caveats: his theory was developed exclusively in the “stable” case, i.e. in
the context of presheaves of spectra; and he doesn’t seem to mention the internal Hom,
sticking to the external Hom(X, T ) which is a space rather than a stack.
While Jardine doesn’t seem to have explicitly stated it in [52], it is immediate to obtain
the internal Hom(X, T ′) between two simplicial presheaves, by setting
Hom(X, T ′)(Z) := Homspl(X|G/Z , T
′|G/Z)
using his simplicial model category structure [52](i).
An internal mapping presheaf of spectra between two presheaves of spectra was used
(for generalized etale cohomology) by R. Joshua in [53]. This concerns only the stable
case (although, again, it is immediate to extend this definition to the unstable case using
Jardine’s closed model structure). Joshua discusses many aspects of “generalized coho-
mology” which are precursors to things that we shall discuss below, and his paper is a
point of origin for much of the theory.
More recently, the internalHom between simplicial presheaves has entered into Morel’s
and Voevodsky’s theory of motivic cohomology in [86] and [66], see also Kahn [56].
3.2 n-stacks and n-categories
We will employ Grothendieck’s notation “n-stack” since it is convenient, historically
early (even though it wasn’t well defined when Grothendieck invented it), and compact.
See, however, the Alternative below.
By n-category we shall mean weak n-category or n-nerve in the sense of Tamsamani
[82]. He defines a groupoid condition, and n-groupoid shall mean n-category satisfying
this condition. We sometimes denote by “ngr-category” an n-groupoid, and by “ngr-stack”
an n-stack of n-groupoids.
There are currently available several other definitions of weak n-category, such as
Baez-Dolan [7] or Batanin [8](iv). It should in principle be possible to develop the present
theory with those definitions; or alternatively to wait and transfer the theory into those
frameworks once the appropriate comparison results are known. We don’t delve into these
questions here.
The reader is referred to [82], [77] for the definitions and basic properties of n-
categories. In particular, there are introductory sections (basically the same) in [77](xi)
and (xiii), and it would be redundant to repeat that a third time here.
Instead, we just recall the basic notations: if A is an n-category, then its set of objects
is denoted A0. Its n − 1-category of morphisms is denoted A1/ and more generally the
n − 1-category of composable p-uples of morphisms is denoted Ap/. By definition these
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fit together into a simplicial object indexed by p (this simplicial structure is Segal’s way
of encoding the composition law plus higher-order homotopy coherencies). If x, y ∈ A0
are two objects, the n − 1-category of morphisms from x to y is denoted A1/(x, y) and
more generally if x0, . . . , xp are objects then the n− 1-category of p-uples of composable
morphisms having sources/targets the xi in order, is denoted by
Ap/(x0, . . . , xp).
In [77](x) was defined the n + 1-category of n-categories denoted nCAT . The basic
technique was to define a closed model category of n-precats denoted nPC, and to note
that this closed model category admits a homotopically correct internal Hom. Note that
we have the inclusions
(fibrant n− precats) ⊂ (n− categories) ⊂ nPC,
and any object is equivalent to a fibrant one. Now nCAT is defined as the n+1-category
having for objects the fibrant n-precats, and with
nCATp/(U0, . . . , Up) := Hom(U0, U1)× . . .×Hom(Up−1, Up).
We recall the notation τ≤k for the truncation of an n-category to a k-category. In the
case of ngr-categories this corresponds exactly to the Postnikov truncation which kills off
the homotopy groups in degrees i > k. According to context, it will be useful either to
consider this as a k-category or else to consider it as an n-category. In the few places where
needed for clarity, we denote the operation of considering a k-category as an n-category
(n ≥ k) by Indnk .
If A is an n-category then we obtain its opposite denoted Ao as follows. The set of
objects is the same, and we define
Aop/(x0, . . . , xp) := Ap/(xp, . . . , x0).
The maps giving the simplicial structure are defined in the obvious way using those of
A (and in fact this operation comes from an involution of the category ∆ reversing the
ordering of the finite ordered sets). The operation A 7→ Ao reverses the direction of the
1-morphisms but doesn’t reverse the directions of the i-morphisms for i ≥ 2. One could of
course imagine having a number of different “opposite” constructions, reversing directions
of arrows at various different levels. This isn’t useful in the present paper so we don’t
establish a notation for it.
Throughout the paper, G will denote a Grothendieck site. Most often this will be the
site of noetherian schemes over a base field k of characteristic zero. We use the theory of
n-stacks over G developped in [48]. Briefly, one defines a closed model category nPS(G)
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whose objects are called n-prestacks over G. These are just presheaves of n-precats.
An n-prestack A is said to be an n-stack if the A(X) are n-categories (rather than just
n-precats) and if the morphism to a fibrant replacement A → A′ induces object-by-
object equivalences A(X) ∼= A′(X). This condition is equivalent to a descent condition
analogous to the standard one for 1-stacks. Furthermore, the fact that we have taken
strict presheaves is not a restriction because any weak functor from G to nCAT can
be “strictified”. Thus, an alternative notion of n-stack is obtained by looking at the
weak functors G → nCAT satisfying the analogue of the usual descent condition. This
equivalence is proven in [48] Th. 12.1. One defines the n + 1-category nSTACK(G) as
having objects the fibrant n-prestacks over G, and having
nSTACK(G)p/(U0, . . . , Up) := Hom(U0, U1)× . . .×Hom(Up−1, Up).
We obtain an n+ 1-prestack denoted nSTACK by setting
nSTACK(X) := nSTACK(G/X),
and [48] Th. 20.5 states that this is an n+1-stack. We call it the n+1-stack of n-stacks.
In the body of the present paper, we will often use the notation Hom(A,B) for n-
stacks A and B. We make the convention that B should be replaced by an equivalent
fibrant object in the model category of n-prestacks. Thus what we shall often write as
Hom(A,B) really means (in the notation of [48] for example) Hom(A,B′) where B 7→ B′
is the fibrant-replacement functor.
We often want to restrict our attention to n-groupoids. An n-stack of groupoids is
an n-stack A such that the A(X) are n-groupoids. For brevity (and following—up to a
slight typographic repositioning—a convention from [39](iv)) we call this an ngr-stack. We
denote by ngrSTACK the full substack of nSTACK consisting of ngr-stacks. Similarly,
ngrCAT is the full subcategory of nCAT consisting of n-groupoids.
The reader who can’t resist trying to take n = ∞ in the above discussion, is referred
to [48] where we employ a notion of Segal n-category (and consequently, Segal n-stack
etc.) which corresponds to the notion of ∞-category where the morphisms are invertible
in degrees > n. Some of what we shall say below is applicable in the case n = ∞ but
other parts would require additional hypotheses so the reader is advised to tread with
care. In the end, since we don’t look at “phantom maps” [51], we are only interested in
homotopy in finite degrees so it is sufficient to take a (sometimes large and unspecified)
finite value of n.
Alternative
The alternative to the above notation and way of proceeding is the notion of “simplicial
presheaf”. This has priority in a historical sense and many readers will be more familiar
with it.
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We indicate here the changes which should be made in order to read the present paper
from a “simplicial presheaves” perspective. See the first section of [48] for a more precise
version of the present remarks. The main remark is that by [82], an n-groupoid (or ngr-
category) is the same thing as an n-truncated simplicial set i.e. a simplicial set whose
homotopy groups vanish in degrees i > n. Thus, instead of an ngr-stack i.e. presheaf of
ngr-categories, one can look at a simplicial presheaf such that the values are n-truncated.
Jardine’s closed model structure on the category of simplicial presheaves [52](i) serves to
define the homotopy theory in question and replaces the closed model structure refered
to above (and indeed the closed model structure refered to above was just a modification
of Jardine’s). Concretely, if Y and T are simplicial presheaves then to calculate the
nonabelian cohomology, suppose that T is fibrant (otherwise replace it by an equivalent
fibrant object) and take the internal Hom(Y, T ) in the category of simplicial presheaves.
This again is a simplicial presheaf. If T is n-truncated then Hom(Y, T ) will also be n-
truncated. (Note also in this connection that n-truncating Y by adding cells of dimension
≥ n+2 doesn’t affect Hom(Y, T ) up to homotopy, if T is n-truncated; so in this situation
we are not necessarily obliged to assume that Y itself is n-truncated.)
The translation becomes a bit more complicated when it comes to n+1-categories such
as ngrCAT and n+1-stacks such as ngrSTACK. These are n+1-categories or n+1-stacks
which are 1-groupic, i.e. where the i-morphisms are invertible for i > 1. However, there
are 1-morphisms which are not invertible, so these objects don’t correspond to simplicial
sets. Rather, they correspond to simplicial categories. Thus ngrCAT should be viewed as
the simplicial category of fibrant n-truncated simplicial sets. The n+1-category of global
sections
ngrSTACK(G) := Γ(G, ngrSTACK)
should be viewed as the simplicial category of fibrant n-truncated simplicial presheaves.
For variableX ∈ G, the simplicial categories ngrSTACK(G/X) fit together into a presheaf
of simplicial categories, and this is what we call ngrSTACK.
The only difficulty in this point of view is when we wish to speak of an internal
Hom(R,A) between two n+ 1-stacks
R, A ⊂ ngrSTACK
which are viewed as presheaves of simplicial categories. For this we need a closed model
structure on the presheaves of simplicial categories. One should be able to obtain this
using the closed model structure on simplicial categories of Dwyer-Hirschhorn-Kan [29]
(in this structure the domain R would have to be replaced by a cofibrant object).
An alternative to [29] is to use the notion of Segal category which is the Segal-delooping
machine weakened version of the notion of simplicial category. The definition of Segal
category first appears in Dwyer-Kan-Smith [31], and they prove that Segal categories are
equivalent to strict simplicial categories.
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In [48] we obtain a closed model structure for the presheaves of Segal categories (which
are called “Segal 1-prestacks” there) and one can use that to calculate the Hom(R,A).
That construction can be read without too much reference to the notion of n-category for
general n.
The notion of Segal category in the paper [31] seems to be the first place where a notion
of “A∞-category” (i.e. weak simplicial category) appears. A subsequent appearence of
this notion in a somewhat more general form is in Batanin [8](ii). It might also be possible
to use [8](ii) to do the theory of internal Hom between presheaves of simplicial categories.
3.3 Nonabelian cohomology—basic definitions
If X and T are n-stacks (over our site G or eventually over some G/Z) then we obtain
the n-stack of nonabelian cohomology of X with coefficients in T denoted
Hom(X, T )
which is, to be more precise in the framework of e.g. [77](x), [48], the internal Hom(X, T ′)
to a fibrant replacement T ′ of T . Nonabelian cohomology is a morphism of n+ 1-stacks
nSTACKo × nSTACK → nSTACK
X , T 7→ Hom(X, T ).
This morphism is basically the “arrow family” for the n+ 1-stack nSTACK.
More generally for any n + 1-stack A one should be able to define a weak morphism
(i.e. morphism to the fibrant replacement denoted by (−)′)
ArrA : A
o ×A→ nSTACK ′.
This was done for simplicial categories by Cordier and Porter in [24](vi). The general
situation is complicated by the fact that the morphism in question will be defined only
as a morphism into the fibrant replacement nSTACK ′—so in order to define the arrow
family one must therefore have a good handle on a nice fibrant replacement. We treat
that question in Chapter 5.
3.3.1 In the particular case A = nSTACK (or for any full substack thereof) every-
thing is made easier by the fact that nSTACK is constructed as a presheaf of enriched
categories. More precisely as was recalled above, for any Y ∈ G we have
nSTACK(Y ) := nSTACK(G/Y ),
and in turn the n + 1-category nSTACK(G/Y ) comes from the category of fibrant n-
prestacks over Y , enriched by the internal Hom n-stacks. Further helping is the fact that
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these internal Hom are themselves fibrant. Thus, the objects of nSTACK(G/Y ) are the
fibrant n-prestacks A over Y , and for any p+ 1-uple of objects A0, . . . , Ap we have
nSTACK(G/Y )p/(A0, . . . , Ap) := Hom(A0, A1)× . . .×Hom(Ap−1, Ap).
Here Hom(A,B) denotes the n-precat of global sections of the internal Hom(A,B).
3.3.2 We can now complete the construction of the morphism
ArrnSTACK : nSTACK
o × nSTACK → nSTACK.
Fix an object X ∈ G and we construct the morphism between the n + 1-categories of
sections over this object. On the level of objects, if A and B are objects of nSTACK(X),
this means that they are fibrant n-prestacks over X . Put
ArrnSTACK(A,B) := Hom(A,B).
Suppose now that A0, . . . , Ap and B0, . . . , Bp are two sequences of p + 1 objects of the
n-category nSTACK(X). For brevity of notation set
Hi := Hom(Ai, Bi).
The composition map
Hom(A1, A0)×Hom(B0, B1)×H0 → H1
yields, in view of the definition of internal Hom, a map
Hom(A1, A0)×Hom(B0, B1)→ Hom(H0, H1).
Putting together several copies of the same type of map gives a map
[nSTACKo(X)× nSTACK(X)]p/((A0, B0), . . . , (Ap, Bp)) =
Hom(A1, A0)×Hom(B0, B1)× . . .×Hom(Ap, Ap−1)×Hom(Bp−1, Bp)
→ Hom(H0, H1)× . . .×Hom(Hp−1, Hp)
= nSTACK(X)p/(H0, . . . , Hp).
The fact that the composition morphisms between internal Hom are strictly associative
implies that the above morphism respects the morphisms in the simplicial structure, so
it defines a morphism of n+ 1-precats
nSTACKo(X)× nSTACK(X)→ nSTACK(X).
This is functorial in X , so it defines a morphism of n+ 1-prestacks
ArrnSTACK : nSTACK
o × nSTACK → nSTACK
as desired.
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3.4 A general type of question
One of the main problems which arises in the context of nonabelian cohomology is the
following, which was stated as “Question (C)” in the introduction.
3.4.1—Problem: What properties does the nonabelian cohomology Hom(X, T ) have,
as a function of the properties of X and of T ?
In order to formulate this problem in a reasonable way, we will introduce (in the next
chapter) the notion of realm: this will be a full saturated sub-n+1-stack R ⊂ nSTACK.
It corresponds nicely to the notion of “property”, putting
R(X) ⊂ nSTACK(X) = nSTACK(G/X)
equal to the full sub-n + 1-category of those n-stacks on G/X which locally have the
property in question.
We can think of the problem of classifying interesting realms R ⊂ nSTACK, as a sort
of “zoology” of n-stacks. We will begin to look at this in the next section.
In terms of realms, we can rephrase the above problem in the following way:
3.4.2—Problem: Find triples of realms P , R, A such that the arrow family restricts
to a morphism
Arr : P o ×R→ A.
In other words we would like Hom(X, T ) to be in A whenever X is in P and T is in R.
We call a triple of realms satisfying this condition well-chosen.
In a well-chosen triple (P ,R,A) we call P the realm of domains, we call R the realm of
coefficients, and we call A the realm of answers (all of these terminologies are for obvious
reasons).
We say that a realm R is cohomologically self-contained if the triple (R,R,R) is well-
chosen. This property seems to be fairly rare, but it is interesting to try to get as close
to it as possible.
Shape
The notion of nonabelian cohomology, and in particular the main problem we have
formulated above, is closely related to (and motivated by) shape theory. See Borsuk [11],
Cordier and Porter [23] [24] [71], Deleanu-Hilton [25], Frei [33], Mardesic and Segal [64]
[76], Batanin [8] etc. Start with the following remark.
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3.4.3 Using the definition of internal Hom for n+1-stacks, the arrow family ArrnSTACK
constructed in 3.3.2 can be viewed as a morphism
Shape : nSTACKo → Hom(nSTACK, nSTACK).
Thus ifF is an n-stack, we denote by Shape(F) the object ofHom(nSTACK, nSTACK)
given by T 7→ Hom(F , T ).
3.4.4 Now suppose that R ⊂ nSTACK is a realm. If F is an n-stack then we denote
by
ShapeR(F)
the restriction of Shape(F) to an object in Hom(R, nSTACK). We call this functor the
R-shape of F . It is the nonabelian cohomology functor T 7→ Hom(F , T ) but only for
coefficient n-stacks T in the realm R.
3.4.5 Suppose now that A is another realm. We say that the R-shape of F takes values
in A if ShapeR(F) actually lies in
Hom(R,A) ⊂ Hom(R, nSTACK).
If this is the case, then we denote the resulting object by
Shape
A
R(F) ∈ Hom(R,A).
For short, we can say that “Shape
A
R(F) exists” instead of saying that “ShapeR(F) takes
values in A”, and we sometimes even write this condition as
R
Shape(F)
−→ A.
3.4.6 The class of n-stacks F such that Shape
A
R(F) exists, forms a saturated full sub-
n + 1-stack of nSTACK, i.e. a realm. It is the largest realm P such that the triple
(P,R,A) is well-chosen, and we have
Shape
A
R : P
o → Hom(R,A).
This morphism (which of course also exists for any smaller realm P making the triple
well-chosen) is the “shape functor”, or “nonabelian cohomology functor” for (P,R,A).
The full subcategory which is the image of this morphism is known in the above
references for shape theory, as the “shape category”. The realm of coefficients R is
sometimes known in the above references as the “category of models”.
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We can again reformulate our main problem:
3.4.7—Problem: Find triples of realms P , R, A such that P is contained in the realm
of n-stacks F such that Shape
A
R(F) exists.
The possibility of having interesting problems of the above form 3.4.1 or equivalently
3.4.2, 3.4.7 is closely related to the fact that we look at nonabelian cohomology in a world
of “stacks” i.e. relative to a site G. If G is the punctual site ∗ so we are really just looking
at mapping spaces between two spaces, the notion of “property” of a space is relatively
quickly exhausted (for example, a space with vanishing higher homotopy groups is just
a set, classified by its cardinality), and the above questions are not necessarily the most
important ones. For a general site G, even a 0-stack (i.e. sheaf of sets) can have interesting
properties—for example if it is represented by an object of the site, one recovers all of the
standard questions that can be asked about, say, schemes. Thus the above formulation
of three principal questions about nonabelian cohomology comes into play when we look
at an interesting site G.
3.5 The relative case
Suppose X → Y is a morphism of n-stacks, and T is an n-stack. Sometimes we can
then define a relative nonabelian cohomology n-stack
Hom(X/Y, T )→ Y.
Recall from [48] §11 that a morphism X → Y of n-stacks (realized by a fibrant morphism
of n-prestacks) is called compatible with change of base (ccb) if, for every diagram of
n-prestacks
B′
a
→ B′′ → Y
where a is a weak equivalence, the morphism
B′ ×Y X → B
′′ ×Y X
is a weak equivalence. This condition is independant of the realization of our morphism
as a fibrant morphism of prestacks.
From [48] Proposition 11.13, if X → Y is a fibrant morphism of n-prestacks which is
ccb, and if T is any fibrant n-prestack, then the functor
H(E) := {E → Y,E ×Y E → T}
is representable by an object
Hom(X/Y, T )→ Y
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and furthermore this object is homotopically well-defined as a function of X/Y and T .
We call it the relative internal Hom, or also the relative nonabelian cohomology of X/Y
with coefficients in T . We refer the reader to [48] Proposition 11.13 and Lemma 11.14 for
more precise statements of the properties of this construction.
The main property (Lemma 11.14), a version of Leray theory, is that the n-stack of
sections of Hom(X/Y, T ) over Y , is equivalent to Hom(X, T ).
It isn’t hard to see that there are morphisms X → Y which are not ccb, and for which
a homotopically well-defined relative nonabelian cohomology cannot exist. On the other
hand, the morphisms we are interested in will all be ccb, thanks to the result of [48]
Lemma 11.15 which says that if Y is an n-stack of groupoids, then any morphism X → Y
is ccb.
Thus the relative nonabelian cohomology Hom(X/Y, T ) will always exist if the base
Y is an ngr-stack. This is the only case in which we shall use it.
In §5 below we will explore a somewhat different approach to defining relative non-
abelian cohomology. This approach will allow us to obtain a relative version of the shape
functor: if F → E is an appropriate type of morphism of n-stacks (or more generally a
“cartesian family” of n-stacks parametrized by a base n+ 1-stack E) and if R is a realm,
then we will obtain the relative shape functor
ShapeR(F/E) : E → Hom(R, nSTACK).
Again, the main case in which that approach works (i.e. when a morphism of n-stacks can
be considered as a cartesian family) is when the base stack is a stack of n-groupoids (cf
Proposition 5.5.2 below). It would be interesting to analyse more carefully the relationship
between the condition ccb and the notion of “cartesian family” of §5 below.
3.6 Example: Artin-Mazur shape
We now give some examples of nonabelian cohomology. The first and most basic one
corresponds to the Artin-Mazur etale homotopy theory. This reproduces a discussion
in “Pursuing stacks” [39](iv). It also seems to have been one of the main motivations
for example for the work of Cordier and Porter [23] [24] [71]. We require the homotopy
group sheaves of T to be finite locally constant etale sheaves over the base Z. To be
more precise, T ∈ AM(Z) if and only if π0(T/Z) is a finite locally constant etale sheaf
on Sch/Z, and if for any Z ′ → Z and basepoint t ∈ T (Z ′), the πi(T |Z′, t) are finite etale
sheaves over Sch/Z ′. This condition defines the Artin-Mazur realm AM (cf §4 for the
definition of “realm”), and the corresponding shape theory is essentially the same thing
as Artin-Mazur etale homotopy.
Suppose X is a scheme. It represents a 0-stack on the big etale site G. We obtain the
Artin-Mazur shape
ShapeAM(X) ∈ Hom(AM,nSTACK),
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whose value on Z ∈ G is the morphism
T 7→ HomG/Z(X × Z, T ).
For most purposes it suffices to look only on the values over Z = Spec(k) (the final object
of the site), in which case we can write the shape as being the morphism
T 7→ Hom(X, T ).
For example, if T = K(A, n) for A a finite group, then Hom(X, T ) is an n-stack with
πi = H
n−i(Xet, A). Any T ∈ AM(Spec(k)) is obtained as a Postnikov tower whose stages
are of the form K(A, n) (at least if k = k; otherwise there could be Galois twisting).
We can conclude this (overly brief) discussion by saying that ShapeAM(X) contains
all of the homotopical information about X which can be “seen” by etale cohomology
with finite coefficients.
One of the important aspects of the theory of Artin-Mazur is the “pro-representability”
of the shape in the simply connected case. This can serve as an avatar for some of what
we do in §6 and §10 below.
A generalized-cohomology (i.e. stable) version of the nonabelian cohomology which
enters in here is used by Thomason [85], Jardine [52] and others, notably Joshua [53].
3.7 Example: nonabelian de Rham cohomology
Here is the example that we are interested in for nonabelian Hodge theory: the non-
abelian de Rham cohomology of a smooth projective variety X . We have to define the
type of domain and coefficient stacks.
Work on the site G of noetherian schemes over C. The “domain” is the sheaf of sets
XDR defined by
XDR(Y ) := X(Y
red).
Heuristically, we look at points Y → X but glue together infinitesimally near points, i.e.
we identify two points which agree on the reduced subscheme Y red. This sheaf is closely
related to the “crystalline site” in a way which we leave to the reader’s imagination. It
also has an interpretation as a “formal category” cf Grothendieck [39](iii), Berthelot [9],
Illusie [49]. It is this interpretation which we shall use in chapters 8-10 below.
This definition of XDR gives the correct answer for the usual cohomology, for example:
3.7.1 H1(XDR, GLr(O)) is the moduli stack of rank r vector bundles with integrable
connection on X (the proof is relatively easy, see [77](v)); and
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3.7.2 H i(XDR,O) is the sheaf represented by the complex vector space
H iDR(X,C) := H
i(X, (Ω·X , d))
(i.e. the algebraic de Rham cohomology cf [39] [44]). For the proof of this second part, see
Berthelot [9], Illusie [49], C. Teleman [84], or [77](v). A proof is recapitulated in section
8 below.
For the “coefficients”, we first investigate which n-stacks give rise to the above two
cases.
3.7.3 The 1-stack denoted either BGLr(O) or K(GLr(O), 1) is obtained by taking the
stack associated to the 1-prestack (presheaf of 1-truncated spaces)
Kpre(GLr(O), 1)(Y ) := K(GLr(O(Y )), 1).
We have that
Hom(XDR, K(GLr(O), 1)),
which is a 1-stack, is the moduli stack H1(XDR, GLr(O)) of rank r vector bundles with
integrable connection.
3.7.4 The n-stack K(O, n) is defined as the n-stack associated to the presheaf of n-
truncated spaces
Kpre(O, n)(Y ) := K(O(Y ), n).
We have that
Hom(XDR, K(O, n))
is an n-stack whose π0 is given by the formula
π0Hom(XDR, K(O, n)) = H
n(XDR,O) = H
n
DR(X,C)
i.e. it is the algebraic de Rham cohomology. More generally
πiHom(XDR, K(O, n)) = H
n−i(XDR,O)
and one can even write (non-canonically)
Hom(XDR, K(O, n)) =
n∏
i=0
K(Hn−i(XDR,O), i).
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3.7.5 Next, our idea for nonabelian de Rham cohomology is to make a definition of
coefficient stack which allows a mixing-up of the above examples. We say that an ngr-
stack T is connected very presentable if:
—π0(T ) = ∗, which implies that we can choose a basepoint t ∈ T (Spec(C) unique up to
homotopy;
—π1(T, t) is a sheaf of groups on the site G represented by an affine algebraic group of
finite type over C; and
—for i ≥ 2, πi(T, t) is a sheaf of abelian groups over G represented by a finite dimensional
vector space, i.e. it is isomorphic to O⊕a for a finite a.
We now obtain the nonabelian de Rham cohomology of X with coefficients in T which
is an n-stack on G
Hom(XDR, T ).
One could get a sheaf of sets by looking at π0Hom(XDR, T ) (this is a bit like looking at
the coarse moduli problem for example in the case of H1(XDR, GLr(O))). However, this
destroys a nice property: the n-stack Hom(XDR, T ) is geometric, which is the analogue
for n-stacks of Artin’s notion of “algebraic 1-stack”. We will discuss geometric n-stacks
in §7 below, and we prove the geometricity in the present example, in §10.
3.8 Example: constructible stacks
We can tweak slightly the example of Artin-Mazur shape which occurs above, by
looking at nonabelian cohomology with “constructible” coefficients.
Suppose that G = Xet is the small etale site of a scheme X . If T is an n-stack over
Xet we say that T is finite constructible if:
—π0(T ) is a finite constructible sheaf of sets (recall that “constructible” means that it
becomes locally constant over a stratification of X by locally closed subvarieties; “finite”
means that the values are finite sets); if
—for every section t ∈ T (Y ) for Y → X etale, the sheaf of groups π1(T |Y et, t) is finite
constructible on Y ; and
—for i ≥ 2 and for every section t ∈ T (Y ) with Y → X etale, the sheaf of abelian groups
πi(T |Y et , t) is finite constructible.
We obtain a “constructible nonabelian etale cohomology” H(Xet, T ) := Hom(∗Xet , T )
where ∗Xet is the sheaf of sets whose values are the one-point set.
More generally, we could look at the nonabelian cohomology of any n-stack F on
Xet, with coefficients in a finite constructible n-stack T . This would be the n-stack
Hom(F , T ). This might be interesting in the following cases, among others: when F is
some sheaf of sets; when F = K(A, n) for a sheaf of groups A; or when F itself is a finite
constructible n-stack. These cases come up in classifying the Postnikov invariants for a
finite constructible n-stack T , and we can formulate the following problem.
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3.8.1—Problem: Suppose A and G are finite constructible sheaves of groups. Calcu-
late the internal cohomology (which is a sheaf of groups or sets on Xet)
H i(K(A, n), G).
Here, G (resp. A) is required to be abelian if i ≥ 2 (resp. n ≥ 2). Similarly, calculate
H i(F,G) for a finite constructible sheaf of sets F .
Also calculate the “external” cohomologies H i(K(A, n), G) or H i(F,G) (i.e. the global
cohomologies over the site).
This type of problem (for variousA andG) was formulated and extensively investigated
by Breen [15].
R. Joshua’s paper [53] formulates the notion of nonabelian cohomology on the small
etale site Xet. While he doesn’t explicitly discuss finite constructible stacks (at least in
part I of [53]), it is clear that this is what he has in mind because of the following sentence
in the introduction of [53]:
“One of the goals of the present work is to set up a broad framework for defining a sheaf-
theoretic version of generalised intersection cohomology and this will be continued in [part II].”
Joshua’s paper is concieved in the “stable” case. To simplify, we can think of this
as meaning that he is interested in the problem formulated above, in the “stable range”
i < 2n− 1.
Constructible stacks on the small etale analytic site
Suppose X is a complex analytic space. We denote the small analytic site of X again
by Xet and we can make exactly the same definitions as above. In this case, it becomes
reasonable to consider arbitrary rather than just finite sets or groups in our constructible
sheaves. One says that a sheaf (of sets, groups or abelian groups) is constructible if it
is locally constant when restricted to the strata of a stratification of X by locally closed
analytic subspaces. (One could also fix a stratification and look at constructible sheaves
with respect to the given stratification; this distinction isn’t important here, however it
would allow us to extend the entire present discussion to arbitrary stratified topological
spaces.)
With the possibility of infinite groups or sets as values, it becomes reasonable to look
at n-stacks whose values are not necessarily n-groupoids. Thus we can make the following
definition (which more or less occurs already in “Pursuing stacks”, or at least it is strongly
suggested in certain passages there). An n-stack T on Xet is constructible if there is a
stratification of Xet by locally closed analytic subspaces such that in a neighborhood of
any point P , the stratified space together with the n-stack T are trivialized in the direction
of the stratum containing P (this means that in a neighborhood of P , the stratified space
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may be written as a product of a stratified space with an isolated point as the closed
stratum, with a smooth manifold; and that the n-stack T is pulled back from the first
factor).
It is easy to see that an ngr-stack on Xet is constructible if and only if:
—π0(T ) is a constructible sheaf of sets;
—for every section t ∈ T (Y ) for Y → X etale, the sheaf of groups π1(T |Y et , t) is con-
structible on Y ; and
—for i ≥ 2 and for every section t ∈ T (Y ) with Y → X etale, the sheaf of abelian groups
πi(T |Y et , t) is constructible.
One easy statement is the following. We can state it even for n-stacks whose values
are not necessarily n-groupoids.
Lemma 3.8.2 Suppose X is a complex analytic space and let Xet denote the small etale
analytic site. If U and T are constructible (resp. finite constructible) n-stacks on Xet
then the nonabelian cohomology stack
Hom(U, T )
is a constructible (resp. finite constructible) n-stack on Xet.
Proof: This follows from the local topological triviality of Xet (with its stratification)
along the strata. ///
An equivalent formulation, in the case of ngr-stacks, is the following statement (which
could alternatively be proved first and then it implies the above lemma for the case of
groupoids, by the usual Postnikov and Leray reductions).
Corollary 3.8.3 Suppose X is a complex analytic space. Suppose A and G are con-
structible (resp. finite constructible) sheaves of groups on the etale analytic site Xet
(abelian if respectively i ≥ 2 or n ≥ 2). Then the cohomology sheaf
H i(K(A, n), G).
is constructible (resp. finite constructible). Similarly if F is a constructible sheaf of sets
then H i(F , G) is constructible, and finally if E is another sheaf of sets then Hom(F , E)
is constructible.
///
In terms of cohomology, we can formulate the same problem as previously:
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3.8.4—Problem: Suppose X is a complex analytic space. Suppose A and G are
constructible sheaves of groups on the etale analytic site Xet. Calculate the cohomology
sheaf (which is a sheaf of groups or sets on Xet)
H i(K(A, n), G).
Here, G (resp. A) is required to be abelian if i ≥ 2 (resp. n ≥ 2). Similarly, calculate
H i(F,G) for a constructible sheaf of sets F .
Also calculate the “external” cohomologies H i(K(A, n), G) or H i(F,G) (i.e. the global
cohomologies over the site).
In the above problem, one particular case which might be of interest is when A and
G are constructible sheaves of Q-vector spaces.
3.9 Example: nonabelian coherent sheaf cohomology
One of the main features of coherent sheaf cohomology is that one looks at coherent
sheaves with their O-module structures. This isn’t easy to integrate into a nonabelian
point of view (one possible path would be to look in general at module-spectra and
algebra-spectra over ring-spectra in a topos, see [53] for example; but we don’t get into
that here). Instead, we make use of the following observation, which in a certain sense
dates back to Breen [15]: on the big site of all noetherian schemes in characteristic zero,
the morphisms of sheaves of groups O → O are automatically morphisms of sheaves of
O-modules, and this property extends to the higher Ext groups too. One can note that
this is certainly not true in characteristic p > 0 where the Frobenius morphism is new, so
our discussion here will not work in its present form in characteristic p > 0. (Nevertheless,
the definitions we give might be interesting to look at in that case too—it is basically what
Breen looked at in [15](i).)
If X is a scheme in characteristic zero, a coherent sheaf F on X may be thought of
as a sheaf of groups on the big site Sch/X (in the etale topology, say). For this, use the
formula
F(Y ) := p∗(F)(Y )
for p : Y → X the projection, and where p∗ denotes the pullback of coherent sheaves.
We can now say that a 1-connected n-stack T on Sch/X is coherent if the πi(T ) are
coherent sheaves. We obtain the nonabelian coherent sheaf cohomology Hom(U, T ) of any
n-stack U on Sch/X with coefficients in a simply connected coherent n-stack T . This
might be particularly interesting to look at if U is itself a coherent n-stack. This latter
type of problem comes up for example in the “Dolbeault cohomology” of [77](xii) where
one looks at the cohomology of U = K(TX/X, 1). It would probably be interesting to
look at this for more complicated U .
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We can of course formulate the abelian cohomology problems which arise in this con-
text: essentially the problem is to calculate H i(K(E , m),F) for coherent sheaves E and
F . Up to a problem of spectral sequences, we can calculate these. In order to present
that result, one needs the more general notion of vector sheaf which will be explained in
§6 below. The basic calculation is then Theorem 6.3.1, but to obtain the calculation for
coherent sheaves E one needs to consider some spectral sequences as explained in Remark
6.3.3.
For the moment, we describe the calculation in a more restrained case: we say that a
1-connected n-stack T is locally free if the πi(T ) are locally free sheaves of finite rank on
Sch/X , in other words they are locally isomorphic to Oa for some a. For this case the
resulting calculation of cohomology is easy to state: we call it the “Eilenberg-MacLane-
Breen calculations”. It is the analogue for coherent sheaf cohomology of the Eilenberg-
MacLane calculations, and a more complicated situation was treated by Breen in charac-
teristic p > 0 [15](i) (he mentions the characteristic zero case in [15](ii)).
Proposition 3.9.1 Suppose E ∼= Oa. If m is even then
H i(K(E , m),O) = Sym
i
m (E∗),
whereas if m is odd then
H i(K(E , m),O) =
i
m∧
(E∗).
Here the convention is that the symmetric or exterior powers are said to be zero if the
exponent is not an integer.
Proof: See [15](i), (ii); or [77](xii). ///
Using this proposition, we can make a number of constructions and calculate examples
(up to some spectral sequences and extension problems at least). For example, form even,
we define the complexified m-sphere to be the 2m− 1-stack on Sch/Spec(C) fitting into
the following diagram:
K(O, 2m− 1) → SmC → ∗
↓ ↓
K(O, m) → K(O, 2m).
Here the right-hand square is cartesian, whereas the upside-down “L” on the left is a
fibration sequence. The map on the bottom is the map corresponding to the cohomology
operation “cup-product”: its classifying element is the generator of
H2m(K(O, m),O) ∼= O,
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this isomorphism being given by the preceding proposition.
For m odd we simply put SmC := K(O, m).
If X is a scheme, one then obtains the nonabelian cohomology n-stack Hom(X,SmC ).
This was investigated in some depth in [77](xii).
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4. Zoology
In working with n-stacks as the natural coefficients for nonabelian cohomology, one
relatively quickly runs into a problem of “zoology”: there is a wide array of possible prop-
erties which one can require of an n-stack, and this creates a need for some organizational
principles. One might say that we would like to “classify” n-stacks, but in fact it would
be more to the point to say that we would like to classify the properties that one can, or
wants to, require of n-stacks. To this end, we start by introducing the notion of “realm”.
4.1 Preliminaries
If A is an n + 1-category, recall that a full sub-n + 1-category B ⊂ A is a subobject
(say, in the category (n + 1)PC of n + 1-precats) which has the property that for any
sequence of objects x0, . . . , xp ∈ B0, we have
Bp/(x0, . . . , xp) = Ap/(x0, . . . , xp).
Homotopically speaking, this amounts to saying that we have a functor i : B → A of
n+ 1-categories, which is fully faithful in that
i : B1/(x, y)→ A1/(i(x), i(y))
is an equivalence of n-categories for any pair of objects (x, y). This second version,
apparently somewhat larger than the previous version of the definition, is equivalent,
namely if i : B → A is a fully faithful functor then the full sub-n + 1-category B′ of
A whose objects are the image of B0, is a full sub-n + 1-category in the first sense and
i induces an equivalence between B and B′. We shall henceforth use these two notions
interchangeably.
We say that a full sub-n + 1-category B ⊂ A is saturated if it satisfies the following
condition: that if x ∈ B0 and if y ∈ A0 is an object which is equivalent (in A) to x, then
y ∈ B0. A saturated full sub-n + 1-category B ⊂ A is completely determined by the
subset
τ≤0(B) ⊂ τ≤0(A)
and conversely any such subset determines a saturated full sub-n+ 1-category.
Now, we say that an inclusion of n + 1-stacks B ⊂ A is full (resp. saturated) if for
every X ∈ G, the inclusion of n+ 1-categories B(X) ⊂ A(X) is full (resp. saturated).
We note that if A is an n + 1-stack and if B′ ⊂ A is a saturated full substack with
respect to the coarse topology, then the G-stack B associated to B′ is again a saturated
full substack of A.
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4.2 Realms
We now give the definition of “realm”:
4.2.1—Definition: Assume that the site G and the integer n ≥ 0 are fixed. A realm
is a saturated full sub-n + 1-stack R ⊂ nSTACK.
A realm is completely determined by the subsheaf of sets
τ≤0(R) ⊂ τ≤0(nSTACK)
and conversely any such subsheaf of sets determines a realm.
This notion is quite close to Giraud’s notion of “lien” [35]: a lien is just a realm such
that τ≤0(R) ∼= ∗, thusly corresponding to a section of the sheaf of sets τ≤0(nSTACK).
(The notion of “lien” in the literature refers to the case of 1grSTACK but we can obviously
make the same definition in general).
The specification of a realm is basically the same thing as the specification of a property
which is to be held by the elements of the realm. In order to obtain a realm, the property
has to be
—invariant under restriction of stacks (i.e. if an n-stack A on G/X has the property and
if Y → X is a morphism in G then A|G/Y should also have the property); and
—local (i.e. if A is an n-stack on G/X and if {Uα → X} is a covering family such that
each A|Uα has the property, then A should have the property).
Given a “property” satisfying the above two axioms, we obtain a realm by setting
R(X) ⊂ nSTACK(X) = nSTACK(G/X)
equal to the saturated full sub-n+1-category consisting of the n-stacks A on G/X which
have the property in question. Conversely, given a realm R, then the property of being
an element of R(X) is a property which satisfies the above axioms.
4.2.2 It is clear that an arbitrary intersection of realms is again a realm. This corre-
sponds to concatenation of properties (i.e. the logical AND). In particular, the intersection
of any subset of the set of realms which we define in this paper is again a realm!
4.3 A few realms
A first example of a realm is the realm of n-groupoids which we are denoting
ngrSTACK ⊂ nSTACK.
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More generally, recall ([48] [77](xi)) that we say that an n-stack A is k-groupic if the
values A(X) are n-categories in which the i-morphisms are invertible (up to equivalence)
for i > k. A 0-groupic n-stack is the same thing as an n-stack of groupoids. It is clear
that the property of being k-groupic is preserved by pullback, and one can check (slightly
less trivially) that it is local. We obtain the realm of k-groupic n-stacks denoted
nk grSTACK ⊂ nSTACK.
For k = 0 this is the same as the realm ngrSTACK.
Another example of a property which we can require comes from Grothendieck [39](iv),
Breen [15] and Baez-Dolan [7], see also [77](xiii). We say that an n-stack A is k-connected
if τ≤k(A) = ∗. Note that this does not mean that the values A(X) are k-connected
n-categories, because τ≤k(A) is the k-stack associated to the k-prestack
τpre≤k (A)(X) := τ≤k(A(X)).
It does mean that the stack associated to this prestack, is trivial. Basically this means
that A is “locally” k-connected. It is clear that this property is preserved by pullback
and that it is local. We denote the realm of k-connected n-stacks by
nSTACKk conn ⊂ nSTACK.
Generalizing the previous paragraph, we obtain the following construction: if R ⊂
kSTACK is a realm of k-stacks, then the inverse image of R by the truncation operation
τ≤k is a realm of n-stacks which we denote
(τ≤k)
−1(R) ⊂ nSTACK.
4.4 Index
In this subsection we will list a number of realms which come into play further on in
the paper. Some of the concepts involved in the definitions we give here, are only defined
in future sections (notably §6, §7 and 10.4.1). We refer the reader to those sections for
the precise definitions; the present list is only intended to collect in one place the relevant
notations.
The site in question is always G = Sch/k (which means the noetherian schemes over
Spec(k)), with the etale topology. The field k is assumed to be of characteristic zero. Fix
a value of n.
4.4.1 We now list our main examples.
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PE is the realm of presentable n-stacks (cf §6, p. 89); T ∈ V P (X) if T is a presentable
n-stack on G/X .
GE is the realm of geometric n-stacks of finite type (cf §7.1); T ∈ V G(X) if T is a
geometric n-stack of finite type on G/X .
V P is the realm of very presentable n-stacks (cf §6, p. 89); T ∈ V P (X) if T is a very
presentable n-stack on G/X .
V G is the realm of geometric very presentable n-stacks (cf §7.1 and §6, p. 89); T ∈ V G(X)
if T is a geometric very presentable n-stack on G/X .
CV is the realm of connected very presentable n-stacks; T ∈ CV (X) if T is a very pre-
sentable n-stack on G/X , with π0(T ) = ∗G/X .
CG is the realm of connected geometric very presentable n-stacks; T ∈ CG(X) if T is a
geometric very presentable n-stack on G/X , with π0(T ) = ∗G/X .
FL is the realm of connected n-stacks with π1 a flat linear group scheme, and πi locally
free of finite rank. Thus T ∈ FL(X) if T is an n-stack on G/X , with π0(T ) = ∗G/X , with
π1(T, t) represented by a flat linear group scheme over X (cf 10.4.1), and with the πi(T, t)
being represented by finite-rank vector bundles over X (here the basepoint t exists locally
over X in the etale topology so these conditions make sense).
FV is the realm of connected very presentable n-stacks with π1 a flat linear group scheme.
Thus T ∈ FV (X) if T is a connected very presentable n-stack on G/X with π1(T, t)
represented by a flat linear group scheme over X (cf 10.4.1).
FG is the realm of connected geometric very presentable n-stacks with π1 a flat linear
group scheme. Thus T ∈ FG(X) if T is a connected very presentable n-stack on G/X
with π1(T, t) represented by a flat linear group scheme over X (cf 10.4.1). Note that
FG = FV ∩ V G.
AL is the realm of 1-connected n-stacks with πi locally free of finite rank. Thus T ∈
AL(X) if T is a simply connected n-stack on G/X with πi(T, t) represented by finite rank
vector bundles over X . These 1-connected n-stacks were called locally free in the previous
chapter.
AV is the realm of 1-connected very presentable n-stacks. Thus T ∈ AV (X) if T is
a simply connected very presentable n-stack on G/X . Equivalently, if T is a simply
connected n-stack on G/X such that the πi(T, t) are vector sheaves on X (cf §6).
AG is the realm of 1-connected geometric very presentable n-stacks. Thus T ∈ AG(X) if
T is a simply connected geometric very presentable n-stack on G/X . In Theorem 7.3.5
we show that T ∈ AV (X) is in AG(X) if and only if H∗(T/X,O) is a residually perfect
complex (7.3.4) on X .
4.4.2 A somewhat different notation is the following: if P is a directory of Serre classes
(cf 4.8) then MP is the associated realm. The realms PE, V P , CV , FL, FV , AL and
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AV are of this form; whereas the realms of geometric n-stacks (those with a ‘G’ in the
notation) don’t come from directories of Serre classes.
4.4.3 We have the following inclusions:
GE ⊂ PE
∪ ∪
V G ⊂ V P
∪ ∪
CG ⊂ CV
∪ ∪
FL ⊂ FG ⊂ FV
∪ ∪ ∪
AL ⊂ AG ⊂ AV .
4.4.4 The values over Spec(k) of many of the above realms are all equal:
CV (Spec(k)) = CG(Spec(k)) = FV (Spec(k)) = FG(Spec(k)) = FL(Spec(k)).
They are all equal to the n + 1-category defined in 3.7.5, that of connected ngr-stacks T
on Sch/k such that π1(T ) is represented by an affine algebraic group over k, and πi(T )
(i ≥ 2) are represented by finite dimensional vector spaces. (We didn’t put the basepoint
into the previous phrase and it may exist only over a finite extension k′ in which case the
conditions on π1 and πi are meant to be taken over k
′.) This n+1-category is the category
of coefficients which comes into play the most often in our examples and applications.
4.5 Realms of stacks not of finite type
If P is a property, then one habitually says that an object is “locally P” if it is covered
by open subobjects having property P . The standard example is the notion of “locally
of finite type”. We integrate this into our terminology of realms. In this section we work
over a site G of schemes. If T is an n-stack on some G/Y , say that a morphism (of n-stacks
on G/Y )
U → T
is an open substack if it is fully faithful, and if for any scheme X and any morphism
X → T the fiber product X ×T U (a` priori an n-stack) is a sheaf of sets represented by a
Zariski open subset of X .
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We say that a family {Uα → T} of open substacks covers T if for any scheme X and
any morphism X → T , the family of Zariski open subsets Uα ×T X covers X .
Suppose R is a realm. For Y ∈ G we say that an n-stack T on G/Y is locally of type
R if there is a covering of T by open substacks {Uα → T} such that each Uα is in R(Y ).
We define a realm Rloc by putting
Rloc(Y )
equal to the saturated full sub-n+ 1-category of nSTACK(Y ) consisting of the n-stacks
T on G/Y which are locally of type R in the aforementionned sense.
In particular, refering to the index in the previous subsection, we obtain realms
PEloc, GEloc,
V P loc, V Gloc.
The remaining realms of 4.4.1 are realms of connected ngr-stacks, so in those cases Rloc =
R.
4.6 Closure properties
Here we introduce some notations for certain basic properties that a realm can have
(but, let’s not jump to “meta-realms”. . . ). Fix a realm R ⊂ nSTACK.
4.6.1 We say that it is closed under limits if for every X ∈ G, the full subcategory
R(X) ⊂ nSTACK(G/X) is closed under taking finite limits as defined in [77](xi). In
other words, we require that for any n + 1-category I with functor A : I → R(X), the
n-stack lim←,I A ∈ nSTACK(G/X) is an element of R(X).
We say that R is closed under finite limits if it satisfies the above closure property for
limits taken over finite 1-categories I. (One could certainly speak of finite n+1-categories
here, but it isn’t clear whether that is useful.)
Closure under finite limits is equivalent to saying that R(X) contains the final object
∗X , and is closed under fiber products.
4.6.2 We can similarly define the property of being closed under colimits (resp. finite
colimits). Existence of limits and colimits in nSTACK(G/X) was basically proven in
[77](xi) but in the stack case to be rigorous some extra work is needed; we don’t treat
that question here.
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4.6.3 We say that a realm R is closed under truncation if for every X ∈ G, the full
subcategory R(X) ⊂ nSTACK(G/X) is closed under the operations
A 7→ Indnk(τ≤k(A))
where Indnk is the operation consisting of considering a k-stack as an n-stack, for 0 ≤ k ≤
n.
4.6.4 We say that a realm R is closed under extension if the following property holds.
Suppose that B ∈ R(X) and suppose A ∈ nSTACK(X) with a morphism of n-stacks
f : A → B. Suppose that for every Y → X and for every point b ∈ B0(Y ), the fiber
product
Y ×B|G/Y (A|G/Y )
is in R(Y ). Then we want A to be in R(X).
4.6.5 Suppose R is any realm. In view of the remark 4.2.2, we could look at the smallest
realm R′ containing R and satisfying any given subset of the above closure properties. In
the definition of geometric n-stack in §7 below, we’ll do this with another closure property
that we haven’t yet described.
4.6.6 Suppose G has a final object. A realm R which is closed under extensions and
which contains the representable objects X ∈ G is completely determined by its global
sections i.e. by the saturated full subcategory R(∗) ⊂ nSTACK(G).
4.7 Nonabelian cohomology of a locally constant n-stack
To illustrate the usefulness of at least one of the above closure properties, we look at
a concrete situation, basically the first that one encounters.
Theorem 4.7.1 Suppose K is a finite CW complex, and let W be the constant n-prestack
whose values are Πn(K). Then for any n-stack T , the cohomology stack Hom(W,T ) may
be expressed as a finite limit of copies of T (i.e. it is obtained by iterating constructions
using fiber products of T and ∗). In particular, if R is a realm which is closed under finite
limits, and if T ∈ R(Z) then Hom(W |G/Z , T ) ∈ R(Z).
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Proof: We can represent K as a homotopy colimit of copies of ∗ indexed by a finite
category I (take a category whose nerve is homotopy equivalent to K). Then Hom(W,T )
is the homotopy limit of the constant functor I → nSTACK whose values are T . ///
We illustrate the above argument more concretely with a few examples. If W = ∅
then Hom(W,T ) = ∗. If W = ∗ then Hom(W,T ) = T . If W = 2∗ consists of two points
then writing
W = ∗ ∪∅ ∗
yields
Hom(W,T ) = T × T.
If W = S1 is the circle then writing it as the union of two contractible intervals joined
along a space homotopic to 2∗ i.e.
W = ∗ ∪2∗ ∗
yields
Hom(W,T ) = T ×T×T T.
The morphisms T → T × T are the diagonal. If W = S2 is the 2-sphere then writing it
as the union of two contractible hemispheres joined along the circle i.e.
W = ∗ ∪S
1
∗
yields
Hom(W,T ) = T ×(T×T×T T ) T.
From these examples one sees that any Hom(W,T ) can be broken down into a succession
of fiber products of T . The proof of Theorem 4.7.1 was just a fancy way of saying this.
4.8 Directories of Serre classes
We continue our study of the “zoology” of stacks, concentrating on the case of realms
of n-groupoids (i.e. realms contained in ngrSTACK). As one can see from the examples
discussed above and below, one good way of constructing a realm of n-groupoids is to
impose conditions on the homotopy group sheaves. We will first treat this idea in full
generality, introducing the notion of directory of Serre classes (it is a generalization to
the relative or “stack” case, of the classical notion of “Serre class of groups”). In §6
we will specify the directory of Serre classes which is most useful for nonabelian Hodge
theory, leading to the realm of very presentable n-stacks of groupoids. The present general
treatment is just intended to motivate the idea of defining a realm by imposing conditions
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on the homotopy group sheaves, and in particular to motivate why we choose certain
types of conditions.
Fix n. A directory of Serre classes P on a site G is a collection Pi(X) indexed by
i = 0, 1, 2, . . . n and by X ∈ G, where:
–P0(X) is a full subcategory of the category of sheaves of sets on G/X ;
–P1(X) is a full subcategory of the category of sheaves of groups on G/X ; and
–for i ≥ 2, PI(X) is a full subcategory of the category of sheaves of abelian groups on
G/X .
4.8.1 We require:
–(compatibility with restrictions) that if G ∈ Pi(X) and if Y → X is a morphism in G,
then G|G/Y ∈ Pi(Y ); and
–(locality) that if {Uα → X} is a covering of X , and if G is a sheaf on G/X (of
sets for i = 0, of groups for i = 1, of abelian groups for i ≥ 2) such that for each α,
G|G/Uα ∈ Pi(Uα) then G ∈ Pi(X).
4.8.2 We obtain the realm defined by P denoted MP , by setting
MP(X) ⊂ nSTACK(X)
equal to the subcategory of n-stacks of groupoids T on G/X such that π0(T ) lies in P0(X),
and for Y ∈ G/X and each basepoint t ∈ T (Y ), the homotopy group sheaves πi(T |G/Y , t)
lie in Pi(Y ). Using the conditions of compatibility with restriction and locality, it is
immediate that this defines a full n+ 1-substack MP .
Recall from above certain of the closure properties that one can ask of a realm M :
–(closure under truncation 4.6.3) if T ∈M(Z) then the truncation τ≤k(T ) is in M(Z);
–(closure under finite limits 4.6.1) we have ∗Z ∈M(Z), and if R→ S ← T is a diagram
in M(Z) then R×S T is in M(Z);
–(closure under extension 4.6.4) if E → T is a morphism of n-stacks of groupoids over
Z such that T is in M(Z) and for every Z ′ ∈ G/Z and every point t : ∗Z′ → T |G/Z′, the
fiber product
Ft := ∗Z′ ×T |G/Z′ E|G/Z′
is in M(Z ′), then E is in M(Z).
(Note that the closure under finite limits as we have stated it is equivalent to the
condition of 4.6.1 because any limit over a finite 1-category can be broken down into a
series of fiber products.)
4.8.3 If P is a directory of Serre classes, then the associated realm MP is obviously
closed under truncation.
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Lemma 4.8.4 Suppose P is a directory of Serre classes which satisfies the following
properties (for every X ∈ G):
—each Pi(X) is closed under extensions for i ≥ 0;
—for i ≥ 1, Pi(X) is closed under cokernels of maps from objects in Pi+1(X);
—for i ≥ 2, Pi(X) is closed under kernels of maps toward objects in Pi−1(X);
—P1(X) is closed under stabilizers of actions on objects in P0(X);
—P0(X) is closed under quotients by actions of groups in P1(X).
Then the associated realm MP is closed under extensions.
Proof: Use the long exact sequence of homotopy group objects for a fibration sequence.
///
Lemma 4.8.5 Suppose P is a directory of Serre classes which satisfies the following
properties (for every X ∈ G):
—Pi(X) is closed under kernel (or equalizer) for i ≥ 0;
—the cokernel of a map in Pi(X) is in Pi−1(X), for i ≥ 1;
—Pi(X) is closed under extension for i ≥ 0.
Then the associated realm MP is closed under finite limits.
Proof: We have a long exact sequence for the homotopy group sheaves of a fiber product
R×S T as follows:
. . .→ πi(R×S T, (r, t))→ πi(R, r)× πi(T, t)→
πi(S, s)→ πi−1(R×S T, (r, t))→ . . .
which ends with the exact sequence
π2(R, r)× π2(T, t)→ π2(S, s)→ π1(R×S T, (r, t))→
π1(R, r)× π1(T, t)
→
→ π1(T, t)
where the last part means taking the equalizers of the two morphisms. For the next part
of the exact sequence, we have an exact sequence
π0(R×S T )→ π0(R)× π0(T )
→
→ π0(S),
in other words the image of the first morphism is the equalizer of the second pair of
morphisms. Finally, given a point (r, t) of R ×S T , the fiber of
π0(R×S T )→ π0(R)× π0(T )
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over the image point ([r], [t]) is an orbit of the group π1(S, s).
In the above discussion, s ∈ S denotes the image of r and t (they are the same).
From these long exact sequences and our hypotheses, one obtains the fact that for
R, S, T in MP , the fiber product R×S T is in M
P . ///
The following theorem gives a converse to the construction P 7→MP .
Theorem 4.8.6 Suppose M ⊂ ngrSTACK is a realm which is closed under truncation,
extension and finite limits. Then there exists a directory of Serre classes P such that
M = MP .
Proof: For i = 1 (resp. i ≥ 2) define Pi(Z) to be the set of sheaves of groups (resp.
abelian groups) G on G/Z such that K(G, i) ∈M(Z). Let P0(Z) be the set of sheaves of
sets F on G/Z which (when considered as n-stacks) are in M(Z). The fact that M is a
stack implies the locality and restriction conditions, so P is a directory of Serre classes.
Suppose T ∈ M(Z), and suppose t ∈ T (Z) is a basepoint. Then, considering t as a
map ∗Z → T , we have
∗Z ×τ≤i−1T τ≤iT
∼= K(πi(T, t), i).
Thus, the axioms of compatibility with truncations and fiber products together with the
definition of Pi(Z) imply that πi(T, t) ∈ Pi(Z). We obtain (by doing the argument over
Z ′) that for any Z ′ → Z and basepoint t ∈ T (Z ′), the πi(T |G/Z′, t) is in Pi(Z
′). Note
also that (even without a basepoint) τ≤0(T ) = π0(T ) is in M so again by definition
π0(T ) ∈ P0(Z). These all together show that T ∈M
P(Z).
Suppose now on the other hand that T ∈ MP(Z). We show by induction on k
that τ≤kT ∈ M(Z). Note first that by definition of P0(Z), τ≤0T = π0(T ) is in M(Z).
Next, suppose that we know that τ≤k−1T ∈ M(Z). Apply the condition of closure under
extensions, to the morphism
τ≤kT → τ≤k−1T.
For any basepoint t : ∗Z′ → τ≤k−1T |G/Z′, the fiber Ft is locally over Z
′ equivalent to
something of the form K(πk(T |G/Z′, t), k). By definition of Pk and by the hypothesis that
πk(T |G/Z′, t) ∈ Pk(Z
′), we get that Ft ∈ M(Z
′). We can now imply the condition of
closure under extensions to conclude that τ≤kT ∈ M(Z). The inductive statement for
k = n gives that T ∈M(Z).
We have now shown that M(Z) =MP(Z) for all Z ∈ G. ///
A few examples
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Define the following directories of Serre classes on the site Sch/k over a field k of
characteristic zero. They will be denoted F latLoc and 1ConLoc respectively. For i ≥ 2
we put
F latLoci(X) = 1ConLoci(X) := {loc. free sheaves}
equal to the set of finite rank locally free sheaves of OX -modules (considered as sheaves
of abelian groups on Sch/X). For i = 0 put
F latLoc0(X) = 1ConLoc0(X) := {∗X}
equal to the class consisting only of the trivial sheaf of sets ∗X . For i = 1 put
1ConLoc1(X) := {∗X}
equal to the class consisting only of the trivial sheaf of groups ∗X , whereas
F latLoc1(X) := {flat affine group schemes}
is the class of sheaves of groups represented by flat linear group schemes over X ; recall
(cf 10.4.1) that “linear” means a group scheme embedded as a closed subgroup scheme of
some GL(E) with E locally free of finite rank over X .
These directories of Serre classes give rise to realms
FL :=MF latLoc,
AL := M 1ConLoc.
Similarly we can define (jumping ahead a bit) the directories of Serre classes F latV ect
and 1ConV ect, by the same classes of sheaves of sets or sheaves of groups as above in
degrees i = 0, 1, but allowing all of the vector sheaves (cf §6) in degrees i ≥ 2. These give
rise to the realms
FV := MF latV ect,
AV :=M 1ConV ect.
4.9 Formalization of Postnikov-type arguments
In this section we will fix a realm M . If X and T are ngr-stacks (on G/Z for example),
we would like to know when Hom(X, T ) lies in M(Z). We will approach this question in
the standard way by using the Postnikov tower for T .
For T running through another realm R, this will (sometimes) answer the question of
when ([X ], R,M) is well-chosen.
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It turns out that even in looking at the above case, a little bit more generality comes
into play. In order to get to the general form of the statement we introduce the following
notion. In this section, for simplicity we work only with ngr-stacks (some things we say
would work in greater generality but the coefficient stacks of cohomology must be ngr-
stacks in order to have a Postnikov tower).
Suppose M ⊂ ngrSTACK is a realm. We say that a morphism of ngr-stacks U → V is
of type M if it satisfies the following condition: for every Z ∈ G and every point v ∈ V0(Z),
the fiber product
Z ×V |G/Z U |G/Z
(which is considered as an ngr-stack on G/Z) is in M(Z).
We say that an ngr-stack T is of type M if the structural morphism T → ∗ is of type
M . If G has a final object ∗ then this condition is equivalent to saying that T ∈M(∗).
One can rewrite the condition of “closure under extensions” 4.6.4 as saying that if
U → V is a morphism of ngr-stacks on G/X of type M |G/X , and if V ∈ M(X) then
U ∈M(X).
Throughout this section we will generally assume that M is closed under extensions;
and often we shall also assume closure under finite limits. In any case these hypotheses
will be explicitly mentionned in the statements.
Lemma 4.9.1 Suppose M is closed under extensions. Then the composition of two mor-
phisms of type M is again of type M . In particular if T → R is a morphism of type M
and if R is of type M then T is of type M .
Proof: Left to the reader. ///
For the remainder of this section we will fix a realm M and consider the following
general situation: we have a diagram
T
f
→ R→ A
p
→ B
of ngr-stacks. The stack of sections of R over A relative to B is defined as
Γ(A/B,R) := Hom(A/B,R)×Hom(A/B,A) {1A}.
The morphism f then induces a morphism on stacks of sections
Γ(A/B, f) : Γ(A/B, T )→ Γ(A/B,R).
We would like to know when this induced morphism Γ(A/B, f) is of type M . Using
the previous lemma, if we know for some other reason that Γ(A/B,R) is of type M , and
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if we can show that Γ(A/B, f) is of type M , then it will follow that Γ(A/B, T ) is of type
M .
Similarly, note that if B = ∗ and T = T ′ × A then
Γ(A/B, T ) = Hom(A, T ′).
Thus the statement about stacks of sections includes as a special case the statement about
Hom(−,−) being of type M .
On the other hand, since we are going to be discussing Postnikov truncation morphisms
of the form τ≤kT → τ≤k−1T , it seems natural to look in general at a morphism T → R.
The consideration of a relative A/B in the domain is motivated by the fact that many
of our constructions related to Hodge theory will be relative (for example, the Hodge
filtration is an object relative to A1).
To close out our preliminary statements, we will avoid making too much of a general
treatment of degree 1 nonabelian cohomology. On the one hand particular cases of this
were discussed at length in [77], on the other hand doing this for general presentable
group sheaves as coefficients presents technical difficulties which, while treatable in the
case of the de Rham cohomology H1(XDR, G), are not yet treated for a general formal
category. Thus, we will assume that we have already understood the degree 1 case in the
sections Γ(A/B,R), so we assume that the morphism f : T → R is relatively 1-truncated.
(Concretely if one wants to look at Γ(A/B, T ), set R := τ≤1(T/A) (cf the definition of
relative truncation below) and suppose that we already understand Γ(A/B,R), then apply
the subsequent discussion to climb up to Γ(A/B,R).)
4.9.2—Hypotheses: The realm M ⊂ ngrSTACK is closed under extensions. We
have a diagram of morphisms of ngr-stacks on G
T
f
→ R→ A
p
→ B
and we look at the morphism
Γ(A/B, f) : Γ(A/B, T )→ Γ(A/B,R).
We assume that the morphism f : T → R is relatively 1-connected i.e. that τ≤1(T/R) = R
(cf the definition of relative truncation below).
Reduction to the Eilenberg-MacLane case
In order to test whether Γ(A/B, f) is of type M , we have to test over all objects X
mapping into Γ(A/B,R). A map from X into this space of sections consists of a pair
(p, η) where p : X → B is a morphism and η is a section
η : AX := A×B X → RX := R×B X.
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Given (p, η) define
Fp,η := AX ×RX TX
where TX := T ×B X also.
Lemma 4.9.3 With the above notations, the fiber of Γ(A/B, f) over (p, η) can be iden-
tified by the formula
Γ(A/B, T )×Γ(A/B,R) X = Γ(AX/X, Fp,η).
///
4.9.4 We will apply the above discussion inductively using the Postnikov truncation.
First, if U → V is a morphism of topological spaces, define the relative Postnikov trunca-
tion
U → τ≤k(U/V )→ V
by attaching cells to U covering cells in V so as to remove the homotopy groups of the
homotopy-fibers in degrees > k. Applying the correspondence between n-groupoids and
n-truncated spaces, we get a relative Postnikov truncation for morphisms of n-groupoids.
If T → R is a morphism of ngr-stacks, define the relative Postnikov truncation
T → τ≤k(T/R)→ R
by setting
τpre≤k (T/R)(Z) := τ≤k(T (Z)/R(Z))
for each Z ∈ G, and by putting τ≤k(T/R) equal to the stack associated to the prestack
τpre≤k (T/R).
4.9.5 The above form a tower, in that we have
T = τ≤n(T/R)→ τ≤n−1(T/R)→ . . .
. . .→ τ≤1(T/R)→ τ≤0(T/R)→ R.
Sometimes it will be convenient to establish the convention τ≤−1(T/R) := R.
4.9.6 The relative Postnikov truncation is compatible with base-change over R: if R′ →
R is a morphism and if we set T ′ := T ×R R
′ then
τ≤k(T
′/R′) = τ≤k(T/R)×R R
′.
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4.9.7 Given a morphism T → R, we say that T/R is relatively k-truncated (resp. rel-
atively k-connected) if T ∼= τ≤k(T/R) (resp. τ≤k(T/R) ∼= R). An Eilenberg-MacLane
morphism of degree k is a morphism T → R such that T/R is relatively k-truncated and
relatively k − 1-connected.
We now return to the previous discussion, where A→ B is a morphism and T → R→
A is a morphism of objects over A (all objects here are ngr-stacks on G). Fix a morphism
p : X → B with X ∈ G, and denote by subscript X the fiber-products over B with X .
Note that
τ≤k(TX/RX) = τ≤k(T/R)X
is again the Postnikov truncation (by 4.9.6. Fix 0 ≤ k ≤ n and look at a section
ηk : AX → τ≤k−1(TX/RX)
(recall that the latter maps to RX which maps to AX and “section” means a section of
the map to AX). Set
F kp,ηk := τ≤k(TX/RX)×τ≤k−1(TX/RX) AX .
Note that
F kp,ηk → AX
is an Eilenberg-MacLane morphism of degree k. We call it the Eilenberg-MacLane mor-
phism of degree k coming from ηk.
The following proposition gives the reduction to consideration of these Eilenberg-
MacLane morphisms.
Proposition 4.9.8 Suppose that M is a realm closed under extension. Suppose A→ B
is a morphism of ngr-stacks and T → R→ A is a morphism of ngr-stacks over A. Suppose
that for all p : X → B, all 0 ≤ k ≤ n, and all Eilenberg-MacLane morphisms
F kp,ηk → AX
of degree k arising from sections
ηk : AX → τ≤k−1(TX/RX),
we have that
Γ(AX/X, F
k
p,ηk)→ X
is of type M . Then the morphism
Γ(A/B, T )→ Γ(A/B,R)
is of type M .
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Proof: Using Lemma 4.9.3 and the hypotheses of the proposition, we obtain that
Γ(A/B, τ≤k(T/R))→ Γ(A/B, τ≤k−1(T/R))
is of type M for all 0 ≤ k ≤ n (cf the convention 4.9.5 for k = 0). Now, applying Lemma
4.9.1 we obtain the claimed result. ///
In applying this proposition, one has sometimes to be careful to distinguish which
types of Eilenberg-MacLane morphisms can arise as F kp,ηk as fibers over sections η
k. Then
one has to treat the sections of these fibrations. The case k = 1 is the most difficult; this
is the subject of Giraud’s book [35] and as stated previously we try to avoid that as much
as possible by assuming that f is relatively 1-connected.
Local systems
Before treating the Eilenberg-MacLane case, we introduce the notion of “local system”.
This terminology is employed in the same way as in [77](iv), (v). It should not be confused
with the notion of local system over the underlying topological space of a scheme (which
was used uniquely in §2); in our present terminology ifX is a scheme then a “local system”
over X just means a sheaf of sets or groups on X .
4.9.9—Definition: Suppose R is an ngr-stack. A local system (of sets) over R is a
relatively 0-connected morphism of ngr-stacks L→ R. This is equivalent to the data, for
each X ∈ G, of a local system in the usual topological sense over the space corresponding
to the n-groupoid R(X).
A local system of groups is a local system L → R together with an R-morphism
L ×R L → L satisfying the usual axioms expressed in terms of commutative diagrams.
Note that the identity is a section R → L. A local system of abelian groups is a local
system of groups satisfying the commutativity axiom too.
In interpreting the above definition, note that if L and L′ are two local systems of sets
over R and if f, g : L → L′ are two R-morphisms, then if f and g are homotopic, the
homotopy between them is unique (as are all higher homotopies). Thus there is no need
for “homotopy coherence” in the definition of a group structure for example. Another way
of saying this is that the n + 1-category of local systems over R is actually a 1-category.
Pullback along the morphism R→ τ≤1R induces an equivalence between the category
of local systems over the 1-stack τ≤1R, and the category of local systems over R. The
former is known to form a topos.
Suppose T → R is a morphism of ngr-stacks, and suppose that ρ : R→ T is a section.
Then we obtain the local systems of homotopy groups denoted
πi(T/R, ρ)→ R.
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For i = 0 we don’t need to fix a section.
If the morphism T → R is relatively 1-connected, then we don’t need to choose
a section (and in fact a globally defined section might not exist), and we obtain local
systems of homotopy groups
πi(T/R)→ R.
If n ≥ 1 and if L→ R is a local system of groups (abelian for n ≥ 2) then we obtain
the corresponding Eilenberg-MacLane stack
K(L/R, n)→ R.
It comes with a section 0 : R→ K(L/R, n), and is characterized by the conditions
πi(K(L/R, n)/R, 0) = {0}, i 6= n,
πn(K(L/R, n)/R, 0) = L.
4.9.10 Suppose T → R is a morphism of ngr-stacks, and suppose that L→ T is a local
system. Then we define
H i(T/R, L) := π0(Γ(T/R,K(L/T, i))/R).
This exists for any i ≥ 0 if L is a local system of abelian groups, and for i = 0, 1 if L is a
local system of gropus. It is a local system (of abelian groups, groups or eventually sets)
over R.
In general the cohomology is different from the higher direct image coming from the
morphism of topoi of local systems corresponding to T → R. The morphism of topoi will
give rise to the cohomology for τ≤1T → τ≤1R; thus one could use this type of formulation
in case R and T are 1gr-stacks.
Treating the Eilenberg-MacLane case
From now on we make the additional hypothesis that M is closed under finite limits.
Recall the assumption that f : T → R is relatively 1-connected, implying that the
relative homotopy group objects
Li := πi(T/R) (i ≥ 2)
are well defined as local systems of abelian groups on R. Furthermore we have the classical
“classification” of Eilenberg-MacLane fibrations: the morphism
τ≤k(T/R)→ τ≤k−1(T/R)
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is classified by a morphism (section over R)
τ≤k−1(T/R)→ K(L
k/R, k + 1)
in the sense that we have the following cartesian diagram:
τ≤k(T/R) → R
↓ ↓
τ≤k−1(T/R) → K(L
k/R, k + 1)
where the bottom arrow is the classifying map and the right vertical arrow is the basepoint
section.
Because of the occurrence of k + 1 in the above diagram, if we want a nice statement
staying within the world of ngr-stacks we make the seemingly somewhat artificial hypoth-
esis that f is n− 1-truncated in the following statement. This is related to our standard
observation that the truncation level of the base should be one more than that of the map.
In practice this doesn’t pose any problem because we can just increase n (our realms are
really going to be defined for any n).
Proposition 4.9.11 Suppose that the realm M is closed under extensions and under
finite limits. Suppose that
T
f
→ R→ A
p
→ B
is a diagram with f relatively 1-connected and relatively n − 1-truncated. Put Lk :=
πk(T/R) as a local system on R. Suppose that for every X ∈ G and every section η :
AX → R, and for every 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, the n
gr-stack
Γ(AX/X,K(η
∗Lk/AX , k + 1))
on G/X is in M(X). Then Γ(A/B, f) is of type M .
Proof: Use the same notations as in Proposition 4.9.8. Note that any section ηk projects
to a section η as in the present statement. We have a cartesian diagram (deduced from
the previous one above)
F kp,ηk → AX
↓ ↓
AX → K(η
∗Lk/AX , k + 1)
where the right vertical arrow is the zero-section and the bottom arrow is the classifying
section. This gives a cartesian diagram on stacks of sections
Γ(AX/X, F
k
p,ηk) → Γ(AX/X,AX)
↓ ↓
Γ(AX/X,AX) → Γ(AX/X,K(η
∗Lk/AX , k + 1))
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which we rewrite (in view of the fact that the sections of AX itself are trivial) as
Γ(AX/X, F
k
p,ηk) → X
↓ ↓
X → Γ(AX/X,K(η
∗Lk/AX , k + 1))
.
This is a cartesian diagram of ngr-stacks on G/X . The fact that M(X) is closed under
finite limits implies in particular that the final object of ngrSTACK(X), which is X , is
in M(X). The hypothesis of the present proposition is that the stack of sections on the
bottom right is in M(X), so again by closure of M(X) under finite limits, we get that
Γ(AX/X, F
k
p,ηk) ∈M(X).
This verifies the necessary hypotheses to put into Proposition 4.9.8 and by that proposition
we obtain the conclusion that Γ(A/B, f) is of type M . ///
In order to get a nice statement, we rewrite the condition of the above proposition
entirely in terms of usual abelian cohomology (using the derived category of complexes).
In order to shorten a whole bunch of notation involving shifting a complex, taking the
canonical truncation and then applying Dold-Puppe, we introduce the following notation
(as was done in Illusie [49]). If C · is a complex of sheaves of abelian groups on X ∈ G
supported in positive degrees, then we set
K(C ·/X,m)
equal to the m-stack on G/X obtained by shifting the complex so that it is supported
in degrees ≥ −m; taking the canonical truncation so that it is supported in the interval
[−m, 0]; and then applying the Dold-Puppe construction (cf [49]) to obtain a presheaf
of spaces. Finally, take the associated stack (noting that if the complex consisted of
injectives then the resulting object is already a stack).
Denote by RpX,∗(−) the “higher derived direct image functor” for pX : AX → X . It
is defined by the formula
Γ(AX/X,K(η
∗Lk/AX , k + 1)) = K(RpX,∗(η
∗Lk)/X, k + 1).
As was stated above, this is not in general a higher derived direct image for a morphism
of topoi; that will however be the case if AX is 1-truncated.
We can rewrite the above proposition as follows.
Corollary 4.9.12 Suppose that the realm M is closed under extensions and under finite
limits. Suppose that
T
f
→ R→ A
p
→ B
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is a diagram with f relatively 1-connected and relatively n − 1-truncated. Put Lk :=
πk(T/R) as a local system on R. Suppose that for every X ∈ G and every section η :
AX → R, and for every 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, the n
gr-stack
K(RpX,∗(η
∗Lk)/X, k + 1)
on G/X is in M(X). Then Γ(A/B, f) is of type M .
///
4.9.13—Exercise: Rewrite the above discussion in terms of a “cartesian family”
A→ B as defined in §5 below.
4.10 The non-groupoid case: extended directories of Serre classes
It can be useful to consider n-stacks not necessarily of groupoids. We can make a
definition like that of “directory of Serre class” but appropriate for this situation. This
subsection is very optional.
Recall that the interior of an n-category A is the maximal sub-n-category which is an
n-groupoid; in other words, it is the n-groupoid consisting of all i-morphisms which are
invertible up to equivalence in A. It is denoted Aint.
Recall that A1k/ denotes the n− k-category of k-arrows in A. For example with k = 1
A1/ is the n − 1-category of arrows in A, and inductively A1k/ = (A1k−1/)1/. Recall that
if x, y are objects of A then we denote by A1/(x, y) the n − 1-ctaegory of arrows from x
to y. We can extend this notation in the following way. Suppose u, v are k − 1-arrows,
sharing a common source and target. Then let
A1k/(u, v) ⊂ A1k/
be the full sub-n− k-category of k-arrows whose source and target are respectively u and
v.
The above notations extend to the case of n-stacks.
An extended directory of Serre classes is a collection
P = {Pi,j(X), 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, X ∈ G}
where for each i, Pi,·−i(−) is a directory of Serre classes for n − i-stacks on G. Let Pi/
denote this directory of Serre classes. We define the full substack
MP ⊂ nSTACK
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as follows. An n-stack A on G/X is in MP(X) if and only if the n-stack of groupoids Aint
is in MP0/(X), and for any X ′ → X , any 1 ≤ i ≤ n and any two i − 1-morphisms u, v
sharing the same sources and targets in A(X ′), we have that the n− i-stack of groupoids
on X ′
(A1i/(u, v))
int is in MPi/(X ′).
We leave as a problem for further study, to find natural conditions which should be
imposed on the Pi,j(X).
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5. Cartesian families and base change
We define a notion of “cartesian family of n-stacks” parametrized by a base n + 1-
stack. This gives an improved approach to nonabelian cohomology in a relative situation,
and allows us to formulate a base-change statement. The notion of cartesian family fits
into a natural picture for defining a canonical fibrant replacement for nCAT : thus, in
some sense, a weak morphism B → nCAT is the same thing as a cartesian family over
B. In other words, this says what universal property is satisfied by nCAT (or similarly
nSTACK). It also allows us to define the “arrow family” for a general n+ 1-category.
We describe the idea of the notion of cartesian family first, then we give the applica-
tions to base-change and the arrow family, and only at the end do we give the complete
technical discussion of the construction.
5.1 A canonical fibrant replacement for nCAT
One of the main problems with the construction of the n + 1-category nCAT given
in [77](x) is that the result is not fibrant. Thus, when speaking of “weak morphisms” to
nCAT one must choose a fibrant replacement nCAT → nCAT ′ and look at morphisms
to nCAT ′. The process of choosing a fibrant replacement is not very concrete and it is
consequently hard to get a hold of what a morphism to nCAT ′ really means. This led to
difficulties in [77](xi) and [48].
Here, we will sketch a method for constructing a canonical fibrant replacement which
we denote
u : nCAT → nFAM.
The n + 1-category nFAM parametrizes “cartesian families” of n-categories in a sense
which will be explained precisely below. The morphism u comes from a universal cartesian
family over nCAT . This picture gives a reasonably good understanding (which could of
course be much improved with time) of the “universal property” of nCAT .
One can realize that the universal property of nCAT might not be extremely simple
to describe, by making the preliminary observation that nCAT is an n+ 1-category, and
indeed, families of n-categories are most naturally seen as having parameter space which
is an n + 1-category. For example, when one looks at a fibration of topological spaces
where the fiber is n-truncated, the fibration is pulled back from a fibration over the n+1-
truncation of the base space—in other words, the classifying space for fibrations with
an n-truncated fiber, is n + 1-truncated. Keeping to the topological case, the previous
phrase can be made more precise by observing that for a given n-truncated fiber F , the
“group” (i.e. space with 1-fold delooping structure) Aut(F ) is again n-truncated, and
its classifying space BAut(F ) is n + 1-truncated. This latter space classifies fibrations
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with fiber F . Specializing a bit more (to n = 1), we get the following concrete and well-
known example: if F is a K(G, 1) for a group G then BAut(F ) is a 2-truncated space
with π2 = Z(G) and π1 = Out(G); here we recover Giraud’s the nonabelian 2-cohomology
picture [35] where fibrations with fiber a “gerb” for group G, are classified by a nonabelian
2-cohomology whose Postnikov tower includes H2(−, Z(G)) and H1(−, Out(G)).
The first guess for a universal property of nCAT would be to say that a morphism
E → nCAT ′ is the same thing as a morphism of n-categories F → E. However, in this
picture, E itself is an n-category and from the previous paragraph, this doesn’t look like
the right thing to do. Later on, we will be able to obtain a morphism E → nCAT ′ for
certain families F → E, but in fact this will not work under all possible circumstances.
The required condition is probably related to the “compatible with change of base” (ccb)
condition of [48] also see above. We restrict our attention to the case where the base is
an ngr-stack, in which case the (ccb) condition is automatic [48].
Here is a better approach. We will look at an n+1-category (or even n+1-precat) E
and try to define a reasonable type of “family of n-categories parametrized by E”. The
basic idea is to say that such a family should consist of an n-category Fx for each object
x ∈ E0, plus for two objects x, y ∈ E0, a morphism of n-categories
Fx ×E1/(x, y)→ Fy.
We of course need compatibility with composition together with higher-order homotopy
coherence, as shall be encoded in the actual definition below. Before getting there, we note
that this idea is reasonably well in accord with the discussion of topological classifying
spaces a couple of paragraphs ago: if E has only one object x, a map from E into
BAut(F ) (sending the object x to the unique object “F”) should consist essentially of a
map E1/(x, x)→ Aut(F ) compatible with the composition law. In this point of view, the
level of truncation of all of the spaces in question is the right one. An added advantage
of the resulting approach will be to avoid the need for cumbersome additional conditions
such as (ccb) when applying the universal property. (Note however that we have to refer
to that condition in some of our proofs.)
Before going on, we describe briefly the replacement nFAM . It is defined by a uni-
versal property: we actually describe the morphisms from an n+1-precat E into nFAM .
These morphisms are by definition the cartesian families over E. We will now briefly
describe the notion of precartesian family; the notion of cartesian family is obtained by
adding an additional fibrancy condition which will be explained in detail later. In practice,
this fibrancy condition is imposed by choosing a fibrant replacement, so morally speaking
a morphism E → nFAM is obtained by having a precartesian family over E.
As suggested by the prior introductory remarks, we proceed as follows. An n+1-precat
E can be considered as a simplicial object in the category nPC of n-precats; we denote
this “reduction in dimension” by rE. Thus (rE)p := Ep/. Note in particular that the
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term of degree zero is the discrete set E0 of objects of E. Now a precartesian family over
E is a morphism of simplicial objects in nPC,
F → rE,
which satisfies a certain Segal-type condition (see 5.3.4 below). The n-category in the
family corresponding to an object x ∈ E0 is the fiber of F0 over x. Denote this by F0(x).
The precartesian condition of 5.3.4 puts into practice the idea described a few paragraphs
ago: for example on the first level, we require (in obvious notations) that the morphism
F1(x, y)→ rE1(x, y)×F0(x)
be an equivalence; and then the morphism
F1(x, y)→ F0(y)
is what amounts to the morphism
rE1(x, y)× F0(x)→ F0(y)
in the heuristic description above.
In 5.5.2 we will explain how to interpret a morphism of n-categories F → E as a
cartesian family over E, in the case where E is an n-groupoid.
5.2 Nonabelian cohomology in a relative situation and base-change
Before getting to the technical details, we give some Hodge-theoretic motivation. In
[69], V. Navarro Aznar gave a definition of the “family” of de Rham homotopy types,
corresponding to a family of simply connected varieties X → S. He used an explicit way
of “integrating” the sheafified de Rham complex to obtain a global d.g.a. defined over the
base S. He showed that the family of de Rham homotopy types admits a “Gauss-Manin
connection” up to coherent homotopy. He calculated the homotopies of coherence up to
a preliminary level of coherence which was sufficient to obtain a flat connection on the
homotopy group sheaves; however, as this got computationally complicated, he didn’t
treat the full set of higher-order coherencies. His theory also works for the nilpotent
completion of the fundamental group, in the case of a family of non-simply connected
varieties.
We will consider this type of question in a context where the “d.g.a. approach” to
defining rational homotopy type is replaced by the shape-theoretic approach. One of
the results of our study (see §9 and §10 below) will be a definition of the Gauss-Manin
connection on the homotopy type representing the shape, in the simply connected case,
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with all higher-order homotopy coherencies. Thus, even in this case we extend somewhat
the result of [69]. However, we don’t show the conjectured compatibility of our definition
with the definition of [69], and until that is done one cannot strictly speaking say that we
generalize [69].
One of the interesting aspects about the construction of [69] is that it is compatible
with “base change” i.e. with pulling back the family along a morphism S ′ → S. What
we will explain in the present chapter, is how to obtain a similar base-change property
for the “de Rham shape” or more generally, for any type of nonabelian cohomology.
Base change for relative nonabelian cohomology
We start with a preliminary version that doesn’t require the use of “cartesian families”.
Suppose X → S is a morphism of n-stacks, and suppose that S is an n-stack of groupoids;
thus it is “compatible with change of base” (ccb) cf [48], also §3.5 above. Suppose T is
an n-stack. Then we obtain the relative nonabelian cohomology
Hom(X/S, T )→ S.
Theorem 5.2.1 If S ′ is another ngr-stack with morphism S ′ → S and if we set X ′ :=
S ′ ×S X, then
Hom(X ′/S ′, T ) = Hom(X/S, T )×S S
′.
Proof: This follows tautologically from the definition of Hom(X/S, T ). ///
In subsubsection 5.7 below we will see how this works when these formulas are con-
sidered as functors in the variable T . For this, it is more convenient to change point of
view and start with a cartesian family X → B; thus we first need to know more precisely
what a cartesian family is.
5.3 The notion of cartesian family and construction of nFAM
We now start in on the technical details of the notion of cartesian family.
Piecewise fibrations
An indecomposable object is a W ∈ nPC with the property that for any pushout
diagram B ← A→ C, we have
Hom(W,B ∪A C) = Hom(W,B ∪A C).
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(Quillen calls these the “small projective generators” [72].) The basic indecomposables
are the representable n+1-precats of the form h(M) for M ∈ Θn. Note that any n-precat
is a colimit of indecomposable ones.
To introduce the subsequent ideas, we say that a morphism U → E in nPC is piecewise
fibrant if, for every indecomposable W mapping to E, the morphism U ×E W → W is
fibrant.
5.3.1 This has the following glueing property: if
U ′ ← U → U ′′
↓ ↓ ↓
E ′ ← E → E ′′
is a diagram such that the vertical morphisms are piecewise fibrant, and both squares are
fiber-products (i.e. cartesian), then the morphism
U ′ ∪U U ′′ → E ′ ∪E E ′′
is also piecewise fibrant. (The usual global notion of “fibrant morphism” doesn’t have
this glueing property.)
There is a companion property which fits into a lifting property. Given a sequence
V ′
i
→ V → E,
we say that i is a trivial cofibration universally over E if for every morphism W → E, we
have that
V ′ ×E W → V ×E W
is a trivial cofibration. It suffices to test this on indecomposable W .
Lemma 5.3.2 Suppose
V ′ → F
↓ ↓
V → E
is a diagram such that the vertical morphism on the left is a trivial cofibration universally
over E, and the morphism on the right is piecewise fibrant. Then a lifting V → F exists.
Proof: Express E as a colimit of indecomposables (viewed as “cells”) and construct the
lifting over one cell at a time. ///
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5.3.3—Example: In the case of simplicial sets, the notion of “piecewise fibration”
is the same as that of “fibration” since one can test for being a fibration using only
horn-extensions over indecomposable objects (simplices) mapping into the base. In the
categorical situation (say, with n = 1) this is no longer true, as is shown by the following
example. Consider the diagram
∗ → ∗
↓ ↓
I → I
.
The horizontal morphisms are the identity and the vertical morphisms are the inclusion
of the vertex 0 in the “interval” I. The vertical morphism is a piecewise fibration. It is
also a trivial cofibration, but lifting doesn’t occur; thus it is not fibrant. However, it is
not universally a trivial cofibration, so the lifting property of the previous lemma is not
contradicted.
We don’t actually use the above definitions per se in what follows, but variants as the
reader shall see.
Precartesian and cartesian families
If E is an n+ 1-precat, we may think of it as a simplicial object in the category of n-
precats, denoted r(E) (the letter “r” is for “reduction” as in reduction of the dimension).
This is defined by
r(E)p := Ep/.
Note that r(E)0 is a discrete set. This gives a functor from the model category (n+1)PC
of n + 1-precats, to the model category of n-prestacks over ∆ (with the coarse topology
on ∆), which we denote by nPS(∆).
If p ∈ ∆ then, thinking of p as being the ordered set
p = {0′, 1′, . . . , p′},
let the initial morphism ι : 0 → p be the one which sends the unique element 0′ of 0, to
the first element 0′ of p.
(Note: it is in the definition of “initial” that we specify the “directions” of our arrows:
choosing instead the last element would result in putting opposites in various places
below, or equivalently changing our conventions about directions of arrows, or again
equivalently, looking at contravariant rather than covariant functors into nCAT . As it is,
the convention is that A1/(x, y) is the space of arrows from x and to y.)
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5.3.4 Suppose E is an n + 1-precat. A precartesian family over E is a morphism of
n-prestacks over ∆
F → r(E)
with the following property (which we call the “cartesian” property): for any p ∈ ∆ and
for the initial morphism ι : 0→ p ∈ ∆, the diagram
Fp → F0
↓ ↓
Ep/ → E0
is homotopy-cartesian, in that it induces a weak equivalence
Fp ∼= Ep/ ×E0 F0.
Note here that E satisfies the “constancy condition” that E0 is a set; however we do not
require this condition of F0, and indeed the whole point is that F0 → E0 is a family of
n-precats indexed by the set E0. For x ∈ E0 denote by F (x) the fiber of F0 over x. It is
an n-precat, and is to be considered as the “element” of the family F , corresponding to
the object x ∈ E0.
The fact that E0 is a set means that the fiber product appearing above has a correct
homotopical meaning.
We say that a precartesian family F → r(E) is piecewise fibrant if for every indecom-
posable n+ 1-precat W mapping to E, the pullback
F ×r(E) r(W )→ r(W )
is a fibrant morphism of n-prestacks on ∆.
This might be slightly different from the corresponding definition just in the world
of n-prestacks on ∆, because we ask the condition only over things of the form r(W )
for W an indecomposable n + 1-precat (although it might also be equivalent, I don’t
know). Note, in any case, that if W is an indecomposable n + 1-precat then r(W ) is an
indecomposable n-prestack. The properties 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 still work here.
A cartesian family F → r(E) is a precartesian family that is piecewise fibrant.
Notice as a first consequence that the fibers F (x) for x ∈ E0, are fibrant n-categories.
Also, the morphisms of n-precats
Fp → r(E)p = Ep/
are piecewise fibrant. Thus the homotopy-cartesian diagrams appearing in the definition
of “precartesian” involve piecewise fibrant vertical morphisms.
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The basic part of the structure of a cartesian family are the diagrams
F (x)×E1/(x, y)
∼=← F1(x, y)→ F (y).
Thus, this notion corresponds to what was said previously. The rest of the simplicial struc-
ture corresponds to the compatibility with composition and higher homotopy-coherence
for this structure.
The construction of nFAM
Set Φ(E) equal to the set of cartesian families F → r(E). We ignore set-theoretic
difficulties, just saying that to be correct one should look at the set of cartesian families
such that the underlying set is contained in a given (large) fixed set.
5.3.5 Note that Φ is a contravariant functor from (n + 1)PC to Sets: if f : E ′ → E is
a morphism of n-precats then the pullback morphism Φ(f) takes a cartesian family
F → r(E)
to the fiber-product family
F ×r(E) r(E
′).
This is again a cartesian family. To prove that, note first of all that the piecewise fibrant
condition is preserved under pullbacks; after that we just have to verify (∗) that the initial
map ι : 0→ p induces an equivalence
Fp ×Ep/ E
′
p/
∼= E ′p/ ×E0 F0.
To do this, note that we can consider Ep/ as a colimit of indecomposable W . Then Fp is
a colimit of the corresponding
Fp(W ) := W ×Ep/ Fp
and similarly E ′p/ is a colimit of the
E ′p/(W ) := W ×Ep/ E
′
p/.
The fiber product of these two colimits over Ep/ is the colimit of the fiber products of the
elements over W . Thus it suffices to prove that for any indecomposable W →֒ Ep/,
Fp(W )×W E
′
p/(W )
∼= E ′p/(W )×E0 F0
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is a weak equivalence (this suffices because the model category is left proper, i.e. colimits
preserve levelwise weak equivalences). Now, as input we know that
Fp(W ) ∼= W ×E0 F0,
and also that Fp(W )→W is a fibration.
One has to be careful that the closed model category nPC is not right proper, i.e.
fiber products don’t necessarily preserve weak equivalences. However, in our case the
morphism W ×E0 F0 →W is a disjoint union of trivial fibrations, so (by [77](x) Theorem
5.1) it is “compatible with change of base” in the sense of ([48] 11.12); thus Fp(W )→W
is compatible with change of base, and we get the desired property that
Fp(W )×W E
′
p/(W )
∼= E ′p/(W )×E0 F0.
This completes the proof that F ×r(E) r(E
′) is a cartesian family, so it completes the proof
that Φ is a contravariant functor.
We would like to define nFAM by setting
Hom(n+1)PC(E, nFAM) := Φ(E).
This suffices to define an n+ 1-precat nFAM , in view of the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3.6 The functor E 7→ Φ(E) takes colimits to limits, so there is an essentially
unique n+1-precat nFAM with functorial isomorphism Hom(n+1)PC(E, nFAM) ∼= Φ(E).
Proof: We write the proof in terms of a single coproduct but the same argument works
for any colimit. If
E ′ ← E → E ′′
is a diagram of n+ 1-precats, and if
F ′ → r(E ′), F ′′ → r(E ′′)
are cartesian families such that the pullbacks to E are the same cartesian family
F → r(E),
then we claim that
F ′ ∪F F ′′ → r(E ′ ∪E E ′′)
is again a cartesian family. First of all, it is piecewise fibrant because of the glueing prop-
erty 5.3.1 for piecewise fibrations (which works in the same way in our present situation
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as for the original situation discussed in 5.3.1). On the other hand, it is a precartesian
family, by essentially the same argument as in 5.3.5 above. Thus, it is a cartesian family.
We obtain that
Φ(E ′ ∪E E ′′) = Φ(E ′)×Φ(E) Φ(E
′′).
By a Yoneda-type argument there exists an n + 1-precat nFAM such that a map E →
nFAM is the same thing as an element of Φ(E) i.e. as a cartesian family over E. ///
The description of maps E → nFAM as corresponding to cartesian families over E is
particularly natural and should allow a reasonable facility of construction of such maps.
This will be seen in applications such as the construction of the “arrow family” below.
Our next task is to prove that nFAM is in fact a fibrant n+ 1-precat.
Lemma 5.3.7 If E ′ → E is a trivial cofibration of n + 1-precats and if F ′ ∈ Φ(E ′) is
a cartesian family over E ′ then F ′ extends to a cartesian family F ∈ Φ(E) over E. In
other words, the n+ 1-precat nFAM is fibrant.
Proof: The equation Hom(E, nFAM) = Φ(E) provides the equivalence between the
statement that nFAM is fibrant, and the extension condition of the first sentence of the
lemma. Thus, we prove the extension condition.
Step 1. We first consider the case when E ′ → E induces an isomorphism on the set
of objects, and induces trivial cofibrations
E ′p/ →֒ Ep/.
In other words, r(E ′)→ r(E) is a trivial cofibration of n-prestacks over ∆. We are given
a cartesian family F ′ → r(E ′). Choose a factorization
F ′ →֒ A
a
→ r(E)
with a a fibration (of n-prestacks over ∆). We can’t directly use A as our extension F
because it doesn’t restrict to F ′ over r(E ′). Thus, we first note that
i : F ′ →֒ A×r(E) r(E
′)
is a trivial cofibration universally relative to r(E ′). To see this, note that the morphism
a is homotopically equivalent, over each component r(E)p = Ep/, to a disjoint union of
trivial fibrations (pulled back from F ′0 → E
′
0 = E0) and in particular it is compatible with
change of base. Again using the expressions of equivalence with trivial cofibrations, we
find that the morphism i is a weak equivalence.
Next, recall that by definition the morphism
F ′ → r(E ′)
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is piecewise a fibration (at least over the indecomposable pieces which make up r(E ′),
coming from indecomposable pieces of E). Therefore the lifting property 5.3.2 (twisted
slightly to our situation in the present subsection, but again the proof is the same) implies
that there is a retraction
d : A×r(E) r(E
′)→ F ′
over r(E ′). Use this retraction to define
F := A ∪A×r(E)r(E
′) F ′.
Now we have a morphism of n-prestacks F → r(E) which restricts over r(E ′) to F ′. One
can easily check that it is cartesian (using the glueing property 5.3.1 for the piecewise
fibrant condition). This completes the proof of Step 1.
Step 2. We look at what a cartesian family over E = Υ(U) means (refer to [77](xi)
for the notation Υ). Here U is an n-precat. Note that
Ep/ = ∗ ⊔
p∐
i=1
U ⊔ ∗
where the factor U corresponding to a given index i is equal to Ep/(x0, . . . , xp) with
x0 = . . . = xi−1 = 0 and xi = . . . = xp = 1. (Recall that the objects of Υ(U) are denoted
0 and 1). The first ∗ corresponds to the sequence x0 = . . . = xp = 0 and the second ∗
corresponds to x0 = . . . = x1.
If F is a cartesian family over E, let F (0) (resp. F (1)) denote the pieces of F0 lying
over 0 (resp. 1) in E0, and let F (0, 1) be the piece of F1 lying over U ⊂ E1/. We have an
equivalence F (0, 1)
∼=→ F (0) × U . Define the “strictification” of F in the following way.
First, define a morphism of precartesian families
Str1(F )
a
→ F
by putting
Str1(F )p := F (0) ⊔
p∐
i=1
(F (0, 1)) ⊔ F (1).
The simplicial structure comes from structural maps which are determined by the condi-
tion of compatibility with the morphism a which we now define. The maps
Str1(F )p
ap
→ Fp
come from the degeneracy maps
F (0)→ F (0, . . . , 0), F (1)→ F (1, . . . , 1),
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and
F (0, 1)→ F (0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1).
The precartesian condition for F garanties that a is an equivalence.
Next, use the equivalence
F (0, 1)
∼=→ F (0)× U
and the condition that F (1) is fibrant, to choose a map
F (0)× U → F (1)
such that the composition
i′ : F (0, 1)→ F (0)× U → F (1)
is homotopic to the original structural map denoted
i : F (0, 1)→ F (1).
The homotopy may be realized as a map
F (0, 1)× I → F (1).
Using this map (and the structural map F (0, 1)→ F (0) composed with the first projec-
tion), define a precartesian family Str2(F ) by the formula
Str2(F )p := F (0) ⊔
p∐
i=1
(F (0, 1)× I) ⊔ F (1).
The inclusion at the start of the homotopy (i.e. the end which corresponds to the original
structural map i) gives an equivalence of precartesian families
b : Str1(F )→ Str2(F ).
On the other hand, define the precartesian family Str3(F ) by the same formula as for
Str1(F ), but using the morphism i′ in place of i to define the simplicial structure. Inclusion
at the other end of our homotopy gives an equivalence of precartesian families
c : Str3(F )→ Str2(F ).
Finally, define a precartesian family Str4(F ) by the formula
Str4(F )p := F (0) ⊔
p∐
i=1
(F (0)× U) ⊔ F (1).
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The factorization of the structural map i′ into
F (0, 1)→ F (0)× U → F (1)
yields an equivalence of precartesian families
d : Str3(F )→ Str4(F ).
Set Str(F ) := Str4(F ); note that it is a strict precartesian family coming from a morphism
U × F (0) → F (1); we call it the strictification of F . Together, a, b, c and d provide a
chain of equivalences of precartesian families linking F to the strictification Str(F ).
Step 3: We now consider the trivial cofibrations of the following type (again see
[77](xi) for the notations):
E ′ = Υ(U1) ∪
{1} · · · ∪{k−1} Υ(Uk) →֒ Υ
k(U1, . . . , Uk) = E.
If F ′ is a cartesian family over E ′ then we can view F ′ as a coproduct of cartesian families
F (i) over the Υ(Ui). Let Str(F
′) denote the corresponding coproduct of the Str(F (i)).
Applying Step 2, we get a chain of equivalences (levelwise over ∆ and relatively with
respect to r(E ′))
F ′
∼=← . . .
∼=→ Str(F ′).
Using Step 1 and standard model-category-theoretic arguments (including, where appro-
priate, replacement of precartesian families by their equivalent cartesian replacements
using a fibrant replacement of n-prestacks . . . ), it suffices in order to extend F ′ to F , to
be able to extend Str(F ′). But now Str(F ′) is determined by the data F (0), . . . , F (k)
and
Ui × F (i− 1)→ F (i)
for i = 1, . . . , k. Using these data, we can directly construct a strict family Str(F ) over
E extending Str(F ′). This shows that any cartesian family over E ′ extends over E.
Step 4: Consider the cofibration E ′ = ∗ → E = I. Since E retracts back onto E, it
is immediate that any cartesian family over E ′ extends to a cartesian family over E.
Step 5: Now, combining Steps 1, 3 and 4 and using a standard model-category-
theoretic argument (also using Lemma 5.3.6) we obtain the required extension along any
trivial cofibration E ′ →֒ E. Indeed, any such can be embedded into a larger one
E ′ →֒ E → E ′′
where E ′ →֒ E ′′ is obtained as a sequential colimit of things of the form treated in Steps
1, 3, and 4. Thus, the family F ′ extends to E ′′ and the restriction to E is the extension
we are looking for. This completes the proof of the lemma. ///
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The map nCAT → nFAM
We now define the map u : nCAT → nFAM which will be a weak equivalence.
As nFAM is fibrant by Lemma 5.3.7, this will constitute a concrete, canonical fibrant
replacement for nCAT . Unfortunately, the map u itself is not canonical but depends
on a choice of fibrant replacement (this is because of the extra fibrant condition in the
definition of “cartesian”).
To define the map, it suffices to construct a “universal” cartesian family over nCAT .
Recall how nCAT was defined: the objects are the fibrant n-categories A, and for a
sequence of objects A0, . . . , Ap we put
nCATp/(A0, . . . , Ap) := Hom(A0, A1)× . . .×Hom(Ap−1, Ap).
Note that we can write
nCATp/ =
∐
A0,...,Ap
nCATp/(A0, . . . , Ap).
The morphisms of the simplicial structure are obtained using the (strictly associative)
composition of internal Hom’s. Define a cartesian family
U → r(nCAT )
by setting
Up :=
∐
A0,...,Ap
A0 × nCATp/(A0, . . . , Ap)
=
∐
A0,...,Ap
A0 ×Hom(A0, A1)× . . .×Hom(Ap−1, Ap).
Again, the morphisms of the simplicial structure are obtained using the compositions and,
eventually, the evaluation morphisms
A0 ×Hom(A0, Ai)→ Ai.
(these evaluation maps share strict associativity with respect to the compositions so this
works). The map to r(nCAT )p = nCATp/ is the obvious projection.
The family U → r(nCAT ) is obviously precartesian.
The morphisms Up → nCATp/ are fibrant, but we don’t know if the full morphism
U → r(nCAT ) is piecewise fibrant; thus, let
U →֒ U ′ → r(nCAT )
be a fibrant replacement in the world of n-prestacks over ∆. This is again precartesian,
and it is fibrant thus piecewise fibrant, so U ′ is a cartesian family over nCAT . This
corresponds to a morphism
u : nCAT → nFAM.
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5.3.8—Exercise: We leave as an exercise to the reader to state and prove a unicity-
up-to-coherent-homotopy for u (we have made a choice of U ′ but this choice is unique up
to coherent homotopy).
Functors of n-precats
Before getting to the next theorem which states that u is an equivalence, we need
to develop one more technique. The reason is that we have made an arbitrary choice in
defining u, due to the fact that the standard universal family over nCAT is precartesian
but not cartesian. Thus it would be more convenient to work with precartesian families;
but these don’t have the glueing property 5.3.1, so the functor in question doesn’t come
from an n + 1-precat. Thus, instead, we shall study this type of functor. As one can see
by looking in the proof of Theorem 5.3.10 below, we actually come across this problem
for n-precats rather than n+ 1-precats.
Let Funct(nPC) denote the category of functors
F : nPCo → Sets.
The map taking an object to its associated representable functor gives a full embedding
nPC ⊂ Funct(nPC). Thus, if U ∈ nPC and F ∈ Funct(nPC) we can speak of the set
of morphisms from U to F . Using the same definitions as in Quillen [72], we can define
the notion of homotopy between two morphisms U
→
→ F . Furthermore, we can define a
notion of derived morphism from U to F as being a diagram
U ← U ′ → F
where U ′ → U is a weak equivalence in nPC. Finally, we can define the set of derived
morphisms from U to F up to homotopy (it is left to the reader to write down the necessary
diagrams). If F ∈ nPC too then the set of derived morphisms up to homotopy is just
the set of morphisms from U to F in the homotopy category Ho(nPC).
Suppose f : A → B is a morphism in Funct(nPC). We say that f has the weak
homotopy lifting property if the following holds: for any square
U → A
↓ ↓
U ′ → B
where the vertical morphisms are a morphism U → U ′ in nPC, and f respectively, where
the horizontal morphisms are derived morphisms, and where the diagram commutes up to
homotopy; then there exists a derived morphism U ′ → A such that the two triangles com-
mute up to homotopy. Note that we don’t require compatibility between the homotopies
involved.
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In the case of a morphism f : A → B in nPC ⊂ Funct(nPC), the weak homotopy
lifting property is equivalent to saying that f projects to an isomorphism in the homotopy
category Ho(nPC). By [72] this is equivalent to f being a weak equivalence. Recall that
weak equivalences satisfy the “three for the price of two” property. The following lemma
states that the same is true of morphisms in Funct(nPC) which have the weak homotopy
lifting property.
Lemma 5.3.9 Suppose A
f
→ B
g
→ C is a sequence of morphisms in Funct(nPC). Then
if any two of f , g and gf satisfy the weak homotopy lifting property, the third one does
too.
Proof: Left to the reader, using the techniques of [72]. ///
We can now state the theorem which completes the construction of a fibrant replace-
ment for nCAT . The reader will note that the proof we give here is somewhat incomplete
at the end.
Theorem 5.3.10 The morphism u : nCAT → nFAM is a weak equivalence.
Proof: It is clearly surjective on objects (the objects of nFAM are themselves exactly
the fibrant n-categories). Since we already know that both sides are n + 1-categories, it
suffices to prove that for two fibrant n-categories A,B, the morphism
Hom(A,B) = nCAT1/(A,B)→ nFAM1/(A,B)
is a weak equivalence of n-categories.
Recall that if U is an n-precat and C an n + 1-category with objects x, y ∈ C0, a
morphism E → C1/(x, y) is the same thing as a morphism Υ(E)→ C sending 0 to x and
1 to y. Applying this to C = nFAM , we get that a morphism f : U → nFAM1/(A,B)
is the same thing as a cartesian family F over Υ(U), with F (0) = A and F (1) = B.
Define the following functors in Funct(nPC):
cartesian(Υ(·);A,B); precartesian(Υ(·);A,B).
These are defined by setting, for E ∈ nPC, cartesian(Υ(·);A,B)(E) equal to the
set of cartesian families over Υ(E) restricting to A, B on the endpoints; respectively
precartesian(Υ(·);A,B)(E) equal to the set of precartesian families over Υ(E) restrict-
ing to A, B on the endpoints. We have a morphism of functors
cartesian(Υ(·);A,B)→ precartesian(Υ(·);A,B).
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On the other hand, by definition cartesian(Υ(·);A,B) is the functor represented by
nFAM1/(A,B).
Set H := Hom(A,B) = nCAT1/(A,B). The map u induces a map
H → cartesian(Υ(·);A,B),
whereas the standard precartesian family over nCAT induces a map
H → precartesian(Υ(·);A,B).
We claim three things:
(1) the triangle composed of the above three maps commutes up to homotopy;
(2) the morphism
cartesian(Υ(·);A,B)→ precartesian(Υ(·);A,B)
satisfies the weak homotopy lifting property; and
(3) the morphism
H → precartesian(Υ(·);A,B)
satisfies the weak homotopy lifting property.
With these three, Lemma 5.3.9 implies that the first morphism
H → cartesian(Υ(·);A,B) = nFAM1/(A,B)
satisfies weak homotopy lifting, but this is a morphism in nPC so it is a weak equivalence.
This is what we needed to show for the theorem.
We will not give the detailed proofs of (1)-(3) here. We just note that (1) and (2) are
general types of statements related to the use of the fibrant replacement in the construction
of u, and that for (3), one can use the “strictification” procedure which was explained in
Step 2 of the proof of Lemma 5.3.7. ///
5.4 Cartesian families of n-stacks
The above discussion also works in the situation of n-stacks over a site G. We briefly
indicate how this goes; the proofs are left to the reader.
Suppose E is an n + 1-prestack on G (i.e. it is a presheaf of n + 1-precats). Then
applying the construction r object-by-object, we obtain an n-prestack r(E) over ∆ × G.
A precartesian (resp. cartesian) family of n-prestacks over E is a morphism
F → r(E)
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of n-prestacks over ∆× G, such that for each object X ∈ G, the value
F (X)→ r(E)(X)
is a precartesian (resp. cartesian) family of n-precats in the sense of the previous subsec-
tion.
Caution: If E is an n + 1-stack, the reduction r(E) will not in general be an n-stack
on ∆×G; for example the presheaf of objects E0 (which becomes r(E)0) is not in general
a sheaf.
Suppose F → r(E) is a precartesian (resp. cartesian) family of n-prestacks over E.
We say that it is a precartesian (resp. cartesian) family of n-stacks over E if, for every
X ∈ G and every e ∈ E0(X), the restriction of F0 over the point
e : X → r(E)0 = E0
is an n-stack on G/X .
If E is an n + 1-prestack over G, let Φ(E) be the set of cartesian families of n-stacks
over E.
Lemma 5.4.1 The functor Φ is represented by an n+ 1-prestack nFAM over G.
Proof: Left to the reader, following the proof of 5.3.6. ///
There is a canonical precartesian family of n-stacks over nSTACK constructed as
in the previous subsection for nCAT . Choosing a fibrant replacement (for the coarse
topology on ∆×G) gives a cartesian family of n-stacks over nSTACK, hence a morphism
of n+ 1-prestacks
u : nSTACK → nFAM.
Theorem 5.4.2 The n+1-prestack nFAM is fibrant for the Grothendieck topology of G
(in particular it is an n + 1-stack). The morphism u is an equivalence of n + 1-stacks.
Thus it constitutes a fibrant replacement for nSTACK.
Proof: First, prove the theorem for the case where G has the coarse topology. In this
case, “weak equivalence” means equivalence object-by-object over G. Thus the extension
problem refered to in the proof of Theorem 5.4.1 is essentially the same as that of Lemma
5.3.7, and can safely be left to the reader.
Now treat the case where G has a different Grothendieck topology. The essential
problem is to show that if E → E ′ is a trivial cofibration of n + 1-prestacks on G, then
any cartesian family over E extends to one over E ′. This is somewhat delicate since, for
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example, the corresponding morphism of object presheaves E0 → E
′
0 need not be a weak
equivalence.
Instead of treating this problem directly, we use the glueing result of [48] (and in fact,
the extension problem refered to above is essentially a problem of glueing n-stacks).
Use the superscript G to denote the topology of G, and the superscript “coarse” to
denote the coarse topology on G. By [48],
nSTACKG ⊂ nSTACKcoarse
is the full sub-prestack consisting of the coarse-topology stacks which are G-stacks. On
the other hand,
nFAMG ⊂ nFAM coarse
is by definition the full sub-prestack consisting of the coarse-topology cartesian families
which are cartesian families of G-stacks. The morphism of Theorem 5.4.2 for the coarse
topology is an equivalence
ucoarsenSTACKcoarse
∼=→ nFAM coarse.
This morphism sends nSTACKG to nFAMG , and since both of these are full sub-
prestacks, ucoarse induces an equivalence of n + 1-prestacks
nSTACKG
∼=→ nFAMG.
Theorem 20.1 of [48] says that the n + 1-prestack nSTACKG is an n + 1-stack. This
implies that nFAMG is an n + 1-stack. On the other hand, the result of the present
theorem for the case of the coarse topology says that nFAMG is fibrant in the coarse
topology. Finally, Lemma 9.2 of [48] says that an n + 1-prestack which is fibrant for the
coarse topology and which is an n+1-stack, is fibrant for the topology G. Thus nFAMG
is G-fibrant.
For the second statement of the theorem, one has to verify that the restriction of ucoarse
to the full sub-prestack nSTACKG, is equal to uG . This is of course true on the level of
the canonical precartesian families; but note that we used a fibrant replacement for the
coarse topology to define uG , so it is the same as ucoarse. With what was said previously,
we now obtain the second statement of the theorem. ///
In view of this theorem, we may define as our fibrant replacement
nSTACK ′ = nFAM.
Then, in view of our convention that a “morphism to nSTACK” really means a morphism
to the fibrant replacement nSTACK ′, we can say that a cartesian family of n-stacks over
an n + 1-stack E, corresponds to a morphism E → nSTACK (and vice-versa).
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Similarly, we will make a confusion between realms R ⊂ nSTACK and their corre-
sponding full sub-stacks R′ ⊂ nFAM (noting that R′ will be a fibrant replacement for
R). Thus, for example, when we speak of
Hom(R,A)
this will really mean
Hom(R′, A′)
or even Hom(R′, A′).
In the remainder of the paper for clarity of notation we will keep the original nSTACK.
5.5 Construction of cartesian families
A crucial question which arises from the above point of view is: under what cir-
cumstances can a morphism of n-stacks X → B be considered as a cartesian family,
interpreting B as an n+ 1-stack?
Our basic answer is that this works if B is an n-stack of groupoids. In general, some
condition such as “ccb” will almost certainly be necessary but we don’t attack the general
situation.
Before getting to the statement of that construction, we do a “warm-up exercise”
with the following lemma. For both this lemma and the subsequent proposition, we use
Tamsamani’s construction of the Poincare´ n-groupoid of a space Πn(X), and his theorem
that any n-groupoid is equivalent to one of the form Πn(X) [82]. It would be nice to have
a more algebraic alternative to this type of argument, but I haven’t yet found one.
Lemma 5.5.1 Suppose B is an n-groupoid (resp. n-stack of groupoids). Then “inverting
1-morphisms” is an equivalence (which exists as a morphism if we assume that B is
fibrant)
Bo
∼=→ B.
Proof: Treat first the punctual case where B is an n-groupoid, and assume that it is
fibrant as an n-precat. Tamsamani constructs a space
Y = ℜ(B)
and an equivalence of n-groupoids
B
∼=→ Πn(Y )
where Πn is the “Poincare´ n-groupoid” construction predicted in [39] and defined in [82].
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Now, reversing the time direction for the 1-morphisms (but not the i-morphisms, i ≥ 2)
gives an isomorphism
Πn(Y )
o ∼= Πn(Y ).
Recall from [82] that the objects of Πn(Y ) are the points of Y , and
Πn(Y )p/(y0, . . . , yp) = Πn−1(Hom
y0,...,yp
top (R
p, Y ))
where
Rp := {(t0, . . . , tp) ∈ R
p+1, ti ≥ 0,
∑
ti = 1}
is the standard p-simplex and
Hom
y0,...,yp
top (R
p, Y )
denotes the space of maps from Rp to Y which send the vertices to yi. There is a reflection
of Rp which inverts the order of the vertices, giving an isomorphism
Hom
y0,...,yp
top (R
p, Y ) ∼= Hom
yp,...,y0
top (R
p, Y ).
This gives an isomorphism
Πn(Y )p/(y0, . . . , yp) ∼= Πn(Y )p/(yp, . . . , y0) = Πn(Y )
o
p/(y0, . . . , yp).
The set of these reflections is compatible with the face and degeneracy maps in the
appropriate way, so we obtain an isomorphism of n-categories
Πn(Y ) ∼= Πn(Y )
o.
Now if B was fibrant, we could invert the original equivalence and compose to obtain an
equivalence
Bo → Πn(Y )
o ∼= Πn(Y )→ B
as desired. The map Bo → B depends on a number of choices but one can verify that,
up to homotopy, it is independent of the choices.
The above construction is functorial in B, except for the choice of inverse at the last
step. Thus we obtain, for an n-stack of groupoids (i.e. presheaf of n-groupoids over G) a
diagram of the form
Bo → Ao ∼= A← B
where A is the n-prestack X 7→ Πn(ℜ(B(X))), and where the arrows are object-by-object
equivalences. If B is fibrant over G then the last arrow can be inverted and we obtain the
desired equivalence Bo ∼= B. ///
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Proposition 5.5.2 Suppose that B is an n-stack of groupoids, and let B denote B con-
sidered as an n+1-stack of groupoids. Then any morphism of n-stacks F → B gives rise
to a natural cartesian family
F fam/B → r(B).
Conversely, any such cartesian family comes from a morphism of n-stacks F → B.
Construction-Proof: The main problem is to get a hold of r(B). We do this in the following
way. Assume that B is fibrant. Let I
(k)
denote the 1-groupoid with k + 1 isomorphic
objects denoted 0, . . . , k (and no nontrivial automorphisms). These are organized into a
cosimplicial object in the category of 1-groupoids. We can also think of them as constant
prestacks of 1-groupoids over G. Now put
ρ′(B)k := Hom(I
(k)
, B),
where the internal Hom is that of n-prestacks on G. Thus ρ′(B) is a simplicial object in
the category of n-prestacks on G. Change this slightly, noting that ρ′(B)0 = B. Put
ρ(B)k := ρ
′(B)k ×Bk+1 B
k+1
0 ,
where the first structural map for the fiber product is restriction of a map I
(k)
→ B, to
the “vertices” i.e. the objects of I
(k)
. The second structural map comes from B0 → B.
If x0, . . . , xk are objects of B0(Y ), set (for any Z/Y )
ρ(B)k(x0, . . . , xk)(Z)
equal to the preimage of (x0, . . . , xk)|Z ∈ B
k+1
O (Z), in ρ(B)k(Z). Thus ρ(B)k(x0, . . . , xk)
is an n-prestack on G/Y .
Claim: We claim that ρ(B)k(x0, . . . , xk) is n− 1-truncated so it can be considered as
an n − 1-prestack on G/Y , and that as such there is a natural equivalence (or chain of
equivalences)
ρ(B)k(x0, . . . , xk) ∼= Bk/(x0, . . . , xk);
and that as the sequence of objects varies, this gives an equivalence of simplicial n-
prestacks
ρ(B) ∼= r(B).
To prove the claim, it suffices to treat the punctual case, i.e. we can work over a site
with only one object, thus considering everything as n-categories rather than n-stacks.
As in the proof of the previous lemma, the only way I currently see to prove this claim
is to pass through the topological situation via Tamsamani’s Πn construction. Again, it
would be nice to have a more “algebraic” proof of this claim.
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Setting X := ℜ(B), we have seen above that there is a natural equivalence
B ∼= Πn(X).
Note that B0 is a subset of the set of objects of Πn(X), namely consisting of only the
points of X corresponding to objects of B. Note also that Πn(X) is fibrant, so it may be
used as a target in an internal Hom.
By the adjunction between ℜ and Πn, and the fact that the realization ℜ(I
(k)
) is the
standard k-simplex which we denote Rk, we have an isomorphism
Hom(I
(k)
,Πn(X)) ∼= ΠnHomtop(R
k, X).
These are equivalent to Πn(X). Thus we can write
ρ(B)k(x0, . . . , xk) = Πn
(
Homtop(R
k, X)×Xk+1 {(x0, . . . , xk}
)
.
For topological reasons it is easy to see that this is n−1-truncated, in fact it is equivalent
to
Pathx0,x1(X)× . . .× Pathxk−1,xk(X).
This proves that ρ(B)k is n− 1-truncated. Finally we note that by construction,
Πn(X)k/(x0, . . . , xk) = Πn−1
(
Homtop(R
k, X)×Xk+1 {(x0, . . . , xk}
)
.
The fact that the space in question is n−1-truncated means that the truncation morphism
Πn
(
Homtop(R
k, X)×Xk+1 {(x0, . . . , xk}
)
→ Πn−1
(
Homtop(R
k, X)×Xk+1 {(x0, . . . , xk}
)
is an equivalence. Therefore we obtain a functorial morphism which is an equivalence,
ρ(B)k(x0, . . . , xk)→ Πn(X)k/(x0, . . . , xk).
On the other hand we have a morphism which is again an equivalence,
Bk/(x0, . . . , xk)→ Πn(X)k/(x0, . . . , xk).
This gives a chain of equivalences to prove the claim. Note that as k and x0, . . . , xk vary,
the Πn(X)k/(x0, . . . , xk) fit together to form a simplicial n − 1-category intermediate in
the chain of equivalences. As everything is functorial, it also works in the situation of
stacks over G.
Now continue with the proof of the proposition, assuming that F → B is a fibrant
morphism of n-stacks. In view of the claim it suffices to construct a precartesian family
ρ(F/B)→ ρ(B).
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To do this, set
ρ′(F/B)k := Hom(I
(k)
,F),
thus ρ′(F/B)k ∼= F . Then set
ρ(F/B)k := ρ
′(F/B)k ×ρ′(B)k ρ(B)k.
This is a simplicial n-stack, mapping to ρ(B). We have to show that the map
ρ(F/B)→ ρ(B)
is a cartesian family.
To see this, fix an initial morphism 0→ k in ∆, and look at the cube whose top face
is
ρ(F/B)k → ρ
′(F/B)k
↓ ↓
ρ(F/B)0 → ρ
′(F/B)0,
whose bottom face is
ρ(B)k → ρ
′(B)k
↓ ↓
ρ(B)0 → ρ
′(B)0,
and whose side faces contain (A1 + A2):
ρ(F/B)k → ρ
′(F/B)k → ρ
′(F/B)0
↓ ↓ ↓
ρ(B)k → ρ
′(B)k → ρ
′(B)0,
and (B1 + B2):
ρ(F/B)k → ρ(F/B)0 → ρ
′(F/B)0
↓ ↓ ↓
ρ(B)k → ρ(B)0 → ρ
′(B)0.
(The reader is urged to draw the cube.)
Now the sides (B2)
ρ(F/B)0 → ρ
′(F/B)0
↓ ↓
ρ(B)0 → ρ
′(B)0
and (A1)
ρ(F/B)k → ρ
′(F/B)k
↓ ↓
ρ(B)k → ρ
′(B)k
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are cartesian, by construction. On the other hand, the side (A2)
ρ′(F/B)k → ρ
′(F/B)0
↓ ↓
ρ′(B)k → ρ
′(B)0
is cartesian because the top and bottom arrows are equivalences (the top elements are
equivalent to F , the bottom elements are equivalent to B) and since B is an n-stack
of groupoids, the morphism F → B is automatically ccb [48], so the pullback of an
equivalence is again an equivalence.
It follows that the composition of A1 and A2 is a cartesian square; but this is also the
same as the composition of B1 and B2; and since we know that B2 is cartesian, it follows
that the square (B1)
ρ(F/B)k → ρ(F/B)0
↓ ↓
ρ(B)k → ρ(B)0
is homotopy-cartesian. This property is the same as the property of ρ(F/B) → ρ(B)
being a precartesian family.
If one wants to get a cartesian family, make a fibrant replacement (in the world of
n-stacks on ∆× G). The fact that nFAM is fibrant means that we obtain an equivalent
cartesian family over the base r(B) since this latter is equivalent to ρ(B). This completes
the construction.
For the converse statement in the proposition, we note that
B ∼= hocolim∆ρ(B).
If E → ρ(B) is a cartesian family, set
F := hocolim∆E ;
with its map to hocolim∆ρ(B) ∼= B. We leave to the reader to verify that this is (up to
equivalence) an inverse of the preceding construction (Caution: the author has not made
this verification). ///
5.6 The arrow family
We can apply the above notion of cartesian family to construct the “arrow family” for
any n + 1-category A. This answers a question posed in [77](xi) and allows us to define
the notion of “representable functor” (asked for by A. Hirschowitz).
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The “arrow family” has always played an important role in enriched category theory
and I am not competent to give a complete list of references. One place to start is Cordier
and Porter [24]. The recent paper of Carboni, Kelly, Verity, Wood [21] also seems to be
relevant.
Fix an n+ 1-category A. We will define a precartesian family
ArrFam(A)→ r(Ao × A).
A sequence of objects of Ao × A may be denoted as
(x0, y0), . . . , (xp, yp).
Then
(Ao × A)p/((x0, y0), . . . , (xp, yp)) = Ap/(xp, . . . , x0)× Ap/(y0, . . . , yp).
We put
ArrFam(A)p((x0, y0), . . . , (xp, yp)) := A2p+1/(xp, . . . , x0, y0, . . . , yp).
The morphism from here to (Ao×A)p/((x0, y0), . . . , (xp, yp)) is composed of the two struc-
tural morphisms of A for the two morphisms
p
→
→ (2p+ 1)
in ∆, these two morphisms being
{0, . . . , p} 7→ {0, . . . , p} ⊂ {0, . . . , 2p+ 1}
and
{0, . . . , p} 7→ {p+ 1, . . . , 2p+ 1} ⊂ {0, . . . , 2p+ 1}
respectively. We put
ArrFam(A)p :=
∐
(x,y)
ArrFam(A)p((x0, y0), . . . , (xp, yp))
where the coproduct is taken over all sequences of objects (x0, y0), . . . , (xp, yp). This maps
to
r(Ao × A)p =
∐
(x,y)
(Ao × A)p/((x0, y0), . . . , (xp, yp))
by the above map. We leave it to the reader to specify the structural morphisms for the
simplicial structure of ArrFam(A) mapping to the structural morphisms of r(Ao × A).
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The object ArrFam(A) is a precartesian family. First note that
ArrFam(A)1 =
∐
(x,y)
A1/(x, y)
so the n-categories indexed by this family are indeed the “Hom” n-categories A1/(x, y)
of A. The precartesian property comes from the fact that the morphisms
A2p+1/(xp, . . . , x0, y0, . . . , yp)→
Ap/(xp, . . . , x0)× A1/(x0, y0)× Ap/(y0, . . . , yp)
are equivalences of n-categories (which in turn follows easily from the Segal condition for
the n+ 1-category A).
Now replace ArrFam(A) by an equivalent fibrant morphism of n-stacks over ∆,
ArrFam(A)′ → r(Ao × A).
This is a cartesian family so it corresponds to a morphism
ArrA : A
o ×A→ nFAM = nCAT ′.
We don’t treat here the problem of showing that this is uniquely defined up to coherent
higher homotopies by the process of choosing the fibrant replacement ArrFam(A)′. (But
in order to be completely rigorous one needs to do this.)
5.6.1—Exercise: Show that for A = nCAT , the precartesian family ArrFam(A)
is exactly the pullback of the universal precartesian family over nCAT for the explicit
(strict) arrow family
ArrnCAT : nCAT
o × nCAT → nCAT
which was constructed previously (3.3.2). In particular the present general construction
of ArrA coincides (up to coherent homotopy) with the previous specific ArrnCAT in this
case.
5.6.2—Exercise: Verify that the above construction of the “arrow family” works
mutatis mutandis to construct “arrow families” for n+ 1-stacks, namely if A is an n+ 1-
stack then we obtain
ArrA : A
o ×A→ nFAM = nSTACK ′.
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5.7 Base change for relative shapes
We now get back to the question of relative nonabelian cohomology and base change.
Fix the site G. Suppose we have fixed realms
R,A ⊂ nSTACK,
(recall that a “realm” is just a saturated full substack of nSTACK).
Suppose B is an n+1-stack and suppose that F → rB is a cartesian family of n-stacks
over B. We obtain a classifying morphism
[F ] : B → nSTACK ′.
This morphism is tautological if we take nFAM as the fibrant replacement nSTACK ′
(but is essentially well-defined for any fibrant replacement, by comparing with the fibrant
replacement nFAM).
We have an arrow family
ArrnSTACK′ : (nSTACK
′)o × nSTACK ′ → nSTACK ′;
this can be obtained either by homotopy invariance from the arrow family ArrnSTACK
which was constructed in 3.3.2, or from the general construction of §5.6 above.
Composing the classifying map [F ] with the arrow family we obtain
Arr([F ],−) : Bo × nSTACK → nSTACK ′.
As before, in view of the definition of internal Hom, this map corresponds to a map
Shape(F/B) : Bo → Hom(nSTACK, nSTACK ′).
We call this map the relative shape for the cartesian family F/B. It may also be seen as
the composition of the absolute shape map
Shape : (nSTACK ′)o → Hom(nSTACK ′, nSTACK ′),
with the cartesian family [F ] : Bo → (nSTACK ′)o.
If the base is the final object B = ∗ then the relative shape map coincides with the
absolute shape map defined previously.
The relative shape map Shape(F/B) is supposed to be related to relative nonabelian
cohomology in the same way that the absolute shape Shape(F) is related to nonabelian
cohomology. Unfortunately, I haven’t had the time (nor does the present paper permit
the space) to verify this compatibility, so we formulate this as a problem rather than a
theorem.
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5.7.1—Problem: Suppose F → B is a morphism of n-stacks, where B is an ngr-
stack. Let B be B considered as an n + 1-stack of groupoids, and let F fam/B → rB be
the cartesian family associated to F/B by Proposition 5.5.2. By composing the relative
shape map for F fam/B/B with the morphism of evaluation on T in the first variable
eval(T ) : Hom(nSTACK ′, nSTACK ′)→ nSTACK ′,
we get a morphism
Shape(F fam/B/B) ◦ eval(T ) : Bo → nSTACK ′.
The problem is to show that this morphism is the same as the classifying morphism for
the cartesian family corresponding (again by 5.5.2) to the structural morphism for the
relative nonabelian cohomology of F/B with coefficients in T ,
Hom(F/B, T )→ B.
One remark is that for an object b ∈ B0(Z), the fiber of Hom(F/B, T ) over b is the
same as Hom(Fb, T |G/Z). On the other hand, the restriction of the morphism [F
fam/B]
to b is just the classifying morphism for Fb, so (in view of the definition of ArrnSTACK),
the restriction
Shape(F fam/B/B) ◦ eval(T )|{b}
is point of nSTACK ′(Z) corresponding to Hom(Fb, T |G/Z). Thus, on the level of fibers
over objects of B, the compatibility of the above problem is easy. The problem is to
verify that the “action” (plus higher homotopy coherencies) of the morphisms of B on
these fibers, are the same in the two cases.
In what follows, we will tacitly assume that the above compatibility is known.
5.7.2 Suppose now that R ⊂ nSTACK is a realm. Suppose as above that F → rB is
a cartesian family of n-stacks indexed by a base n + 1-stack B. We obtain a restricted
shape map, which we call the R-shape of F/B,
ShapeR(F/B) : B
o → Hom(R, nSTACK).
We can again pose a general type of problem analogous to 3.4.2 in this situation: given
another realm A, when does the R-shape of F/B have answers in A, which means, when
does the relative shape map factor through a map
Shape
A
R(F/B) : B
o → Hom(R,A) ?
As before, we shall say that Shape
A
R(F/B) exists for this condition; and we can also write
this statement as
R
Shape(F/B)
−→ A.
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5.7.3 If P is the largest realm such that (P ,R,A) is well-chosen, then the above condition
is equivalent to the condition that the classifying map for the cartesian family takes values
in P ,
[F ] : B → P ′ ⊂ nSTACK ′.
5.7.4 This condition can be rewritten more concretely as follows: for any Z ∈ G and
any b ∈ B0(Z) we obtain the fiber of our family Fb which is an n-stack over G/Z. We
need this n-stack to be contained in P (Z); thus we need to know that for any Y → Z and
any n-stack T ∈ R(Y ), the nonabelian cohomology Hom(Fb|G/Y , T ) should lie in A(Y ).
Note that the restriction of Fb to G/Y is just FbY for bY the restriction of b to bY ∈
B0(Y ). Thus we can rewrite the above condition combining together the choice of Z and
Y . We state this as a lemma.
Lemma 5.7.5 Suppose F → rB is a cartesian family of n-stacks over an n+1-stack B.
Suppose that R and A are realms. Then the relative R-shape of F/B takes values in A,
i.e. Shape
A
R(F/B) exists or which we write as
R
Shape(F/B)
−→ A,
if and only if the following condition holds: for any Z ∈ G, any object b ∈ B0(Z), and
any n-stack T ∈ R(Z), the nonabelian cohomology n-stack of the fiber
Hom(Fb, T )
lies in A(Z).
///
5.7.6 We will often want to apply the lemma to the case where the cartesian family
F → rB comes from a morphism of n-stacks F → B via the correspondence of Proposition
5.5.2. In this case, an object b ∈ B0(Z) may be viewed as a morphism Z → B and the
fiber is then Fb = F ×B Z.
Finally we come to the statement of our base-change theorem for the relative shape
maps.
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Theorem 5.7.7 The relative shape map satisfies base change: suppose R is a realm, and
suppose F → rB is a cartesian family. If ϕ : B′ → B is a morphism of n + 1-stacks and
if F ′ → rB′ denotes the base change of the cartesian family F , then
ShapeR(F
′/B′) = ShapeR(F/B) ◦ ϕ
o.
Proof: This again is tautological from the definition (all of the work has already been
done in the construction of the relative shape map itself). ///
Modulo the compatibility of Problem 5.7.1, this theorem contains the statement of
Theorem 5.2.1.
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6. Very presentable n-stacks
6.1 Presentability
Work on the site Sch/k of noetherian schemes over a field k of characteristic zero,
with the etale topology. Fix n where necessary.
A couple of particular examples of directories of Serre classes were defined in [77](vii).
These give rise to the notions of presentable n-stack and very presentable n-stack. The
main reference for these notions is [77](vii), and we give only a brief discussion here. There
are three classes of sheaves involved. In degrees i ≥ 2, we put the vector sheaves, a notion
which we discuss in more detail in subsection 6.2 below. In degree 1 we put the affine
presentable group sheaves which we discuss briefly in the paragraph after next. For the
degree 0 part, we refer directly to [77](vii).
Very briefly, the category of vector sheaves on an affine noetherian scheme X is the
smallest subcategory of the category of sheaves of abelian groups on Sch/X which contains
the finite rank vector bundles on X and which is closed under kernel and cokernel. (It
is also closed under extensions but this is not part of the definition.) This notion will be
recalled in greater detail in 6.2 below.
In [77](vii) is defined a notion of presentable group sheaf over a scheme X (in charac-
teristic 0). This is a certain type of sheaf of groups on the big site Sch/X . We don’t give
the definition here, but note some of the properties. First, the category of presentable
group sheaves is closed under kernels, cokernels (by normal subgroups) and extensions.
A presentable group sheaf G has a Lie algebra sheaf Lie(G) which is a vector sheaf. It
also has a “connected component” G0, and the behavior of morphisms for example, on
the connected component, is determined by their restriction to Lie(G). If X = Spec(k)
is a point, then a presentable group sheaf is just a group scheme of finite type. If G is
a presentable group sheaf over X = Spec(A) with A artinian of finite type (hence, of
finite length) over a field k then the projection p : X → Spec(k) induces a push-forward
presentable group sheaf p∗(G) on Spec(k), in other words p∗(G) is a group scheme of finite
type. In this sense, one can at least calculate what is going on over an artinian base.
We say that a presentable group sheaf G over X is affine presentable if, for every finte
type artinian scheme Z → X denoting the projection by p : Z → Spec(k), the group
scheme p∗(G|Z) is affine.
Note that a vector sheaf is itself an abelian affine presentable group sheaf, and one
could conjecture that any abelian affine presentable group sheaf such that the p∗(G|Z) are
unipotent, is a vector sheaf. It might be reasonable to replace the notion of “vector sheaf”
by a notion of “unipotent affine presentable group sheaf” but instead of proceeding like
this, we just use vector sheaves.
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Recall also from [77](vii) that we have defined a condition P31
2
for sheaves of sets over
Sch/X . We don’t go into the definition here at all.
Define a directory of Serre classes Pres by setting Presi(X) equal to the abelian
presentable group sheaves for i ≥ 2; the presentable group sheaves for i = 1; and the
sheaves of sets satisfying condition P31
2
for i = 0. We obtain the realm
PE := MPres
of presentable n-stacks of groupoids.
Define a subdirectory of Serre classes V Pres ⊂ Pres as follows: V Pres0 = Pres0.
For i = 1, V Pres1(X) is the class of affine presentable group sheaves over X ; and for
i ≥ 2, V Presi(X) is the class of vector sheaves over X . We obtain the realm
V P := MV Pres
of very presentable n-stacks of groupoids.
Define a further subdirectory of Serre classes V ect ⊂ V Pres as follows: For i = 0, 1,
V ecti(X) is the class containing only the trivial punctual sheaf ∗X . For i ≥ 2, V ecti(X) =
V Presi(X) is the class of vector sheaves over X . We obtain the realm
AV := MV ect
of 1-connected very presentable n-stacks of groupoids. This realm will be important in our
discussion of representability of shape below.
(The realm CV of connected very presentable n-stacks of groupoids also comes from
a directory of Serre classes CV Pres with CV Pres0(X) = {∗X} and CV Presi(X) =
V Presi(X) for i ≥ 1.)
Note also that we obtain the necessary ingredients to define the realm FV , see 4.4.1.
All of these realms give rise to shape theories and theories of nonabelian cohomology.
Furthermore, the realms of coefficients PE and V P are also appropriate as realms of
answers, as we now state.
Lemma 6.1.1 Both realms PE and V P are compatible with truncations, finite limits,
and extensions. In particular, if K is a finite CW complex and W is the constant prestack
with values Πn(K), then Shape(W ) := Hom(W,−) takes PE to PE (resp. V P to V P ).
Proof: We refer to [77](vii) for these results. Note first of all that the notions of pre-
sentability (resp. very presentability) which we use here are the same as those of [77](vii)
(whereas these notions differ very slightly—in the condition on π0—from the preliminary
version defined in [77](v)). This compatibility can be seen from Theorem 10.1 of [77](vii).
Compatibility with truncations is tautological cf 4.8.3.
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Compatibility with finite limits 4.6.1 is the statement of Corollary 10.6 of [77](vii).
Finally, compatibility with extensions 4.6.4 comes from the statement of Corollary
10.9 of [77](vii). To see this note that if one takes the hypothesis of 4.6.4 (we use the
same notations) and applies it to any morphism X → B inducing a surjection on π0
(noting that such a morphism exists by the definition of presentability) then Corollary
10.9 implies that A is presentable (resp. very presentable). ///
6.1.2 As was stated in 4.4.4, the connected very presentable n-stacks over a point are
those which were considered in 3.7.5, i.e. the n-stacks T with π0(T ) = ∗, with π1(T ) an
affine algebraic group of finite type, and πi(T ) finite dimensional vector spaces for i ≥ 2.
6.2 More on vector sheaves
We discuss in a bit more detail the category of vector sheaves over a base scheme X .
The references for this notion are as follows. Auslander [5] defined a closely related notion
of “coherent functor” which meant functor of A-modules (rather than of A-algebras).
Apparently M. Artin wrote a letter to A. Grothendieck in the 1960’s containing the
version where functors of A-algebras are considered, but this never seems to have been
made public. Hirschowitz gave the first publicly available version of the definition of
vector sheaf which he called “U -coherent sheaf” in [47]. Hirschowitz obtained most of the
important properties such as involutivity of duality. Jaffe later considered this notion in
[50]. Some further properties of vector sheaves were proven in [77](v), (vii).
For affine X , the category of vector sheaves over X is the smallest subcategory of
sheaves on the big site Sch/X which contains the vector bundles over X and which is
closed under kernel and cokernel. For general X the category of vector sheaves over X is
defined by the condition of locality plus compatibility with the affine case.
The category of vector sheaves over X is an abelian subcategory of the category of
sheaves of groups on Sch/X . The coherent sheaves on X , which are defined as cokernels
Oa → Ob → F → 0,
are vector sheaves. Coherent sheaves are injective objects. Their duals, which we call
vector schemes, are the group-schemes with vector space structure (but not necessarily
flat) over X . These admit dual presentations as kernels of maps Ob → Oa. They are
projective objects (at least if the base X is affine). If X is affine, then any vector sheaf
U admits resolutions
0→ V → V ′ → V ′′ → U → 0
with V , V ′ and V ′′ vector schemes; and
0→ U → F → F ′ → F ′′ → 0
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with F , F ′, F ′′ coherent sheaves.
The most surprising property [47] is that the duality functor U∗ := Hom(U,O) is
exact, and is an involution. This is due to the fact that we take the big site Sch/S rather
than the small Zariski or etale sites.
Another interesting point is that there are two different types of tensor products of
vector sheaves: the tensor product
U ⊗O V := Hom(U, V
∗)∗,
and the cotensor product
U ⊗O V := Hom(U∗, V ).
These are not the same (although they coincide for coherent sheaves) and in particular
they don’t have the same exactness properties. Neither of them is equal to the tensor
product of sheaves of O-modules. See [77](v) and (vii) for further discussion.
6.3 The Breen calculations for vector sheaves in characteristic zero
The above facts work in any characteristic and depend on the O-module structure.
However, in characteristic zero, vector sheaves have the additional property that the
morphisms U → V of sheaves of abelian groups over Sch/C are automatically morphisms
ofO-modules, see [77](v), (vii). Similarly, extensions of sheaves of abelian groups, between
two vector sheaves, are again vector sheaves. These properties persist for the higher Exti,
see Corollary 6.3.6 below. These properties do not remain true in characteristic p: the
basic problem is that Frobenius provides a morphism O → O of sheaves of abelian groups,
which is not a morphism of sheaves of O-modules.
We need to be able to calculate the Postnikov invariants of the n-stacks in a realm
such as V P . For example, we would like to calculate H i(K(V,m),W ), when V andW are
vector sheaves. In the case V = W = O, this calculation is the algebraic analogue of the
classical Eilenberg-MacLane calculations. The algebraic version is the subject of Breen’s
work [15]. Breen concentrated on the case of characteristic p in [15](i) (where the answer
is very complicated because of Frobenius-type elements). The characteristic 0 version is
implicit in [15] because it is strictly easier than the characteristic p case.
Here we work only in characteristic 0. For the proofs of statements in this section, the
reader may refer to the two appendices of [77](xii) (as well as refering to [15]).
Theorem 6.3.1 Suppose S is a scheme over Spec(Q). Suppose V is a vector scheme
over X and suppose F is a coherent sheaf over S. Then for n odd we have
H i(K(V/S, n)/S,F) = F ⊗O
i/n∧
O
(V ∗).
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For n even we have
H i(K(V/S, n)/S,F) = F ⊗O Sym
i/n
O (V
∗).
In both cases the answer is 0 of i/n is not an integer. The multiplicative structures on the
left sides, in the case F = O, coincide with the obvious ones on the right sides. In the case
of arbitrary F , the natural structures of modules over the cohomology with coefficients in
O, on both sides, coincide.
The main ingredient in the proof is the following result.
Proposition 6.3.2 Suppose S is a scheme and V is a vector sheaf on S. Then the
complexes
. . .F ⊗O
j∧
O
⊗OSym
k
OV → F ⊗O
j−1∧
O
⊗OSym
k+1
O V . . .
and
. . .F ⊗O
j∧
O
⊗OSym
k
OV → F ⊗O
j+1∧
O
⊗OSym
k−1
O V . . .
are exact as sequences of vector sheaves (i.e. as sequences of sheaves on the site Sch/C).
Proof: See [77](xii). ///
With this proposition, the proof of Theorem 6.3.1 is essentially just a rewriting of the
standard spectral-sequence proof of the Eilenberg-MacLane calculations. See [77](xii). ///
6.3.3—Remark: Using the result of Theorem 6.3.1 one can envision the calculation
of H i(K(U/S, n)/S,W ) for any vector sheaves U and W over S. In particular this would
lead to a calculation for the case where U and W are coherent sheaves (this question was
mentionned in §3). To treat W , resolve by coherent sheaves
0→W → F → F ′ → F ′′ → 0
which gives a pair of long exact sequences relating H i(K(U/S, n)/S,W ) to
H i(K(U/S, n)/S,F), H i(K(U/S, n)/S,F ′), H i(K(U/S, n)/S,F ′′).
Thus we reduce to the case of coefficients in a coherent sheaf F . To treat U (for coho-
mology with coefficients in a coherent sheaf F), resolve by vector schemes
0→ V ′′ → V ′ → V → U → 0
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which breaks into two short exact sequences
0→ V ′′ → V ′ → U ′ → 0
and
0→ U ′ → V → U → 0.
These give fibration sequences (relative to S)
K(V ′/S, n+ 1)→ K(U ′/S, n+ 1)→ K(V ′′/S, n+ 2),
and
K(V/S, n)→ K(U/S, n)→ K(U ′/S, n+ 1).
We get Leray spectral sequences, the first going from something for V ′′ and V ′ to the the
answer for U ′, and the second going from this plus the answer for V , to the answer for U .
For example, if n is odd the first spectral sequence is
E
(n+2)p,(n+1)q
2 = F ⊗
p∧
(V ′′)∗ ⊗ Symq(V ′)∗ ⇒ H(n+2)p+(n+1)q(K(U ′/S, n+ 1),F).
The first nonzero differential comes from the map V ′′ → V ′. I don’t know if there are
higher differentials.
To get the E2 term of the second spectral sequence (for cohomology of K(U/S, n)
with coefficients in a coherent sheaf W ) one has to apply the first spectral sequence’s
calculation of the cohomology of K(U ′/S, n + 1) with coefficients in the coherent sheaf
Hj(K(V/S, n),F).
It would be interesting to carry out the calculation but I haven’t done that. In any
case, it is clear from the fact that the category of vector sheaves is closed under kernel,
cokernel and extension, that the answer H i(K(U/S, n),W ) will be a vector sheaf on S.
Corollary 6.3.4 Suppose S is a scheme and T → S is a relatively 1-connected very
presentable n-stack. Then for any vector sheaf V on S,
H i(T/S, V )
is a vector sheaf.
Proof: Use the Leray spectral sequence for the Postnikov tower of T , and Theorem 6.3.1.
See [77](xii). ///
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Corollary 6.3.5 If S is a scheme and T → S and T ′ → S are relatively 1-connected
very presentable n-stacks then Hom(T/S, T ′/S) is very presentable.
Note that Aut(V ) is a very presentable group sheaf when V is a vector sheaf, see [77](vii).
///
The following application was the original motivation for Breen’s calculations of the
cohomology of the Eilenberg-MacLane sheaves [15]. From our version Theorem 6.3.1,
we obtain the corresponding result in the relative case in characteristic zero. Similar
corollaries were stated for example for cohomology with coefficients in the multiplicative
group Gm, in [15].
Corollary 6.3.6 ([77](v) Corollary 3.11) Suppose U, V are vector sheaves over a scheme
S. Let Extigp(U, V ) denote the Ext sheaves between U and V considered as sheaves of
abelian groups on Sch/S, let Extivs(U, V ) denote the Ext sheaves between U and V con-
sidered as vector sheaves on S. Then the natural morphisms are isomorphisms
Extivs(U, V )
∼=→ Extigp(U, V ).
The Exti vanish for i > 2.
Proof: See [77](xii). ///
6.4 Representability of very presentable shape
Under certain circumstances, we can hope that the very presentable shape
ShapeV P (F)
be representable. By this we mean that there should be a morphism F → R from F to a
very presentable n-stack R such that for any other very presentable n-stack T we have
Hom(R, T )
∼=→ Hom(F , T ).
The main case where the representing stack R will exist, is when the very presentable
shape of F is simply connected; in this case the representing stack R will be simply
connected. Also in this case, the representing R can be viewed as representing the shape
of F on the smaller realm AV of 1-connected very presentable ngr-stacks. However, it
turns out that the condition needed in order to be able to obtain representability of
ShapeAV (F) is much weaker, basically just vanishing of H
1(F , V ) for vector sheaves
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V . Thus we can sometimes obtain representability of the AV -shape even when the V P -
shape is not representable. In this situation, the representing object for the AV -shape is
somewhat akin to Quillen’s “plus” construction.
Because of what was said in the previous paragraph, consideration of representability
of the the V P -shape has no advantages over consideration of representability of the AV -
shape, so we restrict our attention to the latter.
6.4.1 Recall from above that AV denotes the realm of 1-connected ngr-stacks whose
higher homotopy group sheaves are vector sheaves. If F → E is a morphism of ngr-stacks
then we obtain the AV -shape of F relative to E which is a morphism
ShapeAV (F/E) : E → Hom(AV , n
grSTACK).
We say that this shape is representable if there is a morphism
rep(F/E) : E → AV ⊂ ngrSTACK
and a morphism of cartesian families over E
F → rep(F/E),
such that this morphism induces an equivalence of shape functors
ShapeAV (F/E)
∼=→ ShapeAV (rep(F/E)).
The cartesian family corresponding to the morphism rep(F/E) also corresponds by Propo-
sition 5.5.2 to a morphism of type AV of ngr-stacks
rep(F/E)→ E ,
and the morphism from F corresponds to a diagram plus homotopy of commutativity
F → rep(F/E)
↓ ↓
E = E .
The universal property is again that this morphism induces an equivalence of shapes.
This can be rephrased as follows: that for any morphism from a scheme
Z → E
and any T ∈ AV (Z) (i.e. ngr-stack T over Z which is 1-connected and whose higher
homotopy group sheaves are vector sheaves over Z), we have an equivalence of nonabelian
cohomology
Hom(rep(F/E)×E Z/Z, T )
∼=→ Hom(F ×E Z/Z, T ).
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6.4.2 We make a first reduction. Suppose for the moment that the base is already a
scheme, i.e. we have a morphism of ngr-stacks F → Z with Z a scheme. Suppose
R→ Z
is an ngr-stack over Z, in AV (Z) (which means that it is simply connected and the higher
homotopy group sheaves are vector sheaves), and with a morphism of ngr-stacks over Z
F → R.
We say that this situation is a weak representing object for the AV (Z)-shape of F/Z if
for any T ∈ AV (Z), it induces an equivalence of nonabelian cohomology stacks over Z,
Hom(R/Z, T )
∼=→ Hom(F/Z, T ).
In this case we write R = repwk(F/Z). If it exists, the representing object is unique up
to coherent homotopy of all orders.
Lemma 6.4.3 Suppose that F → E is a morphism of ngr-stacks such that for every
morphism from a scheme Z → E , the weak representing object repwk(F ×E Z/Z) exists.
Then the representing object rep(F/E) exists (and its pullback to any Z is the same as
the weak representing object).
Proof (new in v2): Note first of all that if there exists an object R → E with morphism
F → R over E , such that for any morphism from a scheme Z → E , the pullback R×E Z
together with its morphism from F ×E Z is equivalent to rep
wk(F ×E Z/Z), then R is a
representing object R = rep(F/E). This is clear from the definitions. The problem is to
construct R.
Claim: if Z ′ → Z → E then the natural morphism
repwk(F ×E Z
′/Z ′)→ repwk(F ×E Z/Z)×Z Z
′
is an equivalence.
Here is the proof of the claim. For brevity, write
P ′ := repwk(F ×E Z
′/Z ′)
and
P := repwk(F ×E Z/Z).
We have
H i(P ×Z Z
′/Z ′,O) = H i(P/Z,O)|G/Z′;
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this is in fact tautological because H i(P/Z,O) is the sheafification of the functor Y 7→
H i(P ×Z Y,O) on Y ∈ G/Z. On the other hand, recall that
H i(P/Z,O) = H i(F ×E Z/Z,O)
and
H i(P ′/Z ′,O) = H i(F ×E Z
′/Z ′,O)
since P is a weak representing object for F ×E Z/Z and P
′ is a weak representing object
for F ×E Z
′/Z ′. By the same tautological argument,
H i(F ×E Z
′/Z ′,O) = H i(F ×E Z/Z,O)|G/Z′.
The diagram
F ×E Z
′ → P ′ → P ×Z Z
′
induces a diagram
H i(P ×Z Z
′/Z ′,O)→ H i(P ′/Z ′,O)→ H i(F ×E Z
′/Z ′,O).
In this diagram, the second morphism is an isomorphism, and combining what was said
above the composition is an isomorphism, so the first morphism is an isomorphism. As
the cohomology functors (of P ′/Z ′ and P ×Z Z
′/Z ′) are anchored, it follows that our
morphism
P ′ → P ×Z Z
′
induces an isomorphism on cohomology with any vector sheaf coefficients. This implies
that it is an equivalence (note that both sides are relatively 1-connected and very pre-
sentable). This proves the claim.
The claim implies that repwk(F ×E Z/Z) is a representing object for F ×E Z/Z (not
just a weak one). In particular, we obtain the existence of R in the case where the base
is a scheme.
For the case of a more general base object E , we will give two constructions. The first
is quicker and requires less verification of details, whereas the second is more conceptual
and uses the notion of cartesian family we have introduced above. However, in order
to obtain a fully rigorous version of the second construction, one would have to prove a
certain number of compatibility and uniqueness statements (such as the statement which
was left open in Proposition 5.5.2 above).
First Construction: As noted above, if E is represented by a scheme Z then the weak
representing object repwk(F/Z) is in fact a representing object which we take as R.
If E is a disjoint union of schemes, then over each component we obtain the representing
object, and we can take for R the disjoint union of these component representing objects.
Thus R exists if the base is a disjoint union of schemes.
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The existence of R is invariant under equivalences of E . Furthermore, R is essentially
unique if it exists. More precisely, suppose that R and R′ are two ngr-stacks over E with
morphisms (relative to E)
u : F → R, u′ : F → R′
both satisfying the condition in the first paragraph of the proof. Assume that R and R′
are fibrant over E . Let
H := Hom(R/E , R′/E)×Hom(F/E,R′/E) E
where the first structural morphism is composition with u, and the second structural
morphism is the section corresponding to u′. Now
H → E
is a morphism of ngr-stacks with the property that for any map from a scheme Z → E ,
the projection
H ×E Z → Z
is an equivalence (this property comes from the universal property of the representing
object uZ : F ×E Z → R ×E Z). It follows that the morphism H → E is an equivalence.
The projection
H → Hom(R/E , R′/E)
therefore corresponds (in an essentially unique way) to a section of
Hom(R/E , R′/E)→ E ,
thus to a morphism f : R→ R′. In view of the construction, we have f ◦u ∼= u′. Similarly
going back in the other direction we obtain an essentially unique morphism R′ → R
and again applying the same argument for (R,R) and for (R′, R′) we obtain that these
morphisms are inverses. Thus R is essentially unique.
Now suppose that E can be written as a coproduct
E = A ∪B C
of two cofibrations B →֒ A and B →֒ C, and suppose that we know existence of the
representing objects
rep(F ×E A/A), rep(F ×E B/B), rep(F ×E C/C).
From the uniqueness of the previous paragraph, we may choose equivalences
rep(F ×E A/A)×A B ∼= rep(F ×E B/B)
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and
rep(F ×E C/C)×C B ∼= rep(F ×E B/B).
Replace the coproduct E by a coproduct
E ′ := A ∪B×{0} (B × I) ∪B×{1} C.
Using the above equivalences, we may replace rep(F ×E B/B) by an object
RB×I → B × I
whose restriction to B × {0} is
rep(F ×E A/A)×A B
and whose restriction to B × {1} is
rep(F ×E C/C)×C B.
We can furthermore assume that this object recieves a map from F ×E (B × I). Now we
can set
R′ := rep(F ×E A/A) ∪
rep(F×EA/A)×AB RB×I ∪
rep(F×EC/C)×CB rep(F ×E C/C).
Setting F ′ := F ×E E
′, we have a map
F ′ → R′
relative to E ′. This map has the property required in the first paragraph of the proof (since
any map from a scheme Z into E ′ has to factor through one of the components of the
coproduct). Note here that R′ is not necessarily fibrant over E ′ but it is a “quasifibration”
in the sense that the fibrant replacement has the same fibers over the objects of E ′(Z).
Thus we have constructed the representing object for F ′ → E ′, and since E ′ is equiva-
lent to E and F ′ equivalent to F , we obtain (by invariance under equivalence of the base)
existence of a representing object for F/E .
The construction of R in general follows from the above cases, because any ngr-stack
E is equivalent to one obtained from disjoint unions of schemes, by a finite number of
coproducts. For example, E is equivalent to the realization of a simplicial object whose
components are disjoint unions of schemes (this technique was pointed out to me by C.
Teleman). The n-truncation of the realization of this simplicial object may be obtained
from various disjoint unions of the component objects, by a finite number of coproducts.
Second Construction: We now explain a more conceptual way to approach the problem
of existence of R, using the notion of cartesian family. The drawback of this approach is
that it requires several compatibility results for which we don’t give very many details.
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Refer to [77](xi) for the notation Υ and surrounding techniques.
We have a subcategory (realm)
RBLE(Z) ⊂ ngrSTACK(Z)
whose objects are those ngr-stacks over Z for which a representing object exists. These fit
together to form a realm RBLE. Fix a fibrant replacement ngrSTACK ′ and let RBLE ′
denote the full substack of ngrSTACK ′ with the same objects as RBLE.
Next, look at
W (Z) ⊂ Hom(I, ngrSTACK ′(Z)),
the full sub-n + 1-category of morphisms which are equivalent to representing objects
relative to Z. (Note that a map I → ngrSTACK ′(Z) is the same thing as a morphism in
ngrSTACK ′(Z)).
We claim that the evaluation on 0 ∈ I is a morphism
ev0 : W (Z)→ n
grSTACK ′(Z)
which is fully faithful, and whose essential image is RBLE ′(Z). It is clear that the objects
in the image are exactly those for which the representing object exists; thus we just have
to prove that it is fully faithful.
Suppose v, w : I → ngrSTACK ′(Z) are two objects of W (Z). Now
W (Z)1/(v, w) = (E 7→ Hom
v,w(Υ(E)× I, ngrSTACK ′(Z))) .
We will show that the evaluation (which is clearly a fibration) is a trivial fibration, by
showing that it satisfies lifting for any cofibration. This means that we suppose we have
a cofibration E →֒ E ′, that we have a map
α′ : Υ(E ′)→ ngrSTACK ′(Z),
and that we have a map
A : Υ(E)× I → ngrSTACK ′(Z)
restricting to u on 0× I, restricting to v on 1× I, and restricting to α′|Υ(E) on Υ(E)× 0.
We would like to extend A to a map
A′ : Υ(E ′)× I → ngrSTACK ′(Z)
agreeing with α′ on Υ(E ′)× 0.
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Dividing up the square Υ(E ′) × I into two triangles Υ2(E ′, ∗) and Υ2(∗, E ′), the
extension to one of the triangles Υ2(E ′, ∗) is automatic. This gives an extension along
the diagonal. Thus we are reduced to the following problem: we have a morphism
B : Υ2(∗, E)→ ngrSTACK ′(Z)
plus an extension of the 02 edge B02 to a morphism
B′02 : Υ(E
′)→ ngrSTACK ′(Z);
also the first edge B01 is the morphism v to a representing object (the target object B1
being in AV (Z)). The third object B2 is also in AV (Z) (it is the target of the other
morphism w). We would like to obtain an extension to a morphism
B′ : Υ2(∗, E ′)→ ngrSTACK ′(Z).
The functor
E 7→ Homv,B2(Υ2(∗, E), ngrSTACK ′(Z))
is representable by an n-precat we denote H . This functor (and hence H) maps by
restriction to the edge 12 to the functor
E 7→ HomB1,B2(Υ(E), ngrSTACK ′(Z));
this latter functor is just
ngrSTACK ′(Z)1/(B1, B2).
The resulting map
H → ngrSTACK ′(Z)1/(B1, B2)
is a weak equivalence, because the inclusion
Υ(∗) ∪{1} Υ(E) →֒ Υ2(∗, E)
is a trivial cofibration.
On the other hand, restriction to the third edge 02 gives a map
H → ngrSTACK ′(Z)1/(B0, B2).
The diagram
ngrSTACK ′(Z)1/(B1, B2)
∼=← H → ngrSTACK ′(Z)1/(B0, B2)
is homotopy equivalent to the morphism
ngrSTACK(Z)1/(B1, B2)→ n
grSTACK(Z)1/(B0, B2)
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of composition by v. (Note here that when we take off the fibrant replacements,
ngrSTACK(Z)1/(B1, B2) = Hom(B1, B2)(Z)
and
ngrSTACK(Z)1/(B1, B2) = Hom(B0, B2)(Z),
so composition with v is well-defined). Now the facts that v : B0 → B1 is a morphism to
a representing object in AV (Z), and that B2 is also in AV (Z), imply that the morphism
of composition with v
Hom(B1, B2)(Z)→ Hom(B0, B2)
is an equivalence. Thus, going back to the situation of our diagrams into the fibrant
replacement ngrSTACK ′(Z), we get that
H → ngrSTACK ′(Z)1/(B0, B2)
is an equivalence. It is a fibration, so it satisfies lifting for any cofibration. This lifting
property exactly gives the existence of the extension of B to
B′ : Υ2(∗, E ′)→ ngrSTACK ′(Z)
that we were looking for. This completes the proof that
ev0 : W (Z)→ n
grSTACK ′(Z)
is fully faithful.
On the other hand, evaluation at 1 ∈ I gives a map
W (Z)→ AV ′(Z).
Here AV ⊂ ngrSTACK is the realm that we are using, and AV ′ denotes the corresponding
full substack of the fibrant replacement ngrSTACK ′.
Now we let Z vary. The diagram
RBLE ′(Z)
∼=← W (Z)→ AV ′(Z)
is functorial in Z. This is because the pullback along a morphism Z ′ → Z of any rep-
resenting object over Z, is a representing object over Z ′; i.e. pullback maps W (Z) into
W (Z ′).
Thus we get a diagram of n + 1-stacks
RBLE ′
∼=←W → AV ′.
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Since AV ′ is fibrant we can choose a morphism
ρ : RBLE ′ → AV ′
which represents, up to homotopy, the composition of the second arrow with the inverse
of the first arrow in the previous diagram. The morphism ρ is unique up to coherent
homotopy (see [77](iv) and (xi) Theorem 2.5.1 for uniqueness of the inverse of an equiva-
lence).
Furthermore, note that AV ′ ⊂ RBLE ′. Standard closed model category arguments
show that we can choose the morphism ρ to be the identity on AV ′. Also, if we let
i : AV ′ →֒ RBLE ′ denote the inclusion, then the technique of [48] §13 allows construction
of a natural transformation (i.e. a 2-morphism between 1-morphisms in (n+1)STACK)
η : 1→ i ◦ ρ
which, on each object, is the morphism from a representable n-stack to its representing
object. This situation can be interpreted from a shape-theoretical point of view, see the
references for shape theory given above.
We now turn to the problem at hand, that of constructing the representing object for
F/E under the hypotheses of the present lemma. Via Proposition 5.5.2 we may consider
F/E as coming from a cartesian family F fam/E → r(E). This family in turn corresponds
to a morphism
[F/E ] : E → ngrSTACK ′.
The hypothesis of our lemma says that this morphism has image in the realm RBLE ′
(the claim at the start of the present proof implies that the weak representing objects
in the hypothesis of the lemma, are in fact representing objects). Composing with the
morphism ρ constructed above we get
ρ ◦ [F/E ] : E → AV ′,
and going back in the other direction in Proposition 5.5.2, this gives a morphism
R→ E ,
which is of type AV . The natural transformation η gives a morphism of ngr-stacks over
E , F → R.
The restriction of this over any object a ∈ E(Z) (i.e. the pullback by a : Z → E)
yields the weak representing object repwk(F ×E Z/Z) (to show this, note that the weak
representing family is one possible choice, but the construction is canonical). This implies
that F → R→ E is a representing object. ///
We make a second reduction. This reduction will not be used per se in what we say
afterward, but it is implicit in [77](xii) and seems important enough to mention here.
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Lemma 6.4.4 In the situation where F → Z is over a base scheme, a morphism of ngr-
stacks F → R over Z, is a weak representing object over Z if and only if for any vector
sheaf V on Z, it induces an isomorphism of cohomology sheaves over Z,
H i(R/Z, V )
∼=→ H i(F/Z, V ).
Proof: This is immediate from the Postnikov tower for a general T ∈ AV (Z). ///
A criterion for representability
We will now recall the criterion for representability which was proved in [77](xii). It
is of course just an adaptation to our present situation of a technique well-known from
long ago in algebraic topology.
The notion of representability used in [77](xii) was what we are calling “weak repre-
sentability” here, so we will transfer the criterion to our present situation using Lemma
6.4.3.
6.4.5 Introduce the following terminology. Let Z be a scheme. We say that a covariant
endofunctor F from the category of vector sheaves on Z to itself, is anchored if the natural
map
F (U)→ Hom(Hom(F (O),O), U)
is an isomorphism for any coherent sheaf U (recall that the coherent sheaves are the
injective objects in the category of vector sheaves). The above natural map comes from
the trilinear map
F (U)×Hom(F (O),O)×Hom(U,O)→ O
defined by (f, g, h) 7→ g(F (h)(f)).
Recall the following lemmas concerning this property.
Lemma 6.4.6 (A) If
0→ F ′ → F → F ′′ → 0
is a short exact sequence of natural transformations between covariant endofuncturs on the
category of vector sheaves over Y , then if any two of the three endofunctors is anchored,
so is the third.
(B) If F is an anchored endofunctor which is also left exact, then F is representable
F (V ) = Hom(W,V ) for a vector sheaf W = Hom(F (O),O).
Proof: See [77](xii). ///
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Lemma 6.4.7 Suppose V is a vector sheaf. Then the endofunctor on the category of
vector sheaves defined by
U 7→ H i(K(V,m), U)
is anchored.
Proof: See [77](xii). ///
Corollary 6.4.8 Suppose T is a relatively 1-connected very presentable n-stack over a
scheme Z. Then the endofunctor
U 7→ H i(T/Z, U)
is anchored.
Proof: Decompose T into a Postnikov tower where the pieces are of the form K(V/Z,m)
for vector sheaves V ///
Here is the weak-representability criterion.
Theorem 6.4.9 Suppose Z is a scheme and F → Z is a morphism of ngr-stacks. Suppose
that for any vector sheaf V over Z, the cohomology H i(F/Z, V ) is again a vector sheaf
over Z. Suppose furthermore that H0(F/Z, V ) = V and H1(F/Z, V ) = 0 for any vector
sheaf V . Finally suppose that the functors V 7→ H i(F/Z, V ) are anchored. Then there is
a weak representing object
F → repwk(F/Z)→ Z
for the AV (Z)-shape of F .
Proof: See [77](xii). ///
We obtain the following corollary about representability as we have defined it above.
Corollary 6.4.10 Suppose F → E is a morphism of ngr-stacks satisfying the following
properties: that for any morphism from a scheme Z → E and any vector sheaf V on Z,
the cohomology
H i(F ×E Z/Z, V )
is again a vector sheaf, with
H0(F ×E Z/Z, V ) = V, and H
1(F ×E Z/Z, V ) = 0;
and that the endofunctor V 7→ H i(F ×E Z/Z, V ) on the category of vector sheaves over Z
is anchored. Then there is a representing object
F → rep(F/E)→ E
for ShapeAV (F/E).
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Proof: Apply Lemma 6.4.3 and Theorem 6.4.9. ///
If the base object is the final object ∗ then we omit it from the notation; thus
rep(F) := rep(F/∗).
The above theorem and corollary give criteria for existence of rep(F) (put Z = ∗ in the
theorem, for example).
6.4.11—Remark: Suppose F → E is a morphism of ngr-stacks. If a representing
object rep(F/E) for the AV -shape of F/E exists, then it is compatible with base change
in the following sense: for any morphism of ngr-stacks E ′ → E , if we put
F ′ := F ×E E
′
then
F ′ → rep(F/E)×E E
′
is a representing object for F ′/E ′, in other words
rep(F ′/E ′) = rep(F/E)×E E
′
with this formula implying existence of the object on the left.
6.5 The very presentable suspension
In this section we fix a base scheme Z and work with ngr-stacks over Z. Where
convenient, we consider these as ngr-stacks on the site G/Z of schemes over Z, but for
clarity we keep notations such as πi(F/Z), rep(F/Z) etc.
We can apply the above notions of representability to define a very presentable “sus-
pension” of a very presentable ngr-stack. Suppose F is a relatively 1-connected very
presentable ngr-stack over a base scheme Z
Fix N . Define the N-stack suspension SuspN(F/Z) to be the N -fold truncation of
the objectwise suspension of the ngr-stack F ; it is an Ngr-stack, which can be defined (in
the world of N -stacks on G/Z) by the homotopy-pushout which we denote
SuspN(F/Z) := τ≤N(∗Z ∪
F ∗Z).
Technically speaking, at least one of the copies of ∗ has to be replaced by something
contractible which recieves a cofibration from F . One must first take the pushout (as a
presheaf of N -precats) and then take the associated stack. We could write, for example:
SuspN(F/Z) := τ≤N
(
F × IZ∪
F×{0,1}Z ){0, 1}Z/Z
)
.
If we think of our ngr-stacks as being simplicial presheaves on G/Z, then SuspN(F/Z)
is obtained by taking the objectwise suspension and then N -truncating.
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Lemma 6.5.1 If L is any sheaf of abelian groups on Sch/Z then
H i+1(SuspN(F/Z)/Z, L) = H
i(F/Z, L)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1. We have
H1(SuspN(F/Z)/Z, L) = H
0(F/Z, L)/L.
Proof: This follows from the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence. ///
Corollary 6.5.2 If F is a 1-connected and very presentable ngr-stack on G/Z, then the
suspension SuspN(F/Z) satisfies the conditions of 6.4.9. In particular, there exists a
representing 1-connected very presentable N-stack repSuspN(F/Z) over Z, with
H i+1(repSuspN(F/Z)/Z, V ) = H
i(F/Z, V )
for any vector sheaf V , and any 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1.
Proof: The functor V 7→ H i(SuspN(F/Z)/Z, V ) is anchored, and
H0(SuspN(F/Z)/Z, V ) = V, H
1(SuspN(F/Z)/Z, V ) = 0.
These follow from the previous lemma. Applying Theorem 6.4.9 with base Z = ∗ gives
existence of repSuspN(F/Z). Note that the cohomology of repSuspN(F/Z) with vec-
tor sheaf coefficients is the same as that of SuspN(F/Z) so the formula in the present
statement is also a consequence of the previous lemma. ///
We think of repSuspN(F/Z) as the suspension of F in the world of very presentable
Ngr-stacks on G/Z.
We can think of the suspension as being pointed (relative to Z) by one of the endpoints
so repSuspN(F/Z) has a natural basepoint section we denote 0.
Let Ω denote the loop-space functor (relative to Z). Its input is a pointed N -stack, the
output being a pointed N −1-stack. In particular we can apply it to the very presentable
suspension above. We obtain the “loops on the suspension” of a very presentable N -stack,
which is a very presentable N − 1-stack denoted
ΩrepSuspN(F/Z).
We will often want to get back to an n-stack here, in which case one should take N = n+1.
We also want to do the iterated loops on the iterated suspension. One can iterate the
suspension operation several times without having to take rep each time (taking it only
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once at the end). Thus we obtain the iterated suspension of a very presentable n-stack,
which is
repSuspkN(F/Z).
(Here we omit one copy of “/Z” which should go into the notation.) Again, we would like
to then apply the loop space functor, to obtain the N − k-stack
ΩkrepSuspkN(F/Z).
We usually want to get back to an n-stack here, so one should take N = n+ k. We make
the convention that if N is supressed from the notation, it means to take N = n+ k:
ΩkrepSuspk(F/Z) := ΩkrepSuspkn+k(F/Z).
This is a very presentable n-stack.
We have a natural morphism of very presentable ngr-stacks
F → ΩkrepSuspk(F/Z).
Lemma 6.5.3 This construction stabilizes for k ≥ n + 2. In other words, the natural
map
ΩkrepSuspk(F/Z)→ Ωk
′
repSuspk
′
(F/Z)
is an equivalence for k′ ≥ k ≥ n + 2.
Proof: Apply the usual stabilization theorems from topology. ///
We denote by Ω∞repSusp∞(F/Z) the stabilized version (recall that here we stay
within the world of n-stacks). To be precise, fix some k ≥ n+ 2 and define
Ω∞repSusp∞(F/Z) := ΩkrepSuspk(F/Z).
The usefulness of the morphism
F → Ω∞repSusp∞(F/Z)
comes from the fact that it provides a canonical alternative to the Postnikov truncation.
This alternative truncation will preserve the geometricity property which we shall consider
below. For now we just note:
Proposition 6.5.4 Suppose F is a 1-connected very presentable ngr-stack over Z. The
fiber of the morphism of ngr-stacks
F → Ω∞repSusp∞(F/Z)
over the basepoint section, is an ngr-stack which we denote Φ(F/Z). If F is i-connected
relative to Z then Φ(F/Z) is i+ 1-connected relative to Z.
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Proof: In what follows, we use the homology sheaves of an ngr-stack F . These are defined
as the sheaves Hj(F/Z) associated to the presheaves Y 7→ Hj(F(Y )). Note that the
F(Y ) are rational spaces (i.e. the homotopy groups are rational vector spaces) so the
homology sheaves are sheaves of rational vector spaces.
Suppose F is i-connected. Choose a large enough value of k so that
Ω∞repSusp∞(F/Z) = ΩkrepSuspk(F/Z).
Note that Hi(F/Z) = πi(F/Z) is a vector sheaf, and
H i+k(repSuspkF/Z, V ) = H i(F/Z, V )
for any vector sheaf. Note that πi(F/Z) is identified by the functor V 7→ H
i(F/Z, V ).
Using the fact that πi+k(repSusp
kF/Z) is a vector sheaf, it is identified by the same
functor V 7→ H i+k(repSuspkF/Z, V ), so we get
πi+k(repSusp
kF/Z) = πi(F/Z).
Thus
πi(Ω
krepSuspkF/Z) = πi(F/Z).
To finish the proof we need to show that the morphism
πi+1(F/Z)→ πi+1(Ω
krepSuspkF/Z)
is a surjection.
If i ≥ 3 then for this statement we are in the stable range and the morphism in
question is an isomorphism. Thus we may suppose i = 2. Similarly we may take k = 1.
The sheaf π2(F/Z) contributes to rational homotopy in degrees 2 and ≥ 4. We obtain
thatH2(F/Z) andH3(F/Z) are vector sheaves. Thus H3(Susp
1F/Z) andH4(Susp
1F/Z)
are vector sheaves, and in view of the stable range these are the same as π3(Susp
1F/Z)
and π4(Susp
1F/Z) respectively. Thus
τ≤4(repSusp
1(F/Z)/Z) = τ≤4(Susp
1(F/Z)/Z),
as the latter is already very presentable. Finally we get back to
π3(Ω
1repSusp1F/Z) = H4(Susp
1F/Z) = H3(F/Z).
Thus it suffices to show that the morphism
π3(F/Z)→ H3(F/Z)
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is surjective. But this can be verified on the level of each object Y ∈ G/Z: the morphism
π3(F(Y ))→ H3(F(Y ))
is surjective, since F(Y ) is a 1-connected rational space.
This completes the proof (using the long exact sequence for the homotopy groups of
the fiber Φ(F)). ///
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7. Geometric n-stacks
The realms defined in the previous section, of presentable or very presentable n-stacks,
take us fairly far from the realm of “geometry” in that the stacks in question can’t be
pictured as geometric objects in a very nice way. For example, a vector sheaf V over a
base X with the property that the dimensions of the vector space fibers V (x) for every
closed point x ∈ X are all the same, need not be locally free. Thus it is natural to look for
another condition. It should be noted that we were forced to go to some types of objects
like presentable group sheaves, if we wanted to have compatibility with truncation and
with finite limits. As we have seen, the compatibility with finite limits is quite important,
so we could throw out compatibility with truncation instead. This means that we will
be looking at objects characterized by a condition which mixes up the various homotopy
group sheaves πi for different i.
Throughout this section we work only with n-stacks of groupoids but for clarity of
notations we write “n-stack” rather than “ngr-stack”.
One prototypical example of this type of behavior is the notion of perfect complex:
this is a complex of sheaves of O-modules on X which is locally quasiisomorphic to
a complex of vector bundles. Note that the cohomology sheaves of a perfect complex
(which correspond to the homotopy group sheaves of a stack) are not themselves vector
bundles, and similarly if we truncate (in the canonical way preserving cohomology) a
perfect complex, the result is no longer necessarily perfect.
For 1-stacks, we have Artin’s notion of algebraic stack [2]: this is a 1-stack (of
groupoids) F such that there exists a smooth surjective morphism X → F from a scheme
X , and such that the fiber product R := X×FX is itself an algebraic space. Here the pair
(X,R) forms a category-object in the category of algebraic spaces, and F is the 1-stack
which it represents. Thus one can think of algebraic stacks as being the stacks represented
by groupoids in the category of algebraic spaces (X,R) with the property that the two
projections R→ X are smooth.
One obtains an analogous notion by replacing “smooth” in the above definition, by
any other condition. Amazingly enough, this definition for “flat” groupoids gives rise to
the same class of objects as for “smooth” groupoids ([2]). Unfortunately, this nice result
doesn’t seem to persist for n-stacks.
We can formalize this situation as follows, making it applicable to n-stacks. Fix a full
saturated n+ 1-subcategory M ⊂ nSTACK (recall that nSTACK is the n+ 1-category
of global sections of nSTACK, i.e. the n + 1-category of n-stacks on our site G). Fix
also an n + 1-subcategory L ⊂ M with the property that every object of M is in L,
that for any x, y ∈ M0, L1/(x, y) ⊂M1/(x, y) is a full saturated sub-n-category, and that
all equivalences between x and y are in L1/(x, y). A groupoid in M is a morphism of
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n+ 1-categories
G : ∆→M
such that G(0) is a 0-stack; such that the Segal maps
G(m)→ G(1)×G(0) . . .×G(0) G(1)
are equivalences of n-stacks; and such that the resulting n + 1-stack iG obtained by
considering each simplicial n-category as an n+1-category, is an n+1-stack of groupoids.
We say that a groupoid in M is of L-type if the morphisms G(1)→ G(0) are in L.
We say that G is a groupoid of n − 1-stacks in M if each G(m) is n − 1-truncated.
Then iG is an n-stack.
Finally, we say thatM is closed under integration of groupoids of n−1-stacks of L-type
if for any groupoid of n− 1-stacks G of L-type, the integral iG is in M .
We say that the pair (M,L) is closed under integration ifM is closed under integration
of groupoids of n− 1-stacks of L-type, and if a morphism
iG→ iG′
is in L whenever G→ G′ is a morphism of groupoids of n− 1-stacks of L-type, such that
the morphism
G(0)×iG′ G
′(0)→ G′(0)
is in L.
Suppose now thatM ⊂ nSTACK is a realm (i.e. saturated full substack), and L ⊂M
is a substack which over each object has the properties required in the first paragraph
concerning L ⊂ M . If, for each Z ∈ G, the subcategory M(Z) ⊂ nSTACK(Z) is
closed under integration of groupoids of n − 1-stacks of L(Z)-type, then we say that M
is closed under integration of groupoids of n − 1-stacks of L-type. If for each Z ∈ G the
pair (M(Z), L(Z)) is closed under integration, then we say that the pair (M,L) is closed
under integration.
It is clear that an arbitrary intersection of pairs which are closed under integration, is
again closed under integration. Therefore, if we fix a preliminary pairK ⊂ N ⊂ nSTACK
then we can take the minimal pair (M,L) containing (N,K) and being closed under
integration.
7.1 Geometric n-stacks—the concrete definition
Start with N equal to the stack of schemes and K equal to the substack of schemes
with only smooth morphisms. One obtains for n = 1 the notion of Artin algebraic stack
(i.e. M is the 2-stack of algebraic stacks) and for general n one obtains the notion of
geometric n-stack of [77](ix).
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We recall here the more concrete version of this notion of geometric n-stack; work on
the site of noetherian schemes with the etale topology.
The definition is inductive on n. For n = 0, we say that a geometric 0-stack is a sheaf
of sets which is represented by an Artin algebraic space. Recall that an algebraic space A
has a chart which is a surjective smooth morphism from a scheme X → A. Recall that a
morphism A→ B of algebraic spaces is smooth if, for smooth charts X → A and Y → B,
the morphism of schemes X ×B Y → Y is smooth.
Now suppose n ≥ 1 and suppose that we have defined the notion of geometric n− 1-
stack as well as the notion of smooth morphism between geometric n − 1-stacks. An
n-stack A is geometric if there is a surjective morphism from a scheme X → A, which has
the following property:
—if Y is any scheme mapping to A then X ×A Y is a geometric n− 1-stack, and the map
X ×A Y → Y is smooth.
We say that X → A is a “smooth surjection” or a chart. If A → B is a morphism
of geometric n-stacks then we say that f is smooth if for any (or all) charts X → A and
Y → B, the morphism of geometric n− 1-stacks X ×B Y → Y is smooth. Note that for
verification of this latter condition at level n− 1, one can take Y as a chart for itself and
take some chart W → X ×B Y , so the condition becomes just that W → Y be a smooth
map of schemes.
This completes the inductive definition. See [77](ix) for a number of further remarks,
like the independence of these properties under different choices of charts, etc.
7.1.1 It is clear that if A is a geometric n-stack and if N ≥ n, then A considered as an
N -stack (which we sometimes write IndNn (A)) is again geometric.
Generally speaking we shall work over a base field k and only consider schemes of
finite type over k; and in this case we will look at geometric n-stacks which are of finite
type (i.e. where all the charts in question are schemes of finite type) without further
mention. When the first chart X → A is not necessarily of finite type, we say that X
is locally geometric, but even in this case we assume that the further charts which enter
inductively into the definition are of finite type.
Compatibility with finite limits and extensions
Let GE (resp. V G) denote the realm defined by setting GE(X) (resp. V G(X))
equal to the class of ngr-stacks T on G/X which are geometric (resp. geometric and very
presentable) when considered as ngr-stacks on G.
Lemma 7.1.2 The realms GE and V G are compatible with finite limits and with exten-
sions.
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Proof: We refer to [77](ix) for these statements. In view of the definition of geometric
morphism in [77](ix), compatibility with extensions is the statement of Corollary 2.6 of
[77](ix). Compatibility with finite limits is the statement of Proposition 2.1 of [77](ix).
The previous remarks are for GE. We obtain the same for
V G = GE ∩ V P
in view of Lemma 6.1.1. ///
7.1.3—Remark: Geometric n-stacks are presentable; see [77](ix) Proposition 5.1.
Thus we can write
GE ⊂ PE.
So, in the definition of V G, the new conditions being put on a geometric n-stack are the
conditions of “very-presentability”, i.e. affineness for π1 and the condition that the πi be
vector sheaves for i ≥ 2.
7.2 Doing geometry with geometric n-stacks
One can do a lot of standard things from algebraic geometry, for geometric n-stacks.
This was pointed out in Laumon-Moret Bailly [60] for algebraic (i.e. geometric) 1-stacks,
and our remarks here are exactly the same.
One can define the properties of a morphism f : A→ B in the following way. Say P
is a property (for example, from the list of properties in [60]). Then we say that f has
property P if, for the smooth surjections
Y → B and X → A×B Y,
the morphism X → Y has property P .
Note that our previous definition of smooth morphism fits into this framework.
We obtain in particular a notion of flat morphism between two geometric n-stacks.
Similarly we obtain a notion of birational morphism between two geometric n-stacks.
An open set U ⊂ A is a full substack such that for any map from a scheme Y → A,
the pullback U ×A Y is represented by an open subset of Y .
If f : B → A is a smooth morphism between geometric n-stacks, then there is an open
set U ⊂ A which is the “image” of f , in the sense that for any morphism Y → A from a
scheme, and for the smooth surjection
X → Y ×A B,
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we have that the image of X → Y in Y (which is open because this is a smooth map of
schemes) is equal to Y ×A U . We denote U by im(f).
An open set U ⊂ A is dense if for any smooth map from a scheme Y → A, the pullback
U ×A Y is dense in Y .
A geometric n-stack A is irreducible if there is a smooth morphism from an irreducible
scheme Y → A, with dense image.
A closed substack is a morphism Z → A such that for any map from a scheme Y → A,
the pullback Z ×A Y is represented by a closed subscheme of Y .
A closed subscheme is a Weil divisor if for any smooth map from a scheme Y → A,
the pullback Z ×A Y is a Weil divisor on Y .
A morphism f : B → A is representable if for any morphism from a scheme X → A,
the fiber product B ×A X is an algebraic space; and proper representable if in the same
circumstances, the morphism B×A → X is a proper morphism of algebraic spaces.
Resolution of singularities
Canonical resolution of singularities implies resolution of singularities for geometric n-
stacks. As usual we are working in characteristic zero, so canonical resolution is available
by Bierstone-Milman [10]. In characteristic p > 0 this should be possible in the future by
Spivakovsky’s program.
Let Ln ⊂ nSTACK(Sch/k) be the sub-n+ 1-category whose objects are the reduced
geometric n-stacks, and whose morphisms are those generated by the smooth morphisms
and the morphisms which are locally sections of smooth morphisms. We include all i-
morphisms for i ≥ 2.
Theorem 7.2.1 There is an n + 1-endofunctor Res on n + 1-category Ln. There is a
morphism of n-stacks (usually not in Ln) Res(A) → A which is natural transformation
with respect to morphisms of Ln in the variable A. These satisfy:
—Res(A) is smooth;
—the map Res(A) → A is a representable proper birational morphism, isomorphism on
the open set where A is smooth;
—if A is smooth then Res(A)→ A is an isomorphism;
—if Y is a smooth scheme then Res(A× Y ) = Res(A)× Y .
Sketch of Proof: For schemes this result is due to Bierstone and Milman [10]. For algebraic
spaces it follows by the same argument as we are about to do. Thus we may assume that
it is known for n = 0. We prove it by induction on n; so assume that it is known for n−1.
Let A be a reduced geometric n-stack, and choose a smooth surjective morphism from
a scheme X → A. Form the simplicial object in the n-category of geometric n− 1-stacks
Ln−1,
G· := X ×A . . .×A X, iG· ∼= A.
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This may be chosen as a strict functor from ∆o to the model category of n− 1-prestacks.
Note that the face morphisms are smooth, and the degeneracy morphisms are sections of
smooth morphisms. Let Fk := Res(Gk) (which exists by the inductive hypothesis). This
again is a simplicial object in Ln−1 and we have a morphism of simplicial n − 1-stacks
F· → G·. Set
Res(A) := iF·
which has a map to A ∼= iG·. The Fk are smooth, so iF· is a smooth geometric n-stack.
Note that G0 and hence F0 are algebraic spaces; they are equipped with smooth maps
G0 → A, F0 → Res(A),
and the map F0 → G0 is birational; thus Res(A) → A is birational. Note also that
F0 = G0 ×A Res(A); the fact that F0 → G0 is proper and representable implies the same
for Res(A)→ A.
If A is smooth then Gk are smooth so Fk = Gk and Res(A) = A.
For the geometric n-stack A × Y we can choose a smooth surjection of the form
X × Y → A× Y , and then the resulting simplicial object becomes G· × Y , its resolution
is F· × Y and we obtain
Res(A× Y ) = i(F· × Y ) = (iF·)× Y = Res(A)× Y.
We should show that Res(A) is independent of the choice of smooth surjection X → A
in a homotopy-coherent way (i.e. with all higher homotopies), which then gives the
functoriality of Res. We don’t do this here, which is why it is only a “sketch of proof”.
///
One can also resolve the singularities of a Weil divisor, turning it into a normal cross-
ings divisor; or of the complement of an open set U ⊂ A. In the latter case, if U is smooth
then there is a surjective proper birational morphism p : B → A which is an isomorphism
over U , and such that B is smooth and the complement of p−1(U) in B is a divisor with
normal crossings.
Deformation theory
One can of course envision a deformation theory for geometric n-stacks analogous to
that of schemes. I don’t have any concrete results in this direction but we can give the
obvious definitions and pose some questions.
Suppose A0 is a geometric n-stack, and suppose D is the spectrum of an artinian
local ring (everything of finite type over a base field k, let’s say). A deformation of A
parametrized by D is a triple (AD, f, ξ) consisting of a flat morphism of geometric n-stacks
f : AD → D,
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together with an equivalence ξ : A0 ∼= AD ×D Spec(k).
We obtain an n + 1-category of deformations of A indexed by D, which fit together
into a functor
DefA0 : Art/k → (n+ 1)CAT.
To be precise, this is defined as
DefA0(D) := nSTACK
geom,flat(Sch/D)×nSTACKgeom,flat(Sch/Spec(k)) (∗)
where the second morphism in the fiber product corresponds to A0.
Taking D = Spec(k[ǫ]/(ǫ2)) we obtain an n+1-category which we denote by TDefA0.
Lemma 7.2.2 The n+ 1-categories DefA0(D) are n + 1-groupoids.
///
We formulate as a conjecture some of the “standard-type” statements about deforma-
tion theory that one would like to prove. Recall that we have defined the tangent spectrum
TA of a geometric n-stack, see [77](ix).
Let Ω−1TA denote the 1-fold delooping of TA.
Conjecture 7.2.3 (1) The n + 1-groupoid TDefA has a structure of “spectrum” i.e. it
is the N-fold looping of an N + n+ 1-groupoid.
(2) If A is a smooth geometric n-stack then there is a natural equivalence (of n + 1-
categories)
TDefA ∼= Γ(A,Ω
−1TA),
which in the case where A is a smooth scheme reduces to the well-known isomorphism
TDefA ∼= H
1(A, TA).
(3) In general there is a “cotangent complex” Cot(A) which is a spectrum over A, and
we have
TDefA ∼= Γ(A,Ω
−1Cot(A)).
Again, this should generalize the classical cotangent complex in the case where A is a
scheme, and should coincide with the cotangent complex defined by Laumon-Moret Bailly
in the case n = 1.
One would also like to have an “obstruction theory”, construct versal deformation
stacks, and so on.
7.3 A criterion
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Suppose Z is a scheme of finite type over a field k of characteristic zero. We would like
to study geometric n-stacks T → Z which are relatively 1-connected, and very presentable
(i.e. the πi(T/Z) are vector sheaves on Z). In this subsection we will prove a result which
makes a connection between the notion of geometric n-stack and the notion of perfect
complex. Before getting there, we need some preliminary definitions.
Formal smoothness
We say that a morphism of n-stacks f : A → B is formally smooth if it satisfies the
following strong form of the infinitesimal lifting property: for any Artinian local ring R
with ideal I such that mRI = 0, and any diagram
Spec(R/I) → A
↓ ↓
Spec(R) → B
by which we mean a square of morphisms plus homotopy of commutativity (i.e. a mor-
phism I × I → nSTACK(G)′ to the fibrant replacement of nSTACK(G)), there exists
a lifting Spec(R) → A together with homotopies of commutativity for the resulting two
triangles plus a 2-homotopy between the composition of the two triangles, and the original
homotopy of the square (again all of these can be represented by saying that there is a
certain extension of the above morphism into nSTACK(G)′).
One could say that f is weakly formally smooth if the same condition as above holds,
but without requiring the existence of the 2-homotopy. It isn’t clear whether this notion
is useful, though.
Any base-change of a formally smooth morphism is again formally smooth, and con-
versely if Y → B is a formally smooth surjective morphism such that A ×B Y → Y is
formally smooth, then A→ B is formally smooth.
It follows immediately that if f : A → B is a morphism between geometric n-stacks
(of finite type over a field) then f is smooth if and only if it is formally smooth.
Furthermore, we can rewrite the definition of “geometric n-stack” as follows: an n-
stack A is geometric if and only if there is a formally smooth surjective morphism from a
scheme X → A such that X ×A X is a geometric n− 1-stack.
Almost-geometric n-stacks
For the purposes of one of the proofs below, the following weakening of the notion of
geometricity is useful. We work only with schemes of finite type over a base (say, a base
field, although another type of reasonable base scheme would probably also work). We
say that a 0-stack A is almost geometric if there is a formally smooth surjective morphism
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from a scheme X → A. (Note that we don’t require X ×A X to be a scheme, so this is
more general than an algebraic space.) For n ≥ 1 we say that an ngr-stack A is n-almost-
geometric if there is a formally smooth surjective morphism from a scheme X → A such
that X ×A X is an n− 1-almost-geometric n− 1-stack.
Lemma 7.3.1 Suppose A is an n-stack which, when considered as an n + 1-stack, is
n+ 1-almost geometric. Then A is a geometric n-stack.
Proof: We prove this by induction on n. Suppose A is a 0-stack which is 1-geometric. Then
there is a formally smooth surjection X → A from a scheme. Furthermore, R := X ×AX
is a 0-geometric 0-stack, so there is a formally smooth surjection Y → R. Note that
Y ×R Y = Y ×(X×X) Y
is a scheme, and the projection morphisms Y ×R Y → Y are formally smooth, hence
smooth. Thus R is an algebraic space (quotient of a scheme by a smooth equivalence
relation). Now the projection morphisms R → X are formally smooth hence smooth.
Furthermore, R is an equivalence relation because A is a 0-stack; thus A is an algebraic
space i.e. a geometric 0-stack.
Now we treat the inductive step. Suppose the statement is known for n− 1. Suppose
A is an n-stack which is n + 1-almost-geometric. Choose a formally smooth surjection
X → A. Then X ×A X is an n − 1-stack which is n-almost-goemetric, so by induction
X×AX is a geometric n−1-stack. The projection morphisms from here to X are formally
smooth which implies smooth, and this shows that A is a geometric n-stack. ///
On the other hand, the notion of almost-geometric is compatible with truncation:
Lemma 7.3.2 Suppose A is an n-almost geometric ngr-stack, and suppose 0 ≤ k ≤ n.
Then τ≤k(A) is a k-almost geometric k
gr-stack.
Proof: Prove this by induction on n. The formally smooth surjection X → A provides a
formally smooth surjection X → τ≤k(A), and we have
X ×τ≤k(A) X = τ≤k−1(X ×A X).
thus if X ×A X is n − 1-almost geometric, then by the inductive statement, we get that
τ≤k−1(X ×A X) is k − 1-almost-geometric. Thus, directly from the definition, τ≤k(A) is
k-almost-geometric. ///
Caution: the k-almost-geometric k-stack τ≤k(A) will in general not be an n-almost-
geometric n-stack, if k < n. This can provide an example showing that 7.1.1 no longer
holds for the notion of “almost-geometric”.
The property of being almost-geometric also is compatible with extension.
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Lemma 7.3.3 The notion of “almost-geometric n-stack” satisfies the following property
of closure under extension. Suppose that f : A → B is a morphism of n + 1-stacks such
that B is an almost geometric n + 1-stack. Suppose that for every scheme Y with map
Y → B, the fiber product A ×B Y is an almost-geometric n-stack. Then τ≤n(A) is an
almost-geometric n-stack.
Proof: Use the same type of arguments as in [77](ix) and (vii); this is somewhat long so
we don’t give the details here. ///
A criterion for geometricity
We work in characteristic zero.
7.3.4—Definition: A complex of sheaves C · on the big etale site of a scheme X is
residually perfect if for any N and locally on X , there is a perfect complex L· (i.e. a
complex of finite rank vector bundles) and a quasiisomorphism in the derived category
τ [−N,N ](C ·) ∼= τ [−N,N ](L·)
where τ [−N,N ] means the intelligent truncation (preserving cohomology) to a complex
supported in [−N,N ].
Note of course that a perfect complex is residually perfect.
Theorem 7.3.5 Suppose p : T → Z is a relatively 1-connected n-stack of groupoids,
which is very presentable (i.e. the πi(T/Z) are vector sheaves on Z). Then T is geometric
if and only if the relative cohomology complex Rp∗O is a residually perfect complex on Z.
The proof of this theorem requires several steps which take up the rest of this subsec-
tion.
We suppose in what follows that the base X is affine, writing X = Spec(A). If M is
an A-module, then the quasicoherent sheaf M˜ is defined by
M˜(Spec(B)) := M ⊗A B.
This extends to any scheme Z → X = Spec(A) by the sheaf condition. Say that M˜ is
flat if M is a flat A-module (note that M = M˜(X) so this condition is well defined.
Suppose V is a vector scheme over X . We can write V = Spec(E) with E =
⊕
iEi
decomposed into homogeneous components. Thus, E1 is the dual coherent sheaf to V .
The set of morphisms of sheaves of groups (or equivalently, sheaves of O-modules) from
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V to M˜ is equal to M ⊗AE1. This is the subset of sections of homogeneity 1, in the space
of sections H0(V, M˜) =M ⊗A E. (For the proof of this, use the arguments of [77](vii).)
Suppose
M˜ → N˜ → F → 0
is an exact sequence with the first two terms being quasicoherent. If V is a vector scheme,
then any morphism V → F lifts to a morphism V → N˜ . To see this, we can work in the
Zariski topology over V itself. The fact that V → X is an affine map implies that the
given section in H0(V,F) lifts to a section in H0(V, N˜). Decomposing this latter section
according to its homogeneous components and taking the component of degree 1, gives
the desired lifting.
We remark that if p : Y → X is a morphism of schemes and F is a coherent sheaf on
Y , flat over X , then Rp∗(F) is quasiisomorphic to a complex, concentrated in positive
degrees, whose components are quasicoherent flat sheaves on X . For this it suffices to
calculate the cohomology by a Cˇech complex with respect to an affine open covering.
An argument analogous to that given in the next lemma, implies that the same is true
for a morphism p : Y → X with Y an algebraic space.
Lemma 7.3.6 Suppose X is a scheme and p : T → X is a morphism of geometric n-
stacks. Suppose that p is flat. Then Rp∗(O) (which is a complex of sheaves on the big
etale site over X) is quasi-isomorphic to a complex made up of flat quasicoherent sheaves
of OX-modules, concentrated in degrees ≥ 0.
Proof: We prove this by induction on n. It is well-known for n = 0 (here p is a flat
morphism of algebraic spaces). Suppose it is known for n−1. Choose a smooth surjective
morphism Y → T from a scheme Y . The condition that p is flat means that Y is flat over
X . Define the simplicial n− 1-stack
Gk := Y ×T . . .×T Y (k + 1 times),
which resolves T . The elements Gk are n − 1-stacks. This simplicial object, a priori
a weak functor ∆o → (n − 1)STACK(Sch/X), may be strictified and considered as a
simplicial object in the category of n− 1-prestacks on Sch/X . As such we can integrate
it to an n-stack iG· which is equivalent to T . Now we can use this object to calculate
cohomology: let qk : Gk → X denote the projections; then
Rp∗(O) =
∫
k
Rqk∗(O)
where here
∫
k means taking the associated total complex of the cosimplicial complex
of sheaves Rq·∗(O) on X . By the inductive hypothesis, each of the terms Rq
k
∗(O) is
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quasiisomorphic to a complex of flat quasicoherent sheaves of OX-modules. These choices
can be made in a strictly coherent way (to prove this, use a Reedy-type argument as in
[48]), so that the total complex itself is quasiisomorphic to a complex of flat quasicoherent
sheaves of OX -modules. ///
The following lemma is a slight variation on Mumford’s standard argument [68], and
is also related to Illusie’s use of Deligne-Lazard [49].
Lemma 7.3.7 Suppose C · is a complex of sheaves (supported in positive degrees) on the
big etale site over a scheme X, such that each Ck is a flat quasicoherent sheaf on a
noetherian scheme X. Suppose also that the H i(C ·) are vector sheaves. Then C · is a
residually perfect complex.
Proof: This proof is based on totally standard techniques. We give it in detail, just so as
to verify correctness of the statement. The proof is composed of several steps.
Step 1. We show that the first nonzero cohomology sheaf (say V = H i) is a vector
scheme. More precisely, we show the following: if
0→ V → E → F
is a complex of sheaves on the big site over a scheme X , such that E and F are flat
quasicoherent sheaves and V is a vector sheaf, then V is a vector scheme.
We may assume that the baseX = Spec(O(X)) is affine; thus E and F are respectively
of the form M˜ and N˜ for flat O(X)-modules M and N .
Choose a surjection V ′ → V from a vector scheme V ′ to V . Then we can consider the
map V ′ → E as being a section of E|V ′, in other words as being given by an element of
O(V ′)⊗O(X)M . The element in question is a tensor product involving a finite number of
generators of M . Thus there is a submodule M1 ⊂ M of finite type such that our map
factors through
V ′ → M˜1 → M˜.
Let V ′′ be a vector scheme surjecting to the kernel of V ′ → V . Thus the map V ′ → E
restricts to zero on V ′′. Again, we can express this fact using a finite number of generators
of the moduleM (since going to zero in a tensor product is expressed using a finite number
of the relations in the definition of tensor product). Thus, by possibly increasing the size
of M1 but keeping the finite type condition, we may assume that V
′′ goes to zero in M˜1.
Thus we have a factorization
V → M˜1 → M˜.
By Deligne-Lazard, we may assume that M1 is flat, thus M˜1 is a finite rank vector bundle
which we denote L. We obtain a factorization
0→ V → L→ E
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with L a finite rank vector bundle. Note that the map V → L is injective because the
composition into E is injective.
Now the fact that V maps to zero in F means that we have a map
L/V → F.
The same argument as above shows that there is a finite rank vector bundle K with a
factorization
L/V → K → F.
Let W be the kernel of L→ K. Being the kernel of a map of finite rank vector bundles,
W is a vector scheme. But W certainly maps to zero in F , so the map W → E takes W
to V . This is a retraction of W onto V . Therefore we can write
W = V ⊕ V ⊥.
In particular, V is the kernel of the projection onto the second factor W →W , so V is a
vector scheme. This completes the proof of Step 1.
Step 2. If V is a vector scheme with a morphism V → M˜ to a flat quasicoherent sheaf,
then there is a vector bundle K (i.e. locally free sheaf of finite rank) and factorization
V →֒ K → M˜ . This was shown in the course of the proof of Step 1.
Step 3. Suppose V is a vector scheme with a morphism to a vector bundle V → L
followed by L → M˜ where M˜ is a flat quasicoherent sheaf. Suppose that the composed
morphism V → M˜ is zero. Then there is another vector bundle L′ and factorization
L→ L′ → M˜ such that the composition V → L′ is zero.
Step 4. We now construct a sequence of complexes C ·k of flat quasicoherent sheaves,
all quasiisomorphic to C · (in the derived category), together with complexes of vector
bundles
U0k → U
1
k → . . .
with morphisms ϕk : U
·
k → C
·
k such that ϕk induces an isomorphism on H
i for i < k and
an injection on Hk. For k = 0 we set C ·0 = C
· and it suffices to take the complex Uk := 0.
Thus we may now assume we have constructed C ·k−1 and U
·
k−1, and we try to construct
C ·k and U
·
k. Set
W · := Cone(U ·k−1
ϕk−1
→ C ·k−1),
in other words
W i := U ik−1 ⊕ C
i−1
k−1
with differential dUk−1 + dCk−1 + ϕk−1, with morphisms
C ·k−1[−1]→W
· → U ·k−1
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(these form a “triangle” in the derived category). Note that W · is a complex of flat
quasicoherent sheaves, and
H i(W ·) = 0 for i ≤ k − 1.
The other cohomology sheaves are vector sheaves (recall that the category of vector
sheaves is closed under kernel, cokernel and extension [47] [77](vii)).
We will construct (in Step 5 below) a complex of finite-rank vector bundles L· (sup-
ported in degrees ≥ k) with a morphism L· → W · which induces an isomorphism on Hk
and an injection on Hk+1. This will suffice to complete step 4, since C ·k−1 is quasiisomor-
phic to Cone(W · → U ·k−1), so we can set
C ·k := Cone(W
· → U ·k−1)
and set
U ·k := Cone(L
· → U ·k−1)→ C
·
k.
The cone of this map has cohomology vanishing in degrees ≤ k so U ·k is the complex we
are looking for at stage k, and this will complete the proof of Step 4.
Step 5: Thus we are now reduced to constructing L· →W · for W · as in the previous
step, at stage k (basically, we have reduced to the problem of constructing the first
few terms of our complex of vector bundles). By step 1 we get that the first nonzero
cohomology object V := Hk(W ·) is a vector scheme. Pulling back the complex W · to the
scheme V itself and using the fact that it is a complex of quasicoherent sheaves and V is
affine, we can lift the isomorphism V = Hk(W ·) to a section
V →W k.
By looking at degrees of homogeneity, we can interpret this map as a morphism of sheaves
of groups on X . By step 2 there is a factorization
V → Nk →W k
with Nk a vector bundle. Applying Step 3 to the morphism Nk → W k+1 we obtain a
diagram
W k → W k+1
↑ ↑
Nk → Nk+1
and continuing in this way we obtain a complex of vector bundles N · with morphism to
W · and with a factorization
V → Hk(N ·)→ Hk(W ·).
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In particular, the morphism on k-th cohomology (on the right in the display) is surjective.
Also we get from here that V → Nk is injective.
Since V is a vector scheme, there is a vector bundle B and morphism Nk → B having
V as kernel. We now set Mk+1 := Nk+1⊕B, with the morphism Nk → Mk+1 having the
two existing maps as components. Note that
V = ker(Nk →Mk+1).
We have a morphism
Nk/V → Nk+1,
and on the other hand an injection
Nk/V →֒ B.
The fact that Nk+1 is a coherent sheaf implies that it is an injective object in the category
of vector sheaves [77](vii), so there exists a morphism
B → Nk+1
compatible with the map from Nk. This gives a retractionMk+1 → Nk+1 compatible with
the map from Nk. We can now set Mk := Nk, and continue the choice of Mk+2 →W k+2
etc. using Step 3, to obtain a complex of finite-rank vector bundles M · mapping to W ·
with Hk(M ·) = V . In particular the map
Hk(M ·)→ Hk(W ·)
is an isomorphism.
Finally we need to arrange for injectivity on Hk+1. Let
U := ker
(
Hk+1(M ·)→ Hk+1(W ·)
)
.
It is the first nonzero cohomology of Cone(M · → W ·) and this cone is a complex of flat
quasicoherent sheaves, on the other hand U is a vector sheaf so by Step 1, U is a vector
scheme. Choose a locally free sheaf B′ with injection U →֒ B′. The morphism
U →Mk+1/im(Mk)
is an injective morphism of vector sheaves (because U is by definition contained in
Hk+1(M ·)). Therefore, since B′ is an injective object in the category of vector sheaves,
we obtain a morphism
g : Mk+1/im(Mk)→ B′
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extending the given morphism on U (in particular, g induces an injection on U). Now
put
B′′ := B′ ⊕Mk+2
with morphism
h : Mk+1 → B′′
obtained by adding g plus the differential of M ·. Note that
ker(h) ⊂ ker(Mk+1 → Mk+2)
because one of the factors of h is the morphism to Mk+2. Therefore there is a morphism
Mk+1/ ker(h)→Mk+2,
and the fact that Mk+2 is an injective object in the category of vector sheaves means that
we can extend this to a morphism on B′′ giving a factorization of the differential
Mk+1 → B′′ →Mk+2.
Set
Lk := Mk, Lk+1 := Mk+1
(with the differential of M · as differential Lk → Lk+1), and
Lk+2 := Mk+2 ⊕ B′′,
with differential Lk+1 → Lk+2 equal to the sum of the differential of M · plus the mor-
phism h. Above, we have constructed a retraction Lk+2 → Mk+2 compatible with the
differentials. Finally, put Li := M i for i ≥ k+3 and use the above retraction followed by
the differential of M · to define the differential Lk+2 → Lk+3. We now have a complex L·
with map
L· →M ·.
Note that Hk(L·) = Hk(M ·). The morphism of complexes is in fact surjective and its
kernel (which we shall note Kk+2 is concentrated in degree k + 2 with Kk+2 = B′′. We
obtain a long exact sequence of cohomology, one part of which is
0→ Hk+1(L·)→ Hk+1(M ·)→ B′′.
In particular, the morphism U → B′′ is injective so the image of
Hk+1(L·)→ Hk+1(M ·)
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doesn’t meet U . This implies that the composed morphism
Hk+1(L·)→ Hk+1(W ·)
is injective. We have now constructed the desired complex L·, which completes the proof
of Step 5.
Step 6: The approximations U ·k fit into Definition 7.3.4 to show that C
· is residually
perfect. ///
We now obtain one half of Theorem 7.3.5:
Corollary 7.3.8 If p : T → Z is a relatively 1-connected geometric n-stack which is very
presentable, then Rp∗O is a residually perfect complex on Z.
Proof: By Corollary 6.3.4 the cohomology sheaves of Rp∗O are vector sheaves. On the
other hand, by Lemma 7.3.6, Rp∗O is quasiisomorphic to a complex of flat quasicoherent
sheaves. Lemma 7.3.7 now implies that Rp∗O is a residually perfect complex. ///
Proof of the other half of Theorem 7.3.5
For the other direction in the theorem, we use the “very presentable suspension”
repSuspN defined in §6. We suppose now that we are in the situation of Theorem 7.3.5
and that we know that Rp∗O is a residually perfect complex. Put
C · := [Rp∗O]
∗
which is a residually perfect complex supported in negative degrees. The N -truncated
Dold-Puppe of C · is equal to the very presentable suspension:
Ω∞repSusp∞N (T/Z) = τ≤NDP (C
·).
Note that τ≤NDP (C
·) is quasiisomorphic to the Dold-Puppe of the truncation of a per-
fect complex 7.3.4. The Dold-Puppe of a perfect complex is geometric [77](ix), so the
truncation is an N -almost-geometric Ngr-stack.
We obtain a morphism of N -stacks
T → τ≤NDP (C
·).
Let T ′ be the fiber of this morphism (relative to Z), and let p′ : T ′ → Z denote the
projection. Note that T ′ is very presentable. We claim that the truncated cohomology
complex
τ≤N−1(Rp
′
∗(O))
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is quasiisomorphic to the N − 1-truncation of a perfect complex.
To prove the claim, note that we have a fibration sequence
Ωτ≤NDP (C
·)→ T ′ → T.
But
Ωτ≤NDP (C
·) = τ≤N−1DP (C
·[1])
is the N − 1-truncation of a perfect complex. The cohomology of this fiber is given by
the graded-symmetric algebra on the complex
τ≤N−1C
·[1],
so the N − 1-truncation of the higher direct image complex for T ′ → T is an N − 1-
truncation of a perfect complex locally over T . Using the Leray spectral sequence we get
that τ≤N−1(Rp
′
∗(O)) is the N − 1-truncation of a perfect complex.
Define a sequence of integers Ni by N0 = N and Ni+1 = Ni − 1. Define a sequence of
Ni-stacks
Ti
pi→ Z,
and complexes Li, starting with T0 = T ; setting
Li := τ≤Ni [Rpi,∗O]
∗;
and setting Ti+1 equal to the Ni − 1-truncation of the fiber of
Ti → DP (Li).
From the above, we obtain that the Li are Ni-truncations of perfect complexes; thus the
DP (Li) are Ni-almost geometric Ni-stacks. On the other hand, by Proposition 6.5.4,
there is a j such that Tj = ∗Z .
Now we go backwards from j to 0. Set Mj = Nj and define Mi for 0 ≤ i ≤ j
by Mi−1 = Mi − 1. We know that Tj is an Mj-almost-geometric M
gr
j -stack. Applying
Lemma 7.3.3 we obtain by descending induction on i (starting with i = j), that τ≤Mi(Ti)
is an Mi-almost-geometric M
gr
i -stack. Finally we get back to the statement that
τ≤M0(T )
is an M0-almost-geometric M0-stack.
By choosing N large enough at the start, we may assume that M0 ≥ n + 1. Now,
applying Lemma 7.3.1, we obtain that T is a geometric n-stack. This completes the proof
of the second half of Theorem 7.3.5. ///
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7.4 A semicontinuity-type result
Related to the above criterion is the following result. It generalizes a similar statement
for perfect complexes.
Theorem 7.4.1 Suppose f : T → Z is a morphism from a very presentable geometric
n-stack to an integral (i.e. reduced and irreducible) scheme Z, such that f is relatively
1-connected. If z ∈ Z is a closed point, let πi(Tz) denote the k(z)-vector space which
represents the sheaf
πi(T ×Z Spec(k(z))).
(In order to get a base point to define this, it may be necessary to extend the ground field
but this doesn’t affect the notion of the dimension of the vector space in question.) If the
functions
z 7→ dimk(z)πi(Tz)
are locally constant in the Zariski topology of Z, then the πi(T/Z) are locally free coherent
sheaves over Z, i.e. T is “locally free” in the terminology of §3.
Proof: We prove this when T is k-connected, by descending induction on k. It is clearly
true if k = n, so we may assume that 1 ≤ k < n and we may assume that it is known
for k + 1-connected n-stacks. By the Hurewicz theorem, (version for very presentable
n-stacks) we have an isomorphism of vector sheaves over Z,
πk(T/Z) ∼= H
k(T/Z,O)∗.
One can see from the arguments used in the previous section that Hk(T/Z,O) is a vector
scheme, thus its dual is a coherent sheaf. In other words, under the hypotheses of the
theorem the first nonvanishing homotopy group sheaf is a coherent sheaf. Semicontinuity
for coherent sheaves over an integral scheme implies that if the dimensions of the fibers
are constant then it is locally free. Thus we obtain πk(T/Z) locally free. Now let T
′ be
the fiber of
T → K(πk(T/Z)/Z, k).
It shares the same homotopy group sheaves in degrees i > k, and is k + 1-connected.
Furthermore, T ′ is geometric. Thus the inductive statement of the theorem for k + 1-
connected n-stacks implies that the πi(T
′/Z) are locally free. We now have that πi(T/Z)
are locally free for all i ≥ k. ///
Remark: One cannot say, however, that the dimensions πi(Tz) are semicontinuous as
functions of z. From the above proof one gets only that the first (in order of increasing
i) function which is not locally constant, is semicontinuous.
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7.5 Criteria for geometricity of representing objects
We can apply our criterion to the object rep(F/E) representing the AV -shape of F/E ,
if it exists.
Corollary 7.5.1 Suppose p : F → Z is a morphism from an ngr-stack to an integral
scheme, and suppose that the weak representing object q : repwk(F/Z) → Z for the
AV (Z)-shape of F/Z exists. Suppose that the higher direct image complex Rp∗(O) is a
perfect complex on Z. Then repwk(F/Z) is a geometric ngr-stack over Z.
Proof: The morphism
F → repwk(F/Z)
induces a quasiisomorphism of complexes over Z
Rq∗(O)→ Rp∗(O)
(cf 6.4.4 for example). The hypothesis therefore implies that Rq∗(O) is a perfect com-
plex on Z. Then applying Theorem 7.3.5 we get that repwk(F/Z) is a very presentable
geometric ngr-stack over Z. ///
Corollary 7.5.2 Suppose p : F → E is a morphism of ngr-stacks, such that the repre-
senting object rep(F/E) exists. Suppose that for every map from a scheme Z → E , the
higher direct image complex Rp2,∗(O) is a perfect complex on Z, where
p2 : F ×E Z → Z
is the second projection. Then the morphism
rep(F/E)→ E
is of type AG, in other words the corresponding cartesian family (cf 5.5.2) corresponds to
a morphism
E → AG.
Proof: Immediate. ///
If p : F → E is a morphism of ngr-stacks, then for any “point” i.e. morphism z :
Spec(k)→ E , we obtain an ngr-stack Fz over Spec(k). If the representing object rep(F/E)
exists, then by Remark 6.4.11 we have
rep(Fz/Spec(k)) = rep(F/E)×E Spec(k).
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Corollary 7.5.3 In the situation of Corollary 7.5.2, suppose that E receives a surjection
from a disjoint union of integral schemes, and suppose that the dimensions of the homotopy
group vector-spaces
πi(rep(Fz/Spec(k)))
are constant as functions of the point z. Then the homotopy group local systems over E
are local systems of finite-rank vector bundles over E , and the morphism
rep(F/E)→ E
is of type AL, in other words the corresponding cartesian family (cf 5.5.2) corresponds to
a morphism
E → AL.
Proof: Apply 7.4.1. The hypothesis that there is a surjection Y → E with Y a disjoint
union of integral schemes, implies that for any map from a scheme Z → E there is (locally
on Z in the etale topology) a factorization Z → Y → E . Thus we may apply 7.4.1 for the
integral schemes (components of Y ) to get the local-freeness result over Z. Then in view
of the definition of AL this gives the desired statement. ///
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8. Formal groupoids of smooth type
We now turn to the problem of finding “domains”, i.e. objects for which the nonabelian
cohomology is interesting. This discussion is by no means exhausitive! We concentrate
on the type of construction which will be most useful for defining things in Hodge theory:
formal categories. Work over a field k of characteristic zero.
This section is mostly taken from Berthelot [9] and Illusie [49].
8.1 Definitions
Recall that a formal scheme N is a locally ringed space which is locally isomorphic
to the formal completion of a scheme. There is a unique ideal I cutting out a reduced
subscheme with the same underlying topological space, and we put N (k) equal to the
subscheme cut out by Ik (note that this is a scheme rather than a formal scheme). We
define the functor represented by N on the category Sch/k of all k-schemes, by setting
N(Y ) := lim
→,k
N (k)(Y ).
This is most useful on the subcategory of noetherian schemes or even schemes of finite
type over k.
A formal category is a sextuple (X,N, e, s, t,m) where X is a scheme and N is a formal
scheme, and the rest are morphisms
e : X → N, s, t : N → X, m : N ×X N → N
together satisfying the usual axioms for a category in the category of formal schemes,
and subject to the additional condition that e(X) is the topological space underlying the
formal scheme N . To restate this, a formal category is a category in the category of formal
schemes, such that the object object is a scheme and the morphism object is supported
along the diagonal e(X).
Let I denote the ideal defining e(X) (which is a closed subscheme because e is a section
of either of the projections s, t). Note that if X is not reduced, this will be different from
the ideal previously denoted by I (but it can play the same role).
A formal category (X,N, e, s, t,m) represents a functor
Fpre = Fpre(X,N) : Sch/k → Cat
since both X and N represent functors to sets (for N use the construction described
above). We call Fpre the 1-prestack associated to the formal category and call the associ-
ated 1-stack F the 1-stack associated to the formal category (X,N).
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The data of a formal category (X,N) are equivalent to the data of a 1-stack F and
a surjective morphism from a scheme X → F . Given F and the morphism, we obtain
N := X ×F X (which automatically has the required morphisms e, s, t,m). One must
require of (X → F) that the resulting N be represented by a formal scheme concentrated
along the diagonal. We often use interchangeably the notations (X,N) and (X,F).
8.2 Formal categories of smooth type
We say that a formal category (X,N, e, s, t,m) is of smooth type if N is locally the
formal completion of a scheme of finite type and if the projections s and t are formally
smooth. This condition implies several things (from [49] (ii), see also [9]):
8.2.1 Locally over X , N is isomorphic to the formal completion of X × An along the
zero section, for some n.
8.2.2 That I/I2 is a locally free OX -module and
Gr·I(ON)
∼=
⊕
k
Symk(I/I2).
We denote I/I2 by Ω1X/F and the dual vector bundle (I/I
2)∗ on X by T (X/F).
8.2.3 In particular, ON/I
k is locally free as anOX -module for either of the two structures
induced by the projections s, t.
8.2.4 We obtain (see [49] (ii) for the argument) that the presheaf of categories Fpre(X,N)
is in fact a presheaf of groupoids, thus the stack associated to (X,N) is a 1-stack of
groupoids. In view of this, we can use interchangeably the terminology “formal category
of smooth type” or “formal groupoid of smooth type”.
8.2.5 Set
Λr := (ON/I
r+1)∗ := HomOX (ON/I
r+1,OX)
where, for taking the dual we fix the structure of OX -module on ON determined by the
projection s. The two projections s, t induce structures of left and right OX -module on
Λr (which are not in general the same). The multiplication m induces morphisms
Λr ⊗OX Λ
s → Λr+s
and if we set Λ :=
⋃
Λr then Λ is a sheaf of rings of differential operators on X .
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8.2.6 The projections s, t induce splittings
Λ1 ∼= OX ⊕ (I/I
2)∗,
so Λ is a split almost-polynomial sheaf of rings of differential operators on X in the sense
of [77](iii).
8.2.7 For a split almost-polynomial sheaf of rings of differential operators on X to come
from a formal category of smooth type (X,N), one needs to have a compatible cocommu-
tative coalgebra structure on Λ (this corresponds to multiplication of functions in ON ).
8.3 Calculation of cohomology via the de Rham complex for F
We now fix a formal category of smooth type (X,N) with associated 1gr-stack F =
F(X,N) and associated sheaf of rings of differential operators Λ. The cohomology of F
can be calculated by a de Rham complex for Λ. Again this is from [49] (ii), see also [9].
In this section we will derive this result without refering to rings of differential operators
such as Λ.
Recall the terminology that a local system over F is a relatively 0-connected morphism
of stacks L→ F . We get local systems of groups, rings, modules, and so on. There is of
course the structure sheaf considered as local system of rings, which we denote
O × F =: OF → F .
A local system of O-modules is a local system L → F with relative structure of OF -
module. We say that a local system of O-modules L is X-locally free if the pullback
LX := L×F X is a locally free sheaf of OX -modules over X . We say that a local system
(of abelian groups or of O-modules) L is a local system of vector sheaves over F if L×FX
is a vector sheaf over X .
8.3.1 If L is a local system of vector sheaves on F then LX has a structure of Λ-module.
Conversely, a vector sheaf LX together with structure of Λ-module comes from a unique
X-locally free local system on F .
In the remainder of this subsection we fix a local system of vector sheaves L over F .
We will see how to calculate the cohomology H i(F , L). This cohomology may be defined
as
H i(F , L) := π0Γ(F , K(L/F , i)),
or it may be viewed as the cohomology in the topos of local systems of sets over F .
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Let Xzar denote the Zariski topological space underlying X , thought of as a site (i.e.
it is a category). We have a functor zar from Xzar to the category of open substacks of
F . (This should be thought of as a “morphism of objects” from F to Xzar). In particular,
if L→ F is a local system, then we obtain a pullback sheaf, which should be thought of
as a direct image and which we consequently denote zar∗(L), on X
zar. This situation has
all of the same aspects as for the direct image via a usual morphism: we have the higher
derived direct image Rzar∗(L) and
H i(F , L) = Hi(Xzar,Rzar∗(L)).
The Cˇech-Alexander and de Rham complexes for X/F
The cohomology of F with coefficients in local system of vector sheaves L is calculated
by a de Rham complex of sheaves on Xzar, denoted
LX ⊗OX
dL/F
→ LX ⊗ Ω
1
X/F
dL/F
→ . . . .
The components are in fact sheaves of the form indicated, in other words we have a sheaf
of relative differential forms ΩkX/F which is locally free as a sheaf of OX-modules on X
zar,
and the components of the de Rham complex are of the form
LX ⊗OX Ω
k
X/F .
However, the differentials dL/F are not morphisms of OX -modules (the standard example
of this being the case F = XDR where the differentials are the usual de Rham differentials).
The differentials are morphisms of sheaves of abelian groups on Xzar. Because of this, it is
not altogether easy to define this complex (or to see why it calculates the cohomology of L).
Our approach is based on the observation that the Hodge-to de Rham spectral sequence
comes from the Hodge filtration on the de Rham complex; but the Hodge filtration can
actually be defined before knowing what the de Rham complex is, for example it can be
defined as a filtration on the Cˇech-Alexander complex. Then the spectral sequence for
this filtration, with respect to the direct image functor zar∗, gives the above de Rham
complex.
Our use of the Cˇech-Alexander complex is inspired by Berthelot [9] and Illusie [49], and
also by Constantin Teleman [84]. Note that our use of the “Hodge-to-de Rham spectral
sequence” is a mundane one and shouldn’t be confused with the interesting recent results
of C. Teleman and I. Grojnowski.
The stack F has a resolution by the simplicial presheaf of sets (whose components are
formal schemes)
. . .X ×F X
→
→ X → F .
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The general term is X ×F . . .×F X . Suppose L is a local system of vector sheaves on F .
Then we obtain the cosimplicial sheaf on Xzar which we denote
zar∗(X ;L)
→
→ zar∗(X ×F X ;L) . . . .
The general term is
CˇAk(X/F/Xzar;L) := zar∗(X ×F . . .×F X ;L|X×F ...×FX)
where zar∗ denotes the “direct image” construction analogous to that described previ-
ously, here for
X ×F . . .×F X → X
zar.
The Cˇech-Alexander complex is the complex of sheaves on Xzar associated to this cosim-
plicial sheaf. It is denoted CˇA·(X/F/Xzar;L). It calculates the cohomology of F with
coefficients in L.
8.3.2 Let e(X) denote the constant simplicial subobject of the simplicial presheaf of
sets considered above (all of its terms are X , the inclusion being given by the iterated
degeneracy map). In each component it is a closed sub-formal scheme. Let I denote
its defining ideal (this means the collection consisting of the ideal defining the closed
subscheme in each component). Then we obtain a filtration of CˇAk(X/F/Xzar;L) by
setting
FkCˇA
·(X/F/Xzar;L) := IkCˇA·(X/F/Xzar;L).
This filtration is the Hodge filtration of the Cˇech-Alexander complex (corresponding to a
trivial filtration on L).
The spectral sequence for a filtered complex, for the cohomology sheaves of the complex
of sheaves, is
H i(GrkF CˇA
·(X/F/Xzar;L))⇒ H iCˇA·(X/F/Xzar;L).
The first differential is
d : H i(GrkF CˇA
·(X/F/Xzar;L))→ H i+1(Grk−1F CˇA
·(X/F/Xzar;L)).
Let F0 be the “normal cone” of F . It comes from a formal category (X,N0) where
ON0 = Gr
·
I(ON)
(cf 8.2.2). In terms of our later discussion of the Hodge filtration, the formal category F0
is the fiber of Hodge(F) → A1 over 0 ∈ A1. In concrete terms, N0 =
̂T (X/F) is the
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completion of the “tangent bundle” T (X/F) (cf 8.2.2) along the zero-section, and both
projections s and t are the same projection of N0 to X . We have
F0 = K(
̂T (X/F)/X, 1).
Note in particular that there is a projection F0 → X (which doesn’t exist for a more
general formal category such as XDR).
There is a local system L0 on F0 corresponding to the trivial filtration on L, which is
automatically compatible with the Hodge filtration on F . Since it is the trivial filtration,
L0 := Gr(L) ∼= L as a vector sheaf on X , and the action of N0 is trivial. Thus the local
system L0 on F0 is the pullback of a vector sheaf on X by the projection F0 → X .
We have
Gr·F CˇA
k(X/F/Xzar;L) = CˇAk(X/F0/X
zar;L0)
where the degree in the grading of the associated-graded corresponds to the degree of
the decomposition of the Gm-action on CˇA
k(X/F0/X
zar;L0) (action by homotheties on
N0 =
̂T (X/F) with trivial action on L0).
Thus, in order to calculate the terms in the previous spectral sequence, it suffices to
calculate the cohomology of the Cˇech-Alexander complex in the case of (X,F0, L0). Recall
that the coefficient local system L0 comes from a vector sheaf LX on X with trivial action
of the gerb F0.
For this case, we suppose in general that V → X is a vector bundle. Let V̂ be the
completion of V along the zero-section, and let VDR/X := VDR ×XDR X . Then we have a
fibration diagram
K(V̂ /X, 1)→ K(V/X, 1)→ K(VDR/X/X, 1).
Shifting gives
VDR/X → K(V̂ /X, 1)
p
→ K(V/X, 1).
The morphism VDR/X → X is acyclic for vector sheaves pulled back from X . This
is the “Poincare´ lemma” in our treatment. For the proof one can reduce to the case
rk(V ) = 1 and then do an explicit calculation with the Cˇech-Alexander complex to prove
the acyclicity.
From the acyclicity in the previous paragraph we get that if L′0 denotes the pullback
of LX to K(V/X, 1) then
H i(K(V̂ /X, 1)/X, L0) = H
i(K(V/X, 1)/X, L′0).
The Eilenberg-MacLane-Breen calculations [15] (cf Theorem 6.3.1) say that
H i(K(V/X, 1)/X, L′0) = LX ⊗OX
i∧
OX
(V ∗).
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Thus we obtain
H i(K(V̂ /X, 1)/X, L0) = LX ⊗OX
i∧
OX
(V ∗).
Note that since V is locally free, there is no other contribution from the “universal coef-
ficients theorem” for passing from a coherent sheaf as coefficients as in 6.3.1, to a general
vector sheaf LX .
Put this back into the previous situation with V = T (X/F). Note that
V ∗ = Ω1X/F0 = Ω
1
X/F
so we get
H i(F0/X, L0) = LX ⊗OX Ω
i
X/F .
Finally, note that the homothety action of Gm gives an action of pure degree −i on
H i(F0/X, L0). Putting this all together we get that
H i(GrkF CˇA
·(X/F/Xzar;L)) = zar∗(LX ⊗OX Ω
i
X/F )
for k = −i and it is zero otherwise. The first differential of the spectral sequence thus
defines a differential
dL/F : zar∗(LX ⊗OX Ω
i
X/F )→ zar∗(LX ⊗OX Ω
i+1
X/F ).
This complex is the de Rham complex for X/F with coefficients in L. The spectral
sequence degenerates and we immediately get that the cohomology sheaves of the Cˇech-
Alexander complex are isomorphic to those of the de Rham complex. However, in fact we
can use the degenerate form of the spectral sequence to directly define a quasiisomorphism
between the Cˇech-Alexander complex and the de Rham complex. Let
B· ⊂ CˇA·(X/F/Xzar;L)
denote the subcomplex defined by
Bi := δ−1(F−i−1) ⊂ F−iCˇA
·(X/F/Xzar;L).
Here δ denotes the differential of CˇA·. We have a morphism
B· →
⊕
i
Hi(Gr−iF CˇA
·(X/F/Xzar;L))
which sends the differential of B· to the differential coming from the spectral sequence.
The spectral sequence differential was by definition our differential for the de Rham com-
plex, so this morphism can be rewritten as
B· → (zar∗LX ⊗OX Ω
i
X/F , dL/F).
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The degenerate form of the first term in the spectral sequence implies that this morphism
as well as the inclusion B· →֒ CˇA· are quasi-isomorphisms. Thus we have established a
chain of two quasiisomorphisms linking the de Rham complex and the Cˇech-Alexander
complex:
(zar∗LX ⊗OX Ω
i
X/F , dL/F)
← B· →֒
CˇA·(X/F/Xzar;L).
Since the Cˇech-Alexander complex calculates the cohomology of F , we obtain—by
globalizing over Xzar—an isomorphism
H i(F , L) ∼= Hi(Xzar, (zar∗LX ⊗OX Ω
i
X/F , dL/F)).
Now the global “Hodge to de Rham” spectral sequence coming from the “stupid fil-
tration” on the de Rham complex (but which could also be seen directly as coming from
the Hodge filtration on the Cˇech-Alexander complex) is
Hq(Xzar, zar∗LX ⊗OX Ω
p
X/F )⇒ H
p+q(F , L).
The beginning term here is of course the same thing as a cohomology group of X , so we
can write the spectral sequence as
Hq(X,LX ⊗OX Ω
p
X/F )⇒ H
p+q(F , L).
This proves finite-dimensionality of the H i(F , L), for example.
It is this latter utilization which interests us for the relative case. SupposeX → F → S
is a morphism from a formal category to a scheme S. We assume that X is flat over S,
and that X/F is of smooth type. Implicitly we are assuming that the formal category
(X,N) corresponding to F , maps to the formal category corresponding trivially to S (this
is what is meant by the existence of the morphism F → S). Define in this setting a higher
derived Cˇech-Alexander complex
RCˇA·(X/F/S;L),
which is a complex of sheaves on S obtained by integrating the cosimplicial complex
of sheaves, higher derived direct image of the components of the usual CˇA·. This avoids
trying to define a site Xzar/S etc. From here we can employ exactly the same argument as
above: filter the Cˇech-Alexander complex by the “Hodge filtration” and take the spectral
sequence for this filtered complex as above. We obtain a quasiisomorphism between
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RCˇA·(X/F/S;L) and the higher direct image of the de Rham complex. This gives a
relative Hodge-to-de Rham spectral sequence of the form
Hq(X/S, LX ⊗OX Ω
p
X/F )⇒ H
p+q(F/S, L).
On the other hand, if L is X-locally free, then we also get (from the usual Mumford-type
argument using flatness of X/S) that
RCˇA·(X/F/S;L),
is a perfect complex on S. In particular, the cohomology sheaves H i(F/S, L) are vector
sheaves on S. Perfectness implies that the n-stack
Γ(F/S,K(L/F , n))→ S
is geometric.
It follows (still in the case that L is X-locally free) that if the dimensions of the
cohomology are constant on S, then the relative cohomology sheaves H i(F/S, L) are
locally free over S (compatible with base-change).
In §10 we extend this discussion to the case where LX is locally the pullback of a
vector sheaf from S, showing then that the H i(F/S, L) are vector sheaves on S.
8.4 Blowing up formal categories
The following construction will be of primary importance in many of our examples.
It will be used in the next section below. Suppose (X,N) is a formal category of smooth
type, with corresponding 1-stack F . Suppose D ⊂ X is a Cartier divisor. Recall that,
according to the definition of Cartier divisor, the local defining equations of D are not
zero-divisors on X . We define as follows the formal category obtained by blowing up
along D denoted (X,BLD(N)), with associated 1-stack which we shall denote (abusing
notation) also by BLD(F). The underlying scheme is the same X . Let N˜ denote the
blow-up of N along e(D) (recall that e : X → N is the morphism “identity”). Let
e˜ : X → N˜ denote the strict transform of X (see below for why it is well-defined) and let
BLD(N) denote the formal completion of N˜ along e˜(X). The morphisms s and t give, by
composition, morphisms s˜, t˜ : N˜ → X and by restriction these give the morphisms s′, t′
for (X,BLD(N)). Similarly, the morphism e˜ gives the morphism e
′ for (X,BLD(N)).
We need to show several things: first, why the “strict transform of X” is well-defined;
then why the multiplication map m′ is well-defined and associative; and finally, why the
resulting formal category is of smooth type.
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8.4.1 The first task is to determine the effect of blowing up as above. Use the projection
s : N → X to pull back the normal bundle of X in N , to N ; call this bundle E. Assume
that D is defined by a regular function z on X . Denote also by z the pullback of this
function to a function on N . We can choose a section η of E with e(X) the zero-subscheme
of η, and such that dη is the identity isomorphism between the normal bundle of N in X
and E|X . (The previous two sentences require that we restrict to a Zariski open subset
in X .)
8.4.2 Let N˜ be the blow-up of N with center D, which we can write down explicitly
using the equations (η, z) for D. Let N˜ ′ denote the standard coordinate neighborhood of
N˜ containing the set-theoretic strict transform of X . If Z is any scheme, then a morphism
Z → BLD(N)
′ is the same thing as a pair (f, α) where f : Z → N , and α is a section of
f ∗(E) such that
f ∗(η) = zα.
Recalling that e : X → N is the morphism “identity” (whose image is the set-theoretic
support of the formal scheme N) we obtain a morphism e˜ : X → N˜ ′ by setting
e˜ := (e, 0).
This formula for e˜ shows that the “strict transform” of X is well-defined (one can check
that it is independent of the choices we have made). LetBLD(N) be the formal completion
of N˜ ′ along e˜(X).
8.4.3 A morphism Z → BLD(N) is a pair (f, α) where f : Z → N and α is a section
of f ∗(E) such that f ∗(η) = zα and α|Zred = 0 (this latter condition meaning that α is
infinitesimally near to the zero-section).
8.4.4 We would like to put this into a more invariant formulation. Suppose Z is a scheme
with a morphism f : Z → N . We would like to classify the liftings to Z → BLD(N). For
this, suppose that the composition p := s ◦ f : Z → X is flat. Then the section α in the
above description will be a section denoted
a ∈ H0(X, p∗(OZ)⊗OX E)
subject to the equation za = b where b is the section in the same space corresponding
to f ∗(η). In this flat case, the fact that z is not a zero-divisor in OX implies that
multiplication by z induces an injection
z · − : H0(X, p∗(OZ)⊗OX E) →֒ H
0(X, p∗(OZ)⊗OX E).
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Therefore, if α exists, it is uniquely defined. Thus, if a lifting of Z → N into Z → BLD(N)
exists, it is uniquely defined. In particular, when we define our multiplication m′, it will
automatically be associative.
Now observe that the lifting α exists if and only if the inverse image p−1(D) (pullback
of D from X to Z), maps to D ⊂ N under the map Z → N . Using this, we can see that
the restriction of the multiplication m to a map
BLD(N)×X BLD(N)→ N,
lifts to a multiplication m′. Indeed, the inverse image of D ⊂ X in BLD(N) under
either of the two projections, is the exceptional divisor (recall that BLD(N) is the formal
neighborhood of the strict transform of X in the blow-up N˜ , and in this neighborhood
the equation defining the exceptional divisor is the same as the equation of D pulled back
from X). It follows that the inverse image of D in BLD(N)×X BLD(N), by either of the
two end projections, is the product of two copies of the exceptional divisor over D; and
this maps by m to D ⊂ N . Thus by the previously-mentionned criterion, the lifting m′
exists.
Finally, note that the projection s : BLD(N) → X is formally smooth. To see this,
note that locally the projection looks like what is obtained by blowing up the divisor D
in the zero section of a vector bundle over X , and then taking the completion around the
strict transform of X ; but the answer is again the completion of the zero section in a new
vector bundle obtained from the original one by twisting by OX(−D), in particular it is
formally smooth.
By making the same calculations as above but using the projection t from the beginning
instead of s, we get that the projection s is formally smooth. Thus, the formal category
(X,BLD(N)) is of smooth type. This completes the construction.
8.4.5 We have the formula
Ω1X/BLD(F) = Ω
1
X/F (D),
where the latter means sections having one pole along D. The first differential of the de
Rham complex comes from the composition
d : OX → Ω
1
X/F →֒ Ω
1
X/F (D).
8.5 The Hodge filtration, revisited
We now look at the Hodge filtration of 8.3.2, from a slightly different point of view.
Recall from [77](i) that a filtered scheme is a family X → A1 with action of Gm covering
the standard action on A1.
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We can make the same definition for a filtered n-stack, using the homotopy-coherent
notion of “group action” [77](vi). The homotopy-coherent notion of group action is the
same as the following: a group G acting on an n-stack T is a fibration sequence of n-stacks
T → E → BG.
With these notations, a filtered n-stack is a diagram
W → E → BGm
↓ ↓ ↓
A1 → A1/Gm → BGm
where the rows are fibration sequences. This data is obtained from just E → A1/Gm.
The underlying n-stack is the fiber ofW → A1 over the point 1 ∈ A1. This is the same
as the fiber of E over the point [1] : Spec(k) → A1/Gm. The associated-graded n-stack
is the fiber of W over 0 ∈ A1, which is the same as the fiber of E over 0 → A1/Gm.
Note that this latter morphism is in fact a morphism [0] : BGm → A
1/Gm, so the
associated-graded naturally comes with an action of Gm.
In fact, one can abstract the definition of [77](i) even more, by saying that a filtered
point in a 1-stack M , is a morphism of stacks A1/Gm → M . The definitions of filtered
objects given in [77](i) are obtained by applying this definition to the parametrizing 1-
stacks M for the type of object considered. The same definition works for an n+ 1-stack
M : a filtered point of M is a morphism of n+ 1-stacks
f : A1/Gm → M,
where the 1-stack A1/Gm is considered as an n+1-stack. The above notion of “filtered n-
stack” is obtained by applying this definition with M = nSTACK. (For this translation,
use the notion of cartesian family and Proposition 5.5.2, noting that A1/Gm is a stack
of groupoids.) Again, the “underlying point” of f is the restriction of f to [1], and the
“associated-graded” (with its Gm-action) is the restriction of f to [0] = BGm.
Apply these definitions to the 1-stacks associated to a formal groupoid. Suppose
(X,N) is a formal groupoid of smooth type. Then we define the Hodge filtration of this
formal groupoid to be
(X ×A1,BLX×0(N))
together with its natural action of Gm. This yields the Hodge filtration on the associated
stack, which we can denote by
Hodge(F)→ A1/Gm.
The fiber over [1] is just F . The fiber over 0 is the formal groupoid (X,N0) where N0 is
the formal completion of the zero-section in the normal bundle of N to e(X).
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The relative Cˇech-Alexander complex for X × A1 → Hodge(F) relative to A1, is
actually that obtained by applying the construction ξ of [77](i) to the Hodge filtration of
the Cˇech-Alexander complex for X → F . Thus, the filtration induced by Hodge(F) on
the cohomology of F , is the same as that defined in 8.3.2.
It would be nice to be able to describe how to obtain the spectral sequence directly
from this version of the notion of filtration. This would give a geometric interpretation of
the spectral sequence using Hodge(F). This should permit one to conclude, for example,
that the differentials in the spectral sequence respect the product structure, i.e. satisfy
the Leibniz rule. In turn, this would determine the de Rham complex once the first
differential d : OX → Ω
1
X/F is known. We leave this problem open for further research.
(But of course it should be said that the arguments of Berthelot [9] and Illusie [49] serve
to calculate the differentials and to prove that they satisfy the Leibniz rule; the question
raised here is how to see this geometrically.)
8.6 Morphisms of smooth type
Suppose X → F and S → E are formal categories. A morphism of formal categories
is a commutative diagram of the form
X → F
↓ fX ↓ f
S → E .
Such a morphism induces a morphism of locally free sheaves on X ,
d(f) : T (X/F)→ f ∗XT (S/E).
We say that f is of smooth type if X is flat over S and if the above morphism d(f) is
surjective.
Note that even if the base E = S is already a scheme, the condition that f be of
smooth type is non-vacuous; it says that f : X → S should be flat.
As a sidelight (useful later on but not related to the remainder of the present subsec-
tion) we say that a morphism f is projective if fX : X → S is projective.
Proposition 8.6.1 Suppose f : (X,F) → (S, E) is a morphism of smooth type between
formal categories of smooth type. If (S ′, E ′) is any formal category of smooth type with a
morphism (S ′, E ′)→ (S, E) then the fiber product
(S ′ ×S X, E
′ ×E F)
is again a formal category of smooth type and the projection to (S ′, E ′) is a morphism of
smooth type. In particular applying that with S ′ = E ′ = S we get that
(X,F ×E S)
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is a formal category of smooth type.
Proof: Let M,M ′, N denote the morphism objects of E , E ′,F respectively. The morphism
object N ′ of the formal category F ′ := E ′ ×E F is given by the formula
N ′ = (S ′ ×S X)×E ′×EF (S
′ ×S X)
= (S ′ ×E ′ S
′)×S×ES (X ×F X)
= M ′ ×M N = (M
′ ×′S X
′)×M×XX′ (N ×X X
′)
where X ′ := S ′ ×S X . The three terms
M ′ ×′S X
′, M ×X X
′, N ×X X
′
are formal schemes mapping to X ′ (say by the projection s), which are formally smooth
over X ′ with relative tangent spaces along the unique section, respectively
T (S ′/E ′)|X′, T (S/E)|X′, T (X/F)|X′.
The surjectivity of the morphism
d(f)|X′ : T (X/F)|X′ → T (S/E)|X′
implies that the pullback
(M ′ ×′S X
′)×M×XX′ (N ×X X
′)
is formally smooth over X ′, which gives that X ′ → F ′ is a formal category of smooth
type. It is easy to see that the projection to E ′ is of smooth type. The last statement is
obtained by applying the main statement to the formal category S ′ = E ′ = S (which is of
smooth type with morphism object trivial equal to e(S)). ///
The notion of morphism of smooth type is compatible with taking the “Hodge filtra-
tion” as viewed above.
Lemma 8.6.2 Suppose f : (X,F)→ (S, E) is a morphism of formal categories which is
of smooth type. Then the morphism
Hodge(f) : (X ×A1,Hodge(F))→ (S ×A1,Hodge(E))
is of smooth type.
Proof: We have
Ω1X×A1/Hodge(F) = Ω
1
X/F |X×A1
functorially. The morphism induced by Hodge(f) is just the pullback of the morphism
induced by f , so if the latter is surjective then so is the former. ///
Remark: The formula given in the previous proof is functorial but is not compatible
with the Gm-action on A
1. If you want a formula compatible with this action then you
have to tensor by OA1(1).
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9. Formal categories related to Hodge theory
Our nonabelian Hodge theory for nonabelian cohomology requires the construction
of various different formal groupoids of smooth type, and morphisms of smooth type
between them. By making these constructions, we obtain: the nonabelian de Rham
cohomology, the nonabelian Dolbeault cohomology, the Hodge filtration (relating these
two via a deformation), the Gauss-Manin connection on the above, logarithmic homotopy
type and regular singularities of the Gauss-Manin connection, and Griffiths transversality.
In order to obtain these properties for the nonabelian cohomology and shape, one should
apply the general results of §10 below to the formal categories in the present section.
Most of these examples of formal categories are classical. In my own works on non-
abelian Hodge theory, they appeared as split almost polynomial sheaves of rings of dif-
ferential operators in [77](iii), and then as formal groupoids used for degree 1 nonabelian
Hodge theory in [77](vi). Of course they were all well-known before that.
The deformation between de Rham and Dolbeault homotopy type in the simply con-
nected (compact complex) case was defined by Neisendorfer and Taylor [70]. On the level
of cohomology, the interpretation of the Hodge filtration in terms of this deformation was
basically the subject of the article of Deninger [27]. For degree 1 nonabelian cohomology,
this deformation is Deligne’s space of λ-connections cf [77](i) and (vi).
Throughout this section the site in question is that of noetherian schemes over a field
k of characteristic zero, with the etale topology. We fix a value of n and look at n-stacks.
9.1 De Rham theory
Our first task is to construct the formal groupoid X → XDR. Suppose X is a smooth
projective variety. Define the 0-stack XDR by the formula
XDR(Y ) = X(Y
red).
It is easy to see that this is represented by the formal groupoid (X,NDR) where NDR is
the formal completion of the diagonal in X ×X . Note that NDR ×X NDR = NDR so the
identity map serves as multiplication. The fact that X is smooth means that the ideal
IDR defining the diagonal in NDR has I/I
2 = Ω1X locally free (note that the diagonal is
e(X)). The de Rham complex as defined above is thus of the form
OX
δDR→ Ω1X
δDR→ Ω2X
δDR→ . . . .
The differential δDR is equal to the usual de Rham differential d ([49] [9]).
If T is an n-stack then we define the nonabelian de Rham cohomology of X with
coefficients in T to be
Hom(XDR, T ).
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Here of course, as remarked in §3 above, T is assumed to be fibrant.
For the purposes of the paragraphs that follow we refer to the coefficient realm V P of
very presentable n-stacks. One could insert other realms from 4.4.1 instead.
If Xtop is simply connected then the de Rham shape
ShapeV P (XDR) : T 7→ Hom(XDR, T )
is representable (cf the more general discussion in §10 below), and we can think of the
representing n-stack rep(XDR) as being the “de Rham homotopy type” of X . This object
is a simply connected very presentable n-stack, so the higher homotopy sheaves
πi(rep(XDR))
are represented by finite dimensional vector spaces over the base field k. We can call these
vector spaces the “de Rham homotopy groups of X/k”.
In the simply connected case, Navarro Aznar [69] and Wojtkowiak [89] had indepen-
dently and with methods completely different from the present, defined “de Rham homo-
topy groups” of X/k which are k-vector spaces. We conjecture that there is a natural
isomorphism between the vector spaces we have constructed above, and those constructed
in [69] and [89]. (In fact I am not even sure if anyone has verified the compatibility between
these latter two constructions.) Over C, the de Rham homotopy groups are identified
with the complexified rational homotopy groups, so in this case one obtains all of the
compatibilities in question.
If X is not simply connected, the de Rham shape ShapeV P (XDR) will not in general
be representable, and the shape itself seems to be the only object which could justifiably
be called the “de Rham homotopy type” of X/k.
9.2 Dolbeault theory
Suppose again that X is a smooth projective variety. Put
XDol := K(T̂X/X, 1)→ X
equal to the classifying 1-stack for the sheaf of groups T̂X over X (which means the
formal completion of the tangent bundle TX along the zero-section). We have
Ω1X/XDol = Ω
1
X
so the terms in the de Rham complex for XDol are again Ω
i
X , but now the differential
is equal to zero. Thus the de Rham complex for XDol is what is habitually called the
(algebraic) Dolbeault complex for X .
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The case of nonabelian Dolbeault cohomology was discussed at some length in [77](xii)
and we refer the reader there.
If X is simply connected, then the representing n-stack rep(XDol) exists, and it is a
1-connected very presentable n-stack. In particular, the homotopy groups πi(rep(XDol))
are k-vector spaces.
For k = C the Dolbeault homotopy groups of X were defined By Neisendorfer and
Taylor [70]. Again, there is a compatibility question to show that their definition is the
same as ours.
9.3 Relative de Rham theory: the Gauss-Manin connection
Now suppose that X → S is a smooth morphism of smooth varieties. We obtain a
commutative square
X → XDR
↓ ↓
S → SDR.
We define the 0-stack
XDR/S := XDR ×SDR S.
We claim that this is again of smooth type. In fact, it comes from the formal category
NDR/S which is the formal completion of the diagonal in X ×S X . The fact that the map
is smooth means that this fiber product is smooth. The ideal defining the diagonal has
IDR/S/I
2
DR/S = Ω
1
X/S .
By looking at the morphism NDR/S → NDR we calculate that the differential of the de
Rham comples of NDR/S is again the standard de Rham differential of the relative de
Rham complex Ω·X/S .
If T is a very presentable n-stack on Sch/C, then we obtain the relative de Rham
cohomology
Hom(XDR/SDR, T )→ SDR.
Using the interpretation ofXDR → SDR as a cartesian family over SDR (5.5.2), the functor
T 7→ Hom(XDR/SDR, T ) may be viewed as a morphism of n+ 1-stacks
ShapeV P (XDR/SDR) : SDR → Hom(V P , V P ).
The pullback to S is the family of nonabelian de Rham cohomology functors of the fibers,
and the fact that this morphism descends to SDR is the Gauss-Manin connection.
If the fibers are simply connected then the very presentable shape is representable, so
we obtain an n-stack
rep(XDR/SDR)→ SDR
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representing the shape. Again, the fact that this is defined over SDR is the Gauss-Manin
connection on the de Rham homotopy type. In particular, taking homotopy groups we
obtain vector bundles with integrable connection
πi(rep(XDR/SDR)/SDR)→ SDR
(the fact that these are vector bundles follows from 10.8.6 below, using the comparison
between de Rham homotopy groups and complexified rational homotopy groups cf [77](v)
to verify that the dimensions are constant).
These are the de Rham homotopy groups with their integrable connections. We recover
the construction of Navarro-Aznar [69], up to the fact that we have not verified that our
construction is the same as his. (Over C, this compatibility follows a posteriori from
the fact that these connections have regular singularities, since a given flat bundle—in
this case, the bundle of complexified rational homotopy groups—has a unique algebraic
structure with regular singularities. However, this type of argument doesn’t show that
the structures of definition over a smaller field k ⊂ C, which exist here as well as in [69],
are the same.)
9.4 Logarithmic de Rham theory
Suppose first that X is a smooth curve, and let D ⊂ X be a divisor consisting of a
collection of isolated points. Then we define
XDR(logD) := BLD(XDR).
According to 8.4.5, the de Rham complex in this case is given by
Ω1X/XDR(logD) = Ω
1
X(D).
Now we use the curve case, direct products and glueing to define XDR(logD) for any
smooth variety X and divisor D with normal crossings. We work in the etale topology. If
P is a point of X , we will construct XDR(logD) in an etale neighborhood of P ; it will be
clear that these glue together to give XDR(logD) as a formal algebraic space. If P 6∈ D
then XDR(logD) = XDR even in a Zariski neighborhood of P . Suppose P is a point
contained in a components of the divisor D. For this we first treat the case Y = An, and
D is the union of the first a coordinate hyperplanes. Let
(Yi, Di) = (A
1, 0)
for i = 1, . . . , a and let Yi = A
1 with Di empty for i = a+1, . . . , n. Set Y = Y1× . . .×Yn,
and define
YDR(logD) := Y1,DR(logD1)× . . .× Ya,DR(logDa)× Ya+1,DR × . . .× Yn,DR.
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For a general P ∈ X , there is an etale neighborhood (X ′, D′) of P which is also an etale
neigborhood of 0 ∈ Y , and the above YDR(logD) pull back to give a formal category onX
′
which we can denote by X ′DR(logD
′). These pieces glue together (using etale glueing) to
give XDR(logD). The de Rham complex for this formal category is the usual logarithmic
de Rham complex. The tangent bundle T (X/XDR(logD)) is the subsheaf of T (X) of
tangent vector fields which are tangent to D.
9.5 Relative logarithmic de Rham theory
Suppose X and Y are smooth, and Y ⊂ X and D ⊂ S are divisors with normal
crossings, and f : X → S is a morphism. We say that f : (X, Y ) → (S,D) is a relative
normal crossings morphism if f is flat, f−1(D) is contained in Y , all components of Y
which don’t surject onto S are contained in f−1(D), and if there exist local holomorphic
coordinates xi upstairs and sj downstairs such that the divisors are defined by coordinate
functions and such that the map X → S is has coefficients sj which are monomials in the
xi.
Lemma 9.5.1 If f is a relative normal crossings morphism, then the induced morphism
of formal categories
XDR(log Y )→ SDR(logD)
is a morphism of smooth type.
Proof: If we write
sj =
∏
i
x
aij
i
then the induced morphism on differentials is
Ω1S(logD)|X → Ω
1
X(log Y )
given by
d log sj 7→
∑
aijd log xi.
This is a strict map of vector bundles because the matrix aij is of maximal rank (otherwise
the morphism X → S wouldn’t be onto and in particular wouldn’t be flat). ///
We call the relative nonabelian cohomology
Hom(XDR(log Y )/SDR(logD), T )
the relative logarithmic de Rham cohomology, and we call the shape
Shape(XDR(log Y )/SDR(logD)) : SDR(logD)→ Hom(nSTACK, nSTACK)
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the relative logarithmic de Rham shape of (X, Y )/(S,D).
Note that all of our previous situations (except the Dolbeault example) can be viewed
as particular examples, when some of the divisors involved are empty, when S = ∗, etc.
9.6 The Hodge filtration
We can apply the construction F 7→ Hodge(F) to all of the formal categories defined
above. In fact, it also applies to all of the morphisms of formal categories which we have
defined and which are of smooth type, by Corollary 8.6.2.
We recapitulate what this means in a complete situation encompassing many of the
above examples. Suppose f : (X, Y ) → (S,D) is a relative normal crossings morphism.
Then we obtain the morphism
Hodge(XDR(log Y ))→ Hodge(SDR(logD))
over A1. It is a morphism of smooth type, by Lemma 8.6.2.
The relative nonabelian cohomology
Hom(Hodge(XDR(log Y ))/Hodge(SDR(logD)), T )
with coefficients in some n-stack T (exactly which realm we take for the coefficients T
will become more clear in §10 below), contains all at once the Gauss-Manin connection
with its regular singularities and with Griffiths transversality for the Hodge filtration.
Restricting over 0 ∈ A1 yields the Kodaira-Spencer classes for deformation of the non-
abelian Dolbeault cohomology. Restricting over a singular point s ∈ D yields the “de
Rham monodromy action” on the “nearby cohomology”.
If we let the coefficient n-stack T vary, then the above fits into the relative shape map.
Again, all of the above information (Hodge filtration, Gauss-Manin connection, regularity,
Kodaira-Spencer classes etc.) for the de Rham shape is contained in the relative shape
map
Shape(Hodge(XDR(log Y ))/Hodge(SDR(logD)) :
Hodge(SDR(logD)→ Hom(nSTACK, nSTACK
′).
If R is a realm, then we obtain similarly the relative R-shape map
ShapeR(Hodge(XDR(log Y ))/Hodge(SDR(logD)),
and if A is another realm such that the relative R-shape takes answers in A then we
obtain
Shape
A
R(Hodge(XDR(log Y ))/Hodge(SDR(logD)) :
Hodge(SDR(logD)→ Hom(R,A
′).
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In §10 we will give a few examples of pairs of realms (R,A) such that this shape map
exists. For example (see 4.4.1 for the notations of realms) we get
Shape
V P loc
FV (Hodge(XDR(log Y ))/Hodge(SDR(logD)) :
Hodge(SDR(logD)→ Hom(FV , V P
loc)
(Theorem 10.5.1), and
Shape
V Gloc
FL (Hodge(XDR(log Y ))/Hodge(SDR(logD)) :
Hodge(SDR(logD)→ Hom(FL, V G
loc)
(Theorem 10.5.2).
In the case where the base is a point, the above is just the “Hodge filtration”. (In
the introduction, as well as in [77](vi), Hodge(XDR) was denoted by XHod.) The Hodge
filtration is Gm-equivariant so it gives a relative shape map defined on A
1/Gm. Thus, for
example, if X is a smooth projective variety then we obtain the Hodge filtration for the
de Rham shape of X
Shape
V P loc
FV (Hodge(XDR)/A
1) : A1/Gm → Hom(FV , V P
loc),
Shape
V Gloc
FL (Hodge(XDR)/A
1) : A1/Gm → Hom(FL, V G
loc).
The image of the point [1] ∈ A1/Gm is the shape of XDR, whereas the image of the point
[0] ∈ A1/Gm is the shape of XDol.
Suppose that X → S is a smooth projective morphism with simply connected fibers.
Then the relative AV -shape of Hodge(XDR) → Hodge(SDR) is representable, cf §6.4.
We obtain a representing n-stack
rep(Hodge(XDR)/Hodge(SDR))→ Hodge(SDR).
As we shall see in Corollary 10.8.5 using the criterion of geometricity 7.3.5, this repre-
senting n-stack is a 1-connected very presentable geometric n-stack over Hodge(SDR).
Again when S is a point, the representing n-stack (which is Gm-equivariant) is a
1-connected very presentable geometric n-stack
rep(Hodge(XDR)/A
1)/Gm → A
1/Gm.
This object is the Hodge filtration on the complex homotopy type of XDR. This object
existed long ago, essentially as soon as the rational homotopy type of X was calculated
using differential forms (because one has a “Hodge filtration” on the associated d.g.a.).
However, it was not clear in the d.g.a. point of view, exactly what type of object it was.
The above description gives a homotopically correct description of what type of object
the Hodge filtration is.
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10. Presentability and geometricity results
We now give our main results about nonabelian cohomology of formal categories.
These results are phrased in a general way. They apply directly to all of the formal cate-
gories constructed in the previous section, to give concrete results concerning nonabelian
Hodge theory, as was illustrated with a few statements at the end of the previous section.
The site in question in this section is G = Sch/k the site of noetherian schemes over a
field k of characteristic zero, with the etale topology. Where necessary, we fix a positive
integer n.
10.1 Notations
10.1.1—Hypothesis: Throughout this section, we will be considering the following
situation: let
X
p
→ F
↓ ↓ f
S
q
→ E
be a morphism of smooth type between two formal categories of smooth type. We assume
that the morphism X → S is projective. This assumption is in effect throughout the
present section unless specified otherwise.
10.1.2 We will be looking at realms R and A and we would like to show that
Shape
A
R(F/E)
exists, i.e. that the R-shape of F/E takes values in A, i.e. that
ShapeR(F/E) : E → Hom(R,A).
For shorthand, we write this condition as
R
Shape(F/E)
−→ A
Recall from 5.7.5, 5.7.6 the meaning of this statement. Consider F/E as corresponding
to a cartesian family, coming from a morphism [f ] : E → 1grSTACK. The arrow family
composed with the map [f ] is
Arr ◦ [f ] : Eo ×R→ ngrSTACK
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and we would like the image to lie in A. If Z ∈ G then it is a map
Eo(Z)× R(Z)→ ngrSTACK(Z)
defined as follows: for T ∈ R(Z) and ϕ ∈ Eo(Z) we take the pullback family
ϕ∗(F) = F ×E Z
(considered as a stack on G/Z) and look at
Hom(ϕ∗(F)/Z, T/Z) ∈ ngrSTACK(Z).
The problem is to see whether this ngr-stack on G/Z is in A(Z).
We recapitulate the previous paragraph in the following proposition:
Proposition 10.1.3 Suppose R and A are realms, and keep our notations of 10.1.1.
Suppose that for every Z ∈ G with morphism ϕ : Z → E , and for every T ∈ R(Z), the
nonabelian cohomology stack on G/Z
Hom(F ×E Z/Z, T/Z) ∈ n
grSTACK(Z),
lies in A(Z). Then
R
Shape(F/E)
−→ A.
///
10.1.4 We will treat the cases where R is one of the following realms (cf 4.4.1):
FL ⊂ FV ,
as well as the cases of the realms of simply connected stacks
AL ⊂ AG ⊂ AV .
The answer realms for Shape(F/S) will be (cf Theorems 10.5.1 and 10.5.2 below)
FV
Shape(F/E)
−→ V P loc,
FL
Shape(F/E)
−→ V Gloc.
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The fact that the answers may not be of finite type comes from the degree 1 cohomol-
ogy. Thus for the realms of simply connected stacks we obtain slightly better statements:
AV
Shape(F/E)
−→ V P ,
AG
Shape(F/E)
−→ V G,
AL
Shape(F/E)
−→ V G.
We treat the proofs of these first, before recalling what is necessary about degree 1 coho-
mology.
Another remark to be made here is that in the case of simply connected coefficients we
treat AG. This treatment is somewhat complicated and we only give a sketch of proof of
Theorem 10.3.3 below. It should be possible to do the same thing for FG but we haven’t
included this statement.
10.1.5 Caution: throughout this section, the term “local system” is used. See 4.9.9; this
only refers to the possible action of π1 of the base stack. Note that π1 here means e.g. the
local automorphism groups in a 1-stack; it does not mean the topological π1(X
top). Thus,
for example when the base is a 0-stack (a scheme for example), a “local system” just
means a sheaf. This notion of “local system” should not be confused with the differential-
geometric notion of “flat vector bundle” over a space Xtop (which was used in §2).
10.2 The abelian cohomology problem
In the present paper we don’t want to treat the problem of degree 1 cohomology with
coefficients in a general affine presentable group sheaf (which is why we restrict to e.g. FV
rather than CV ), but for future reference we would like the treatment of higher-degree
cohomology to be applicable even in the presence of degree 1 cohomology. Thus we will
consider a morphism T → R (typically R = τ≤1(T/S)) and look at the morphism
Hom(F/S, T/S)→ Hom(F/S,R/S).
The question is when this morphism will be of type A.
10.2.1 One important thing to point out is that it is impossible to have reasonable
results of the form we are looking for, for the stack of sections
Γ(F/S, T )
where T → F . Even in the case where F = X is a variety projective over S, and
T = K(V/X,m) for some coherent sheaf V on X , the stack of sections (which is basically
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the higher derived direct image complex Rf∗(V ) on S) doesn’t have nice properties. For
example its cohomology sheaves on S will not in general be vector sheaves (Hirschowitz
includes a counterexample which he ascribes to O. Gabber in [47]). Thus, it is crucial for
the results of the present section that the coefficient stack T comes from a stack over S.
In the somewhat relative situation T → R → S we will have to consider sections over
a morphism F → R, so for the same type of reason it will be essential here that R be
0-connected relative to S.
10.2.2 Both “answer” realms V G and V P are closed under extensions and finite limits.
Thus, when looking at a morphism T → R which is relatively 1-connected we can apply
Proposition 4.9.11 (see also Corollary 4.9.12). When starting with realms of coefficients
FL or FV , the Eilenberg-MacLane sheaves which enter in here are of the formK(L/R,m)
for L a local system of vector bundles (resp. local system of vector sheaves) on R. The
fact that R is 0-connected relative to S means that the pullback of L via η : F → R will
be locally in the etale topology of X , a pullback of a vector sheaf from S.
10.2.3 For the results starting with the realm FG, which is not closed under trunca-
tion, we cannot apply directly Proposition 4.9.11. Instead we apply the technique of §7.3
to decompose the coefficient stack T into a successive extension of K(C ·, m) for perfect
complexes C ·; then these are themselves successive extensions of K(L,m) for vector bun-
dles L. Thus in this case too, we are reduced to considering Eilenberg-MacLane sheaves
corresponding to local systems of vector bundles L over the base R. See the sketch of
proof of Theorem 10.3.3 below.
10.2.4 We are reduced to the following problem of abelian cohomology. Let L =
πk(T/R) as a local system on R. In all cases we want to treat, it is a local system
of vector sheaves on R. We suppose given an S-morphism η : F → R and then we have
to look at the cohomology complex
Rf∗(η
∗L)
on S. The problem is to see what properties this has.
There are two cases: (1) where L is locally free; then we would like the higher direct
image to be a perfect complex; and (2) where L is a local system of vector sheaves, in
this case we would like the cohomology sheaves on S to be vector sheaves.
So we get to the formulation of the following main statement.
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Theorem 10.2.5 Suppose f : F → S is a formal category over a base scheme S, with
X → S flat and projective as in 10.1.1. Suppose R → S is a relatively 0-connected ngr-
stack. Suppose L is a local system of vector sheaves on R. Suppose η : F → R is an
S-morphism. Then the cohomology sheaves
H i(F/S, η∗L)
are vector sheaves on S. Furthermore, if L is locally free then the higher direct image
complex
Rf∗(η
∗L)
is a perfect complex on S.
Proof: Let p : X → F be the projection from the underlying scheme to the formal
category F . According to the discussion in the previous chapter, the higher direct image
complex Rf∗(η
∗L) is calculated by the de Rham complex for X/F . To be precise, let
Z → S be a scheme mapping to S, and let XzarZ denote the Zariski site of XZ := X ×S Z.
The de Rham complex with coefficients in L pulls back to the de Rham complex for
FZ := F ×S Z, which we denote by Ω
·
XZ/FZ
(η∗ZL) and which is a complex of sheaves on
XzarZ .
Functorially in Z, the value of the higher direct image complex is identified as the
hypercohomology of XzarZ with coefficients in the de Rham complex:
Rf∗(η
∗L)(Z) = H(XzarZ ,Ω
·
XZ/FZ
(η∗ZL)).
The Hodge-to-de Rham spectral sequence, which is the same as the spectral sequence
for the de Rham complex with the stupid filtration, is
H i(XzarZ ,Ω
j
XZ/FZ
(η∗ZL))⇒ H
i+j(XzarZ ,Ω
·
XZ/FZ
(η∗ZL)).
By functoriality in Z this gives a spectral sequence (∗)
H i(X/S,ΩjX/F(η
∗L))⇒ Ri+jf∗(η
∗L).
An alternative method of obtaining the spectral sequence (∗) is to look at the Cˇech-
Alexander argument from the previous chapter and redo the same for the higher direct
image Rf∗ rather than for zar∗. The spectral sequence resulting from the filtration given
in the previous chapter for the Cˇech-Alexander complex, is then exactly (∗).
A slightly more precise statement is to say that the “Hodge filtration” upstairs (e.g.
the stupid filtration on the de Rham complex or alternatively the filtration defined in the
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previous chapter on the Cˇech-Alexander complex) yields a filtered complex (Rf∗(η
∗L), F ·)
and the associated-graded is
GrjFRf∗(η
∗L) ∼= R(pf)∗(Ω
j
X/F (η
∗L)).
Finally note that the component sheaves are identified by
ΩjX/F (η
∗L) = (η∗L|X)⊗OX Ω
j
X/F .
To interpret this formula note that the ΩjX/F are locally free sheaves of OX -modules; and
η∗L|X denotes the pullback of η
∗L, which is a local system on F , to X .
We can now prove the last statement of the theorem. If L is locally free then the
component sheaves ΩjX/F (η
∗L) are locally free sheaves on X . Included in the hypothesis
that (X,F) → S is of smooth type, is the hypothesis that X → S is flat. Therefore
(by Mumford’s argument [68]) the higher direct images R(pf)∗(Ω
j
X/F (η
∗L)) are perfect
complexes. Now Rf∗(η
∗L) is a successive extension of these perfect complexes, so it again
is a perfect complex. This gives the last statement of the theorem.
Suppose now that R is relatively 0-connected, that L is a local system of vector sheaves
on R, and that we pull back by an S-map F → R. Then
η∗L|X = (ηp)
∗(L).
The fact that R → S is relatively 0-connected means that by going to an etale covering
of S (and we can replace S by this etale covering without affecting the argument) we can
assume that there is a section ρ : S → R. Furthermore we can assume that the morphism
ηp : X → R
is equal to ρfp over an etale covering X ′ → X . Thus we are reduced to proving the
following statement:
Proposition 10.2.6 If X → S is a projective flat morphism, if V is a vector sheaf on S
and if L is a local system over X which is locally in the etale topology of X equivalent to
the pullback of V , then the H i(X/S, L) are vector sheaves on S.
This statement will be the subject of several lemmas which we now give; modulo the
proof of Proposition 10.2.6, this completes the proof of the theorem. ///
Lemmas for Proposition 10.2.6
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10.2.7—Hypotheses: Fix now the following situation: f : X → S is a projective flat
morphism of relative dimension d; and V is a vector sheaf on S. Let
η ∈ H1(Xet, Aut(V )|X)
be a cocycle on Xet with coefficients in the sheaf Aut(V ). Let L→ X be the associated
local system (i.e. sheaf) which is a vector sheaf over X , locally (on Xet) isomorphic to
the pullback of V .
With these hypotheses, we would like to show that the H i(X/S, L) are vector sheaves
on S. The following lemma shows that it suffices to prove this for the case of projective
space over S.
Lemma 10.2.8 (reduction to the case of Pd) Choose a finite flat projection
p : X → Y := PdS.
Let r be the degree of p. Then locally in the etale topology of Y , p∗(L) is isomorphic to
the pullback of V ⊕r. Furthermore,
H i(X/S, L) = H i(Y/S, p∗(L)).
Proof: Choose a point y ∈ Y , and denote by Y˜y the henselization of Y at y. The inverse
image decomposes as a disjoint union
p−1(Y˜y) =
⋃
i
Ui
where Ui are henselian in X , and where each projection
pi = Ui → Y˜y
is finite and flat of degree ri; and
∑
i ri = r. Over each Ui, L is isomorphic to the pullback
of V . For clarity, let g : Y → S denote the projection, and denote again by g or fi the
projections restricted to Y˜y or Ui respectively (so fi = gpi). Thus
L|Ui
∼= f ∗i (V ).
We get
pi,∗(L|Ui)
∼= pi,∗(f
∗
i (V )) = pi,∗p
∗
i (g
∗V )
= [pi,∗p
∗
i (OY )]⊗OY g
∗V
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(for typographical reasons we write OY instead of OY˜y in this formula). Now
pi,∗p
∗
i (OY )
∼= O⊕ri
Y˜y
so we get
pi,∗(L|Ui)
∼= g∗(V ⊕ri).
Putting these together over all Ui we get
p∗(L)|Y˜y = p∗(L|p−1(Y˜y))
∼= g∗(V ⊕r).
This shows that locally in the etale topology of Y , p∗(L) is isomorphic to the pullback of
V ⊕r.
The last statement of the lemma comes from the fact that p is finite: the higher direct
images of p vanish (one can see that this holds even for vector sheaf coefficients). ///
From now on we assume X = PdS. Recall that f is the projection to S. The next step
is to make use of the hypothesis that L is locally isomorphic to the pullback f ∗(V ). The
first step is to pass from triviality over an etale covering of X , to triviality on a Zariski
open covering of X .
Let
E := Hom(L, f ∗V )
be the local system of vector sheaves Hom on X . Let E in be the coherent sheaf mapping
to E with the property that the sections of E over any scheme which is etale over X , are
the same as the sections of E in. One can note that E and E in also have the property of
being, locally in the etale topology of X , pullbacks (respectively of a vector sheaf, of a
coherent sheaf) from S.
Fix an etale surjection X ′ → X such that V |X′ ∼= L|X′ , and let
ϕ ∈ H0(X ′, E|X′)
be the section giving our trivialization. Fix a point P ∈ X lifting to P ′ ∈ X ′.
Lemma 10.2.9 There is an integer k0 such that if k ≥ k0 and if ψ ∈ H
0(X ′, E|X′) is a
section such that
ψ|Spec(OX′/mkP ′)
= ϕ|Spec(OX′/mkP ′)
then ψ gives a trivialization V |X′′ ∼= L|X′′ over a Zariski open neighborhood P ∈ X
′′ ⊂ X ′.
Proof: Composition of endomorphisms is a bilinear map
End(V )× End(V )→ End(V ).
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Let F denote the coherent sheaf associated to the module of global sections of End(V ).
The above composition map induces a morphism
F ⊗O F → F .
We will find k such that for ψ as in the lemma, then
ε := 1− ψϕ−1 ∈ H0(X ′,mP ′F|X′).
This suffices to prove the lemma, because ε then restricts to a nilpotent element over
any artinian scheme centered at P ′, so ψϕ−1 = 1 − ε is invertible over any artinian
scheme; therefore it is invertible in the formal neighborhood of P ′ and hence by Artin
approximation invertible in some etale neighborhood.
To find the required k, choose an injection of vector sheaves
i : End(V ) →֒ F ′.
This induces a morphism of coherent sheaves j : F → F ′. Note that, while j is not
injective as a morphism of vector sheaves, it does induce an injection on modules of
global sections, in other words it is injective as a morphism of coherent sheaves in usual
sense (on the Zariski topology). The condition
ψ|Spec(OX′/mkP ′)
= ϕ|Spec(OX′/mkP ′)
means that ε restricts to 0 on Spec(OX′/m
k
P ′). Since i is an injection of vector sheaves, this
condition is equivalent to saying that i(ε) restricts to 0 on Spec(OX′/m
k
P ′), or equivalently
that i(ε) ∈mkP ′F
′.
Thus we have reduced the problem to the following one (we now consider ε as a section
of F). Given a morphism of coherent sheaves
j : F → F ′
which is injective in the usual (Zariski) sense, we would like to find an integer k such that
j(ε) ∈mkP ′F
′ ⇒ ε ∈mP ′F .
The existence of such a k is an easy consequence of Krull’s lemma: apply Krull to the
module F ′/mP ′j(F). We obtain that⋂
k
(mkP ′F
′ +mP ′j(F)) = mP ′j(F).
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Therefore, ⋂
k
[(mkP ′F
′ +mP ′j(F)) ∩ j(F)] = mP ′j(F).
But this latter intersection is an intersection of vector spaces lying between mP ′j(F) and
j(F); since the dimension of the quotient vector space j(F)/mP ′j(F) is finite, it follows
that the intersection stops at a finite stage, in other words there is k0 such that for k ≥ k0
we have
[(mkP ′F
′ +mP ′j(F)) ∩ j(F)] ⊂mP ′j(F).
This gives the desired property. ///
Corollary 10.2.10 There is a Zariski open neighborhood P ∈ U ⊂ X and a trivialization
V |U ∼= L|U .
Proof: Note that ϕ is actually a section of the coherent sheaf E in over X ′. Thus it can
be approximated by sections of E in on X . In other words, we can choose a Zariski open
neighborhood P ∈ U ′ ⊂ X and a section ψ ∈ H0(U, E|U) approximating ϕ to order k at
P ′, i.e. with
ψ|Spec(OX/mkP ) = ϕ|Spec(OX′/mkP ′ )
Note here that
Spec(OX/m
k
P )
∼= Spec(OX′/m
k
P ′)
because X ′ → X is etale at P ′. By the above lemma, ψ restricts to a trivialization on
some neighborhood P ⊂ X ′′ ⊂ X ′ ∩ p−1(U ′). Let U be the image of X ′′ in U ′; then ψ
gives a trivialization over U . ///
This corollary says that L is locally in the Zariski topology isomorphic to f ∗(V ).
Continuing with the notation of this corollary, we can assume that U = X − D where
D is a Cartier divisor relative to S. Our section ψ may be considered as a meromorphic
section of a coherent sheaf E in on X , and as such it has poles of a finite order along D.
Similarly, the inverse of ψ also may be considered as a meromorphic section having
poles of finite order along D. Therefore, L is defined by a cocycle in the Zariski topology,
with coefficients in Aut(V ), and having poles of a finite order.
Lemma 10.2.11 There is an integer r and a bounded family B of vector bundles of rank
≤ r such that the following holds. If A→ S is any morphism from an artinian scheme of
finite type over k and if a : A → Spec(k) denotes the projection (here k is our base field
which we assume to be algebraically closed of characteristic zero), then
a∗(LA)→ P
d
k
is a vector bundle on Pdk with the property that it has a filtration whose subquotients are
vector bundles of rank ≤ r members of the bounded family B.
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Proof: For any A, the bundle a∗(LA) is a twisted version of the vector space V (A), defined
by a cocycle with coefficients in Aut(V )(A). This cocycle is the image of the cocycle with
coefficients in Aut(V ) which defines L. From the previous discussion, we may assume
that this cocycle has component functions which have divisors of poles of degree ≤ m0.
This implies, for example, that the bundle a∗(LA) and its dual, are generated by global
sections after twisting by OX(m) for m ≥ m0.
To get the filtration in question, we will construct a filtration of the module VA =
V (A) which is invariant under Aut(V )(A), and whose subquotients have rank ≤ r. This
filtration then induces a filtration of a∗(LA), since LA is defined by a cocycle in Aut(V )(A).
Furthermore, the cocycle is defined in the Zariski topology by functions whose divisors
of poles have degree less than m, so the same will hold for the cocycles defining the
subquotients in the filtration. Note that the open covering for the cocycle description is
fixed independent of A; and the vector bundles of rank r described by cocycles having
poles of degree less than m, with respect to a fixed covering, form our bounded family B
which contains the subquotients in the filtrations.
We now construct the required filtration of V (A). Choose a sequence of ideals Ij ⊂
O(A) with I1 = mA and Ij+1 ⊂ Ij such that Ij/Ij+1 ∼= O(A)/mA as an O(A)-module.
Choose an injection
0→ V → F
of vector sheaves, with F a coherent sheaf (this injection is chosen independently of A).
Recall from [77](vii) and (xii) that the cotensor product ⊗O is left exact; but that on
coherent sheaves it coincides with the usual tensor product. Thus we obtain an injection
(of vector sheaves over A)
0→ V |A ⊗
O (OA/Ij)→ F|A ⊗O (OA/Ij).
Let VA,j denote the kernel of
V (A)→ [V |A ⊗
O (OA/Ij)](A).
Similarly, let FA,j denote the kernel of
F(A)→ [F|A ⊗O (OA/Ij)](A).
Note however that
FA,j = Ij · F(A) ⊂ F(A).
We have
VA,j = V (A) ∩ FA,j ⊂ F(A).
The subquotients of the filtration VA,j are subobjects of the subquotients of the filtration
FA,j; but this latter filtration has subquotients which are of length ≤ rA where rA =
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dim(F/mAF). Let r be the maximum of the rA; it is the maximal dimension of a fiber of
F , which is bounded independently of A. The subquotients of the filtration VA,j on the
module V (A), are of length ≤ r. Finally we note that the filtration VA,j is intrinsically
defined, so it is invariant under Aut(V )(A). (This is in spite of the fact that the injection
V → F is not intrinsic). Thus we have constructed the required filtration. ///
Lemma 10.2.12 In the above situation (and fixing D ⊂ X equal to the hyperplane at
infinity), there is m0 so that for m ≥ m0 and all i > 0 we have
H i(X/S, L(mD)) = 0.
Furthermore, for any m ≥ m0 there is m1 such that for m
′ ≥ m1, we have an inclusion
0→ H0(X/S, L)→ H0(mD/S, L|mD)
whose image is the same as the image of
H0(m′D/S, L|m′D)→ H
0(mD/S, L|mD).
Proof: By standard arguments with Artin approximation and Krull’s lemma, it suffices
to obtain these properties (with m0 and m1(m) uniform) for all vector bundles of the
form a∗(LA) for artinian schemes of finite type a : A→ Spec(k) with morphisms A→ S.
Furthermore, these properties are invariant under taking extensions. Lemma 10.2.11 says
that there is a bounded family B of vector bundles such that any a∗(LA) has a filtration
with subquotients in this bounded family. We can find m0 and m1(m) as necessary for
the bounded family B, and then the required properties follow for the a∗(LA) which are
successive extensions of bundles in B. ///
Proof of Proposition 10.2.6
As stated above we may assume that X = PdS. Proceed by induction on d (the state-
ment being automatic if d = 0). In the situation of the preceding lemma, the inductive
hypothesis (plus the fact that vector sheaves are closed under kernel, cokernel and ex-
tension) implies that the terms H0(mD/S, L|mD) and H
0(m′D/S, L|m′D) which appear
are themselves vector sheaves. The image of the map between them is therefore a vector
sheaf, so this shows that H0(X/S, L) is a vector sheaf. It follows that the same is true of
H0(X/S, L(mD)) (because the same hypotheses apply to L(mD)). Now a descending in-
duction on m starting with m ≥ m0, using the hypothesis that the statement is known in
dimension d− 1 and preservation of the category of vector sheaves under kernel, cokernel
and extension, shows that the H i(X/S, L(mD)) are vector sheaves for all m. ///
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We reiterate that the proposition is not true if L is an arbitrary vector sheaf over X ,
see O. Gabber’s counterexample in Hirschowitz [47].
10.3 The main results for simply connected coefficient stacks
Recall from 4.4.1 the definition of the realm AV . An ngr-stack T on G/X is in AV (X)
if and only if π0(T ) = π1(T ) = ∗, and the πi(T ) (which are now well-defined as sheaves
on X) are vector sheaves on X for i ≥ 2. Note that this means that for any Y → X the
πi(T |G/Y ) are also vector sheaves on Y because they are just the pullbacks of the πi(T )
from X (this type of statement is not true in general but it is true here due to the fact
that T is connected so there is no choice of basepoint).
Theorem 10.3.1 Suppose (X,F)→ (S, E) is a morphism of smooth type between formal
categories of smooth type, such that X → S is projective. Then the AV -shape of F/E
takes values in V P , i.e.
ShapeAV (F/E) : E → Hom(AV , V P ),
which we have written above as
AV
Shape(F/E)
−→ V P .
Proof: Apply Proposition 10.1.3. Suppose Z → E is a morphism from a scheme. Then
F ×E Z → Z is a formal category of smooth type over the base scheme Z, itself satisfying
the hypotheses 10.1.1. Suppose T ∈ AV (Z). This means that T is a relatively 1-connected
ngr-stack on G/Z, with higher homotopy groups being vector sheaves. Since T is simply
connected, the higher homotopy local systems are actually vector sheaves pulled back
from Z. We apply Corollary 4.9.12 with
R = A = F ×E Z
and B = Z. What is called T in Corollary 4.9.12 is, in terms of our notations, T ×Z R.
The local systems Lk which enter into the statement of Corollary 4.9.12 are pullbacks
to R of the πi(T/Z), thus (by the definition of AV ) the L
k are pullbacks to R of vector
sheaves on Z.
The realm V P is closed under extension and finite limits, by Lemma 6.1.1.
Note also that pulling back to another Y ∈ G as needed in Corollary 4.9.12 (what
was denoted by X in Corollary 4.9.12, we denote by Y in the present phrase so as not
to confuse it with the X of 10.1.1) amounts just to another pullback of the same form as
Z so we can ignore it (i.e. assume Y = Z). Furthermore the section η : A :→ R = A is
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unique, equal to the identity. By Theorem 10.2.5, the cohomology sheaves of the direct
image complex
RfZ,∗(L
k)
are vector sheaves on Z. This implies that the Dold-Puppe of this complex is a very
presentable n-stack on G/Z, i.e. is in V P (Z). By Corollary 4.9.12, we get that the
morphism
Γ(A/B, T ×Z R) = Hom(F ×E Z/Z, T/Z)→ Γ(A/B,R) = Z
is of type V P . In other words, Hom(F ×E Z/Z, T/Z) is a very presentable n-stack over
Z.
Plugging this statement back into Proposition 10.1.3, we obtain the desired statement
that
AV
Shape(F/E)
−→ V P .
///
Recall from 4.4.1 the definition of the realm AL which is similar to AV but with vector
sheaves replaced by locally free sheaves. An ngr-stack T on G/X is in AL(X) if and only
if π0(T ) = π1(T ) = ∗ and the πi(T ) are locally free sheaves on X for i ≥ 2. Again these
latter are well-defined because T is simply connected, and being locally free sheaves on
X implies that the πi(T |G/Y ) are locally free on Y for any Y → X .
Theorem 10.3.2 Suppose (X,F)→ (S, E) is a morphism of smooth type between formal
categories of smooth type, such that X → S is projective. Then the AL-shape of F/E
takes values in the realm of geometric very presentable n-stacks V G, i.e.
ShapeAL(F/E) : E → Hom(AL, V G),
which we have written above as
AL
Shape(F/E)
−→ V G.
Proof: The same as the proof of Theorem 10.3.1. Use the statement of Lemma 7.1.2
that V G is closed under extensions and finite limits. By the definition of AL, the local
systems Lk which enter into Corollary 4.9.12 are pullbacks of vector bundles on Z; and
Theorem 10.2.5 then gives that the higher direct image complexes are perfect complexes,
so their Dold-Puppe are geometric (and also very presentable) n-stacks. Again, plugging
into Proposition 10.1.3, we obtain the statement that
AL
Shape(F/E)
−→ V G.
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We now give the statement for coefficients in AG. Recall that this realm is the sub-
realm of AV consisting of objects which are geometric (it contains AL). The proof the
following theorem is somewhat more complicated than the previous ones, and we only
sketch the idea here.
Theorem 10.3.3 Suppose (X,F)→ (S, E) is a morphism of smooth type between formal
categories of smooth type, such that X → S is projective. Then the AG-shape of F/E
takes values in the realm of geometric very presentable n-stacks V G, i.e.
ShapeAG(F/E) : E → Hom(AG, V G),
which we have written above as
AG
Shape(F/E)
−→ V G.
Sketch of proof: We can’t directly apply a Postnikov argument such as Corollary 4.9.12
because the geometric n-stacks aren’t closed under truncation. However, the technique of
§7.3 does permit us approximately to decompose a simply connected geometric n-stack
T over Z, into components which are Eilenberg-MacLane stacks for vector bundles. We
have obtained a sequence of morphisms giving fibration sequences of the form
Ti+1 → Ti → Σi,
starting with T0 = T . The Σi are Dold-Puppe of perfect complexes over Z. Eventually the
Ti become highly connected. On the other hand, F/E has finite cohomological dimension,
so eventually the Ti become irrelevant. (To make this argument precise one again has to
do something similar to what was done in §7.3 using truncation, the notion of “almost-
geometric”, and Lemma 7.3.1.
In sum, it suffices to treat the cohomology of F/E with coefficients in Σi. But now we
can decompose a perfect complex into a successive extension of vector bundles, which gives
a decomposition of Σi into extensions of Eilenberg-MacLane stacks of the form K(L,m)
for vector bundles L on Z. Now, as shown by Theorem 10.2.5, the cohomology of F/E
with coefficients in K(L,m) is the Dold-Puppe of a perfect complex, so it is geometric.
Again, apply closure of V G under extensions to complete the proof. ///
10.4 Degree 1 cohomology with flat linear coefficients
We next want to extend the previous results to the case of coefficient stacks T in the
realms FV , FL, and (again with only a sketch of the proof) FG. The main additional
ingredient necessary to do this is an analysis of degree 1 cohomology with coefficients in
affine flat group schemes. We discuss this briefly here.
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10.4.1 We start with the following definition. If S is a scheme, a linear group scheme
over S is a group scheme G → S such that locally in the etale topology of S, G embeds
as a closed subgroup scheme of some GL(E) for a finite rank vector bundle E over S.
Note that a linear group scheme is automatically affine and of finite type over S.
Generally we will impose the extra condition that it be flat.
Conjecture 10.4.2 Any flat affine group scheme of finite type G→ S is linear.
This is of course true if S = Spec(k). In order to prove it in general one would seem to
need an equivariant version of Deligne-Lazard and I don’t know whether such a theorem
is available. Thus, in a relative situation we will work only with linear group schemes.
10.4.3 Suppose X → F → S is a projective morphism from a formal category of smooth
type, to a base scheme S. Suppose G is a flat linear group scheme over S. We will look
at the moduli 1-stack
M(F/S,G) := Hom(F/S,K(G/S, 1))→ S
for principal G-bundles over F .
Proposition 10.4.4 The moduli stack M(F/S,G) is an Artin algebraic stack locally of
finite type over S.
Proof: We may choose an embedding G ⊂ GL(E) with E = OrS, possibly by localizing in
the etale topology of S. We get a morphism
M(F/S,G)→M(F/S,GL(E)).
10.4.5 As stated in 8.2.5 and 8.3.1, there is a split almost-polynomial sheaf of rings of
differential operators Λ on X/S, such that local systems on F are the same thing as Λ-
modules. (For example if F = XDR then Λ = DX is the usual sheaf of rings of differential
operators on X .) In particular, M(F/S,GL(E)) is the moduli stack of rank Λ-modules
on X/S which are locally free of rank r over OX .
The same type of Hilbert scheme construction as used in [77](iii) I Theorem 3.8 works
for any Λ modules rather than just semistable ones; for any open subfunctor of the moduli
functor which is bounded, one obtains a parametrizing Hilbert scheme; and the quotient
by the relevant group action is an Artin algebraic stack of finite type. As the moduli
functor can be exhausted by open subfunctors, this shows that M(F/S,GL(E)) is an
Artin algebraic stack locally of finite type.
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10.4.6 We now have to go from GL(E) to G. Note that we have a fibration sequence
relative to S,
(GL(E)/G)→ K(G/S, 1)→ K(GL(E)/S, 1).
This allows us to identify the fiber of
Hom(F/S,K(G/S, 1))→ Hom(F/S,K(GL(E)/S, 1)).
To be precise, proceed as follows: there is a universal principal GL(E)-bundle P on
F ×S M(F/S,GL(E))→M(F/S,GL(E)).
The bundle associated to P and the action of GL(E)/G is a morphism
Red(G/GL(E);P ) := (GL(E)/G)×GL(E) P → F ×S M(F/S,GL(E)).
This morphism is representable and smooth in the sense that if Z is a scheme mapping
to the 1-stack F ×S M(F/S,GL(E)) then the morphism
Red(G/GL(E);P )×F×SM(F/S,GL(E)) Z → Z
is a smooth morphism between algebraic spaces (indeed it is just the bundle associated
to the principal bundle P pulled back to Z).
10.4.7 We have the formula
M(F/S,G) = Γ(F ×S M(F/S,GL(E))/M(F/S,GL(E)), Red(G/GL(E);P )),
as a 1-stack lying over M(F/S,GL(E)).
10.4.8 Suppose Y is a scheme with a smooth surjective map
a : Y →M(F/S,GL(E)).
Then the map
Y ×M(F/S,GL(E)) M(F/S,G)→M(F/S,G)
is again smooth and surjective. Thus to prove that the target M(F/S,G) is an Artin
algebraic stack locally of finite type, it suffices to prove that for a map a, the pullback
Y ×M(F/S,GL(E)) M(F/S,G)
is an algebraic space locally of finite type. The formula 10.4.7 gives
Y ×M(F/S,GL(E)) M(F/S,G) = Γ(F ×S Y ;Red(G/GL(E);PY ))
where PY is the principal bundle P pulled back to F ×S Y .
The lemma which follows (which is basically the “Douady space”) will therefore com-
plete the proof of the proposition. ///
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Lemma 10.4.9 Suppose F → S is a projective morphism of smooth type from a formal
category of smooth type to a base scheme S. Suppose W → F is a morphism of 1-stacks
such that W ×F X → X is a smooth morphism of algebraic spaces of finite type. Then
Γ(F/S,W )→ S
is an algebraic space locally of finite type over S.
Proof: This is a variant of the “Douady space” of maps. The algebraic-space version of
the Douady space gives an Artin algebraic space locally of finite type
Γ(X/S,W )→ S.
Furthermore, if N (1) denotes the first infinitesimal neighborhood of e(X) in the morphism
object N of the formal category F , then the two projections s, t : N (1) → X induce two
morphisms
Γ(X/S,W )
→
→ Γ(N (1)/S,W ).
The targets of these morphisms are again Artin algebraic spaces locally of finite type
(note that N (1) is flat over S). Finally, our Γ(F/S,W ) is just the equalizer of these two
morphisms, so it is an algebraic space locally of finite type. ///
10.5 Results for coefficient stacks with flat linear group schemes in
degree 1
Recall from 4.4.1 the definition of the realm FV . An ngr-stack T on G/X is in FV (X)
if and only if π0(T ) = ∗, π1(T, t) is a flat linear group scheme (over an etale covering of
X where the basepoint t exists), and the πi(T ) (which are etale-locally defined as sheaves
on X) are vector sheaves on X for i ≥ 2.
Theorem 10.5.1 Suppose (X,F)→ (S, E) is a morphism of smooth type between formal
categories of smooth type, such that X → S is projective. Then the FV -shape of F/E
takes values in V P loc, i.e.
ShapeFV (F/E) : E → Hom(FV , V P
loc).
Proof: We follow the same outline of proof as 10.3.1.
First apply Proposition 10.1.3. Suppose Z → E is a morphism from a scheme. Then
F ×E Z → Z is a formal category of smooth type over the base scheme Z, itself satisfying
the hypotheses 10.1.1. Suppose T ∈ FV (Z). By localizing over the base we can assume
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that there is a basepoint section t : Z → T . Let G = π1(T, t) which is a flat linear group
scheme over Z. We have
τ≤1(T ) = K(G/Z, 1).
On the other hand note (by8.6.1) that F×E Z → Z is a morphism from a formal category
of smooth type, to the base scheme Z. By Lemma 10.4.9,
Hom(F ×E Z/Z,K(G/Z, 1)/Z) =M(F ×E Z/Z,G)
is an algebraic stack locally of finite type. In particular it is in GEloc(Z) ⊂ PEloc(Z).
The automorphism group schemes of this algebraic 1-stack are affine. Therefore it is in
V Gloc(Z) ⊂ V P loc(Z). In view of the closure of V P loc under extensions, in order to finish
the proof it suffices to show that the morphism
Hom(F ×E Z/Z, T/Z)→ Hom(F ×E Z/Z,K(G/Z, 1)/Z)
is of type V P .
For this we can apply Corollary 4.9.12 with
A = F ×E Z
and B = Z. Differently from the case of the proof of 10.3.1, here we put
R = A×Z K(G/Z, 1).
Put the T of Corollary 4.9.12 equal to our T ×Z A. Then the morphism Γ(A/B, f) of
4.9.12 is the same as our morphism above. The local systems η∗Lk which appear are again
locally (in the etale topology of the scheme mapping to A) pullbacks of vector sheaves
from Z. The same application as in the proof of 10.3.1, using Theorem 10.2.5, completes
the proof that Γ(A/B, f) is of type V P . ///
Recall from 4.4.1 the definition of the realm FL which is similar to FV but with
vector sheaves in degrees ≥ 2 replaced by locally free sheaves. An ngr-stack T on G/X
is in FL(X) if and only if π0(T ) = ∗, π1(T, t) is a flat linear group scheme locally over
X where the basepoint is defined, and the πi(T, t) are locally free sheaves on X (again,
locally in the etale topology where the basepoint is defined) for i ≥ 2.
Theorem 10.5.2 Suppose (X,F)→ (S, E) is a morphism of smooth type between formal
categories of smooth type, such that X → S is projective. Then the FL-shape of F/E
takes values in the realm of locally geometric very presentable n-stacks V Gloc, i.e.
ShapeFL(F/E) : E → Hom(FL, V G
loc).
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Proof: Combine the proofs of 10.3.2 and 10.5.1. ///
10.6 A simpler statement for nonabelian cohomology
The above statements being somewhat complex, we extract here the simpler statement
for nonabelian cohomology with coefficients in a connected very presentable n-stack T (cf
3.7.5 4.4.4).
Theorem 10.6.1 Suppose (X,F)→ (S, E) is a morphism of smooth type between formal
categories of smooth type, such that X → S is projective. Suppose T is a connected very
presentable ngr-stack over Spec(k), i.e. an n-stack with π0 = ∗, π1 an affine algebraic
group scheme of finite type, and the πi being vector spaces for i ≥ 2. Then the nonabelian
cohomology ngr-stack
Hom(F/E , T )→ E
is relatively a locally geometric very presentable ngr-stack over E , i.e. the corresponding
cartesian family is a morphism
E → V Gloc.
Proof: This is just a restatement of what was said above. The reader may follow out the
proofs of 10.3.1, 10.3.2, 10.5.1 restricting to this case to simplify. ///
The above theorems apply directly to all of the morphisms of formal categories F → E
related to Hodge theory, which were constructed in §9.
10.6.2—Remark: One can define a realm FP ⊂ 1grSTACK as follows: for a scheme
X , set FP(X) equal to the 2-category of projective formal schemes of smooth type over
X . The above results can then be interpreted as saying that certain triples (FP, R, A)
are well-chosen in the sense of 3.4.2. Notably, we have that the following triples are
well-chosen:
(FP, AV , V P ),
(FP, AL, V G),
(FP, FV , V P loc),
(FP, FL, V Gloc).
10.7 Semistability
Ideally, one should integrate into the above discussion a notion of “semistability” for
degree 1 cohomology. We haven’t done this, because in the present paper we are mostly
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looking at the effect of higher-degree cohomology. Very briefly, what needs to be done
is as follows. Suppose F → Z is a morphism of smooth type from a formal category
of smooth type to a base scheme Z. If G → Z is a flat linear group scheme, then the
nonabelian cohomology 1-stack
Hom(F/Z,K(G/Z, 1))
contains an open substack which could be denoted Homse(F/Z,K(G/Z, 1)), consisting of
principal G-bundles over F which are semistable and—say—with vanishing Chern classes.
This semistable cohomology stack has better properties, for example it is much closer
to being separated. Recall from [77](i), (vi) that in the case Z = A1 and F = XHod :=
Hodge(XDR), this open subset of semistable objects with vanishing Chern classes was
used as the “Hodge filtration” on the cohomology of XDR.
Now if T → Z is a coefficient n-stack in one of the realms FV or FL, let G = π1(T/Z).
We have a morphism
Hom(F/Z, T )→ Hom(F/Z,K(G/Z, 1)).
Define Homse(F/Z, T ) to be the inverse image under this morphism of the open substack
Homse(F/Z,K(G/Z, 1)).
If F → E is a morphism of smooth type between formal categories of smooth type, we
obtain similarly an open substack
Homse(F/E , T ) ⊂ Hom(F/E , T ).
As T varies, we obtain a “semistable shape” which could be denoted
ShapeFV (F/E , se) : E → Hom(FV , V P ).
Note that the semistable open substack of the degree 1 cohomology stack is of finite type
(since we included vanishing of Chern classes in the definition) so the answer realm here
is V P rather than just V P loc.
It is the semistable shape which should really be used in defining the Hodge filtration,
regular singularity of the Gauss-Manin connection, etc. One can note that for F = XDR
(and even in the relative “Gauss-Manin” situation where E = SDR) the semistability and
vanishing of Chern classes are automatic, so the semistable shape is the same as the whole
shape. However, for Dolbeault cohomology (i.e. over 0 ∈ A1) they are no longer the same.
Developing the above remarks in a precise way would require a thorough understand-
ing of semistability for principal G-bundles where G is a flat linear (but not necessarily
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constant) group scheme. This should be possible using the techniques of [77](iii) and
other authors, but that would get beyond the scope of the present paper.
10.8 Results on the representing stacks
Here we translate the above results into results about the n-stacks rep(F/S) repre-
senting the AV -shape of F/S (see §6.4). The representing n-stacks exist essentially only
in the cases where classical rational homotopy theory can do the job, for example in the
simply connected case. In this section we restrict to the hypothesis H1(F/S,O) = 0. The
newness of the present treatment resides in the fact that it avoids a whole lot of calcula-
tions with d.g.a.’s and in so doing, allows us to go to the full level of homotopy-coherence
for the Gauss-Manin connection of Navarro-Aznar [69] for example. Apart from this ad-
vantage, everything we say here is essentially already known e.g. by Navarro-Aznar’s
paper.
Refer to §6.4 for notations and results concerning rep(F/S).
10.8.1—Hypothesis: Suppose that X → F
p
→ S is a morphism from a formal
category of smooth type to a base scheme S, and suppose that X → S is flat and
projective, i.e. f is a projective morphism of smooth type of formal categories.
Lemma 10.8.2 In the situation 10.8.1, let
Rp∗(Ω
·
X/F )
denote the higher direct image of the de Rham complex. It is a perfect complex on S, and
if V is a vector sheaf on S then
H i(F/S, V ) = H i(V ⊗OS Rp∗(Ω
·
X/F )).
Proof: It is well-known that the higher direct image of a perfect complex by a flat mor-
phism is again perfect, see [68] for example. This works even for complexes where the dif-
ferentials are not O-linear, because the spectral sequence for hypercohomology expresses
the higher direct image complex as a successive extension.
For the second statement, we use the argument that was sketched at the end of §8.3
and which was made precise at the start of the proof of Theorem 10.2.5. Namely, we get
functorially in Z → S, the formula
H i(F/S, V )(Z) = Hi(XzarZ , LZ ⊗OXZ Ω
·
XZ/FZ
),
for L the local system on F pull-back of the local system V on S. (This formula is the
same as the first displayed formula in the proof of 10.2.5.)
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The hypercohomology can be calculated by a Cˇech complex for a fixed affine open
covering of X , and from this formula (and the fact that the components of the de Rham
complex are localy free) it is easy to see that tensoring before taking the hypercohomology
is the same as first taking the higher-derived direct image of the de Rham complex and
then tensoring with V and then taking the cohomology. Thus we obtain, again functorially
in Z,
H i(F/S, V )(Z) = H i(VZ ⊗OZ RpZ,∗(Ω
·
XZ/FZ
))
where pZ : XZ → Z is the projection (base-change of p). This formula functorially in Z,
is equivalent to the formula in the statement of the lemma. ///
Corollary 10.8.3 In the situation 10.8.1, for any vector sheaf V on S the cohomology
H i(F/S, V ) is a vector sheaf, and the the endofunctor V 7→ H i(F/S, V ) on the category
of vector sheaves over S, is anchored (cf 6.4.5).
Proof: If L· is a perfect complex, then the H i(V ⊗OSL
·) are vector sheaves (this by the clo-
sure of the category of vector sheaves under kernel, cokernel and extension). Furthermore,
it follows from 6.4.6 that the functor
V 7→ H i(V ⊗OS L
·)
is anchored. ///
Corollary 10.8.4 In the situation 10.8.1, suppose that for every point z : Spec(k(z))→
S, H0(Fz,O) = OSpec(k(z)) and H
1(Fz,O) = 0. Then for any vector sheaf V on S, we
have that H0(F/S, V ) = V and H1(F/S, V ) = 0.
Proof: Let L· denote the higher direct image of the de Rham complex appearing in 10.8.2.
Let L
·
denote the cone of the map
OS → L
·
(the bar notation is because this calculates reduced cohomology). The hypothesis of the
current corollary implies that L
·
is exact over every point of S, in degrees 0 and 1. Note
that L
·
is a perfect complex bounded below. Realize it as a complex of vector bundles
(we might have to localize on S for this). Suppose that the first nonzero term is L
i
. If
i ≤ 1 then the morphism
L
i
→ L
i+1
has the property that it is injective over each fiber. Thus it is a strict morphism of vector
bundles, so the quotient
L
i+1
/L
i
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is again a vector bundle. In this way we can replace L
·
by a quasiisomorphic complex
starting in degree i + 1. Applying this argument inductively, we can replace L
·
by a
quasiisomorphic perfect complex M · starting in degree 2. Now
H
i
(F/S, V ) = H i(V ⊗OS M
·)
where H
i
denotes the reduced cohomology (dividing by V in degree 0). Thus the reduced
cohomology vanishes in degrees ≤ 1 as required. ///
Corollary 10.8.5 Suppose that F → E is a projective morphism of smooth type between
formal categories of smooth type. Suppose that for every point z : Spec(k(z)) → E ,
H0(Fz,O) = OSpec(k(z)) and H
1(Fz,O) = 0. Then the representing object for the AV -
shape of F/S exists,
F → rep(F/E)→ E .
Furthermore rep(F/E)→ E is a 1-connected geometric very presentable morphism, cor-
responding to a morphism
E → AG.
Proof: Note that for any scheme Z → E , the morphism
FZ := F ×E Z → Z
satisfies the hypothesis 10.8.1. In particular, 10.8.3 applies. Furthermore, the hypotheses
of the present corollary imply those of the previous corollary for FZ → Z, since base-
change by a point z : Spec(k(z)) → Z is the same thing as base-change of F → E by
the composed point Spec(k(z)) → E . By 10.8.3 and 10.8.4, we obtain the hypotheses
necessary to apply Corollary 6.4.10, giving the existence of rep(F/E).
We now prove that the morphism rep(F/E) → E is a 1-connected geometric very
presentable morphism. This statement means that for a map from a scheme Z → E , the
object
rep(FZ/Z) = rep(F/E)×E Z
should be geometric over Z. For this, apply Corollary 7.5.2 (which is basically just an
application of the criterion of Theorem 7.3.5). Note that the higher direct image complex
RpZ,∗(O) (where pZ : FZ → Z is the projection) is the same as the higher direct image
of the de Rham complex of FZ . This direct image is a perfect complex by 10.8.2. Thus
Corollary 7.5.2 applies to show that rep(FZ/Z) is geometric over Z. The representing
stack corresponds to a morphism
rep(F/E) : E → AG.
///
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Corollary 10.8.6 Suppose that F → E is a projective morphism of smooth type between
formal categories of smooth type. Suppose that the scheme S underlying the formal cat-
egory E , is integral. Suppose that for every point z : Spec(k(z)) → E , H0(Fz,O) =
OSpec(k(z)) and H
1(Fz,O) = 0. Suppose furthermore that for every i ≥ 2, the dimensions
of the homotopy group vector-spaces
z 7→ dimk(z)πi(rep(Fz/Spec(k(z))))
are constant as functions of z. Then the homotopy group local systems
πi(rep(F/E)/E)
are local systems of vector bundles over E . Thus the representing object corresponds to a
morphism
rep(F/E) : E → AL.
Proof: Apply 7.5.3 ///
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